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PA R T the FI F T H.

CONTINUED.

H
AVING by reaſon of the largeneſs of the

preceding volumes, which contain much

more than I expected, fome pagesto ſpare, I am

well pleaſed with an opportunity of inferting here,

another extract from one of the moſt ingenious

treatiſes, which , I believe, was ever wrote upon

the ſubject: Mr. Dutens ' - Enquiry into the ori.
“ gin of the diſcoveries attributed to the Moderns.' '

I am ſurprized that I never heard of it till very

lately ; and I have met with exceeding few that

have : although the Latin original (I ſuppoſe, for

I have not ſeen it) has been publiſhed good part

of twenty years, and the elegant and judicious
tranſlation of it was printed eightor nine years

ago . It is true , I ain hereby convinced of ſeveral

miſtakes, which I had been in for many years .

But I look upon every ſuch conviction as a valua

ble acquiſition. And I truſt myheart will always.

ſay, both to God and na , 6. What I know not,

*6'teach thou are."

TheA 2
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The AUTHOR'S PREFACE .

IN
N the compariſon between the moderns and

ancients , a diſtinction ought to be made be

tween the arts and ſciences, which require long

experience and practice to bring them to perfec

tion , and thoſe which depend ſolely on talent and

genius. Without doubt, the former in ſo long, a

ſeries of ages , have been extended more and more,

and brought to a very high degree of perfection

by the nioderns, who in this reſpe&t ſurpaſs the

ancients, though the art of printing, and many

other diſcoveries, have not a little contributed to

it. We know the aſtronomers of our days un

derſtand much better the nature of the ſtars, and

the whole planetary ſyſtem , than Hipparchus,

Ptolemy, or any other of the ancients . But it

may be doubted whether they had gone ſo far, un

aided by teleſcopes. The moderns have certainly

perfected the art of navigation ; nay, and diſco

vered new worlds : but yet without the aſſiſtance

of the compaſs, America in all probability had

still remained unknown . Likewife by long obſer

vation and experiments often repeated , we have

brought the arts of botany , anatomy, and chirur.

gery, to the degree of perfection we nuw behold

thein in. Many ſecrets of nature, not to be pe

netrated
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netrated in one age, have been laid open in a fuc

ceſſion of many. Morality itſelf hath been per

fected by the Chriſtian Religion ; philoſophy

hath aſſumed a new air ; and the trifling, childiſh ,

and vain cavils of the fchools , have at length been

put to flight by the re -iterated efforts of Ramus,

Bacon, Newton , and many others.

I willingly therefore give up to the partizans of

the nioderns every advantage I have here enume

rated ; but there is no need on that account to rob

the ancients of the ſhare they have had in promot

ing all theſe parts of knowledge, by the pains they

took to beat' out for us the tracks we have purſued ,

Much leſs fhould we affume, as modern diſcoveries ,

what the ancients really invented , or illuſtrated.

It alſo deſerves notice, that the moſt part of the

admirable and uſeful inventions, in which our age

glories, ſuch as printing, gunpowder, the compaſs ,

teleſcopes, &c . were not the acquiſitions of genius,

and philofophy, but mere effects of chance. ToΤο

place in its true light the ſhare the ancients have in

whatever we pretend to know, and even in what

kas been called modern diſcoveries, is the principali

aim of my preſent undertaking.

A 3 CHAP
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Wittsttt ** CETURAK

CHAP. I.

Of the CIRCULATION ofthe Blood, and the

FALLOPIAN TUBES .

1. THE
THE medical art affords ſtriking inſtances of

injuſtice done to the ancients in en

deavouring to deprive them of the glory of having

made the most important diſcoveries in it. I thall

produce two or three manifeſt proofs of this, and

doubt not but the reader will perceive not only

probable hints, but demonftrative evidence, that

ihe antients clearly taught what we now diſpute

their having had any knowledge of.

2. It is remarkable with regard to medicine,

that none of the fciences fooner arrived at perfec

tion ; for in the ſpace of two thouſand years ,

elapſed ſince the time of Hippocrates, there has

ſcarcely been added a new aphoriſm to thoſe of
that great man, notwithſtanding all the application

of ſo many ingenious men , as have ſince fiudicd

that ſcience.

3 . I omit taking notice of ſome modern authors,

who have endeavoured to prove, that the circula

tion of the blood was known to Solomon, that I

may paſs to the more evident proofs of this dif

covery, which Hippocrates furniſhes us with,

After examining thoſe paſſages , no one will dery

but this able phyſician knew , what he expreſſes

fo clearly.

1

4. In
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4. In truth , it is hard to conceive that he

knew nothing of the circulation of the blood , when
we hear him ſay, - That all the veins communi

cate one with the other , and run into one ano.

ther ; that the veins which ſpread themſelves

over the whole body, filling it with ſpirit, juice,

" s and motion, are all of them but branches of one

original vein. I proteſt, I know not , ” ſays he,

“ where it begins, or where it ends, for in a cir

* cle there is neither beginning nor ending.” A

little further he ſays, " that the heartis the fource

“ of the arteries, which carry blood into all parts

“ of the body,communicating to them life and

heat ; " he adds, " that they are the rivulets

“ which cheriſh the human body, and convey life

to every part of man .” In another part, he

ſays, that the “ heart and veins are always inmo

“ 'tion . ” He compares the courſe of rivers, which

return to their fources in an unaccountable and

extraordinary manner, to the circulation of the

blood . In apoplexies and ſuch like diſorders,

which he aſcribes to obſtructions in the veins , he

preſcribes bleeding , in order to procurea free

motion to the blood and ſpirits. He ſays alſo, that

when the bile enters into the blood, it breaks its con

fiſtence, and diſorders its regular courſe. He com

pares its admirable mechaniſm to clews of thread,

whole filaments overlapeach other; and ſays, that

in thebody it performs juſt ſuch a circuit,always

terminating where it began.

9

5. The next to Hippocrates is Plato, who ſpeaks

with clearneſs of the circulation of the blood; for

from the heart, he ſays , ſpring the veins and blood ,

which with rapidity carries itſelf into all parts;

A4 adding,
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alding, thatwhen the blood thickens, it flowsuit

more difficulty through the veins. Ariſtotle 100

regardsthe heart as the origin and fountain of the
veins and blood. He fays, that froin the heart

there ariſe two veins, one on the right, and the

other on the left fide ; and he was the firſt who
called this aorta . He held that the arteries had

a communication with the veins, and that tkey were

intimately connected together.

6. Julius Pollux, in his Onomaſticon ,deſcribing

all the parts of the body, and their uſes , among

other things ſays , in ſpeaking of the arteries, that

they are the paffages and canals of the ſpirits,

" as the veins are of the blood ; " and in ſpeaking

oftl.e heart, he ſays , that it “ hath two cavities

" the one ofwhich communicates with the arteries,

" the other with the veins." Apuleius in explain .

ing the doctrine of Plato , ſpeaks likewiſe of the

circulation of the blood, and in a few words deſ

cribes it as clearly as any of the moderns. It is

true, he does not expreſsly mention , that the

blood flows from the heart through the arteries :

but on its leaving the heart, he ſuppoſes its courſe

along the lungs, to ſpread itſelf afterwards into all

parts of the body.

7. Nemefius, biſhop of Emila, who may be

accounted among the ancients , having lived in

the fourth century , has a very clear paffage to this

purpoſe, wherein he ſays, “ that the motion of

" the pulſe owes its origin to the heart , and para

ticularly to the left ventricle of that viſcus.

“ The cordiac artery expands and contracts itſelf

“ with very much force , but always with great

3

1

1

1

18

regularity and harmony of motion. In its ex

panſion it draws in the moſt ſubtle parts of the

66 blood

5
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" blood fromthe adjoining veins, and of that blood

“ forms the aliment of the vital ſpirits ; and in its

“ contraction exhales all the fumes brought into

" it by ſecret paſſages from all parts of the body; "

8. It appears from what we have faid , that the

circulation ofthe blood was known to the ancients;

though they did not expatiate upon it : and what

reduces to a very ſmall degree the honour that

Harvey can claim , in making that diſcovery, is

that Servetus had treated of it very diftinctly be

fore him , in the fifth part of his book De Chrif

tianiſmi Reſtitutione; a work fo very ſcarce, that

there are but few who can boaſt of having ſeen it

in print . Mr.Wotton, in his Reflections upon the

Ancients and Moderns, citesthis paſſage of Serue.'

tus: in which he diſtinguilhe3: three ſorts of fpi.

rits in the human body, and ſays, that blood,

“ which hecalls a vital ſpirit, is diſperſed through

" the body by the anaſtomoſis, or mutual-infertion

“ of two veſſels, at their extremities, into one

“ another.” Where it deſerves obſervation , that

Servetus is the firſt who employed that term to

expreſs the communication between the veins and

arteries. He makes “ the expanded air in the

lungs contribute to the formation of blood,

" which comes to them from the right ventricle

“ of the heart, by the canal of the pulmonary

artery. He ſays , that the blood is there refined

s and perfected, ' by the aétion of the air, which

ti ſubtilizes it , and blends itſelf with that vital:

ſpirit, which the expanded heart then receives,
* as a fluid proper to carry life every where. He

maintains, that this conveyance and manner of:

preparing the blood in the lungs; is evident

s from the junction ofthe veins with the arteries

46

56

A 5
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* in this vifcus . And he concludes with ſaying, that

*** the heart having received the blood thus pre

pared by the lungs, fends it forth again by the

artery of its left ventricle, called the aort !,
" which diſtributes it into all parts of the body."

Andreas Celulpinus, who lived likewiſe in ihe

“ fixteenth century, hath two paſſages which com

pleatly contain all that we know about the cir .

• culation of the blood .” He explains at length

“ how the blood guſhing from the right ventri

“ cle of the heart through the pulmonary artery,

* to paſs into the lungs, entersby an anaſtomoſis

“ into the pulmonary veins, to be conveyed to

" the left ventricle of the heart, and afterwards

* diſtributed by the aorta into all parts of tlie

body ."

9. Johannes Leonicenus ſays, that the famous

Paul Sarpi, otherwiſe named Father Paul, was he

who diſcovered the circulation of the blood, and

firſt diſcerned the valves of the veins, which like

the fuckers of a pump, open to let the blood paſs,

but fhut to prevent its return ; -and that he commu

nicated this ſecret to Fabricius ab Aquapendente,

Profeſſor of Medicine, at Padoua, in the ſixteenth

century, and fucceffor to Fallopius; who diſco

vered it to Harvey, at that time ſtudying phyſic

under him in the Univerſity of Padoua.

10. There is another important diſcovery in

Anatomy, attributed to Fallopius, which had a

more ancient origin ; I mean the two ducts which

inſert themſelves into the ſides of the womb , and

fe to convey the ſeed or female ſperm from

the ovaries into the womb, and are called the Fal.

dopian Tubes, being ſhaped almoſt like a trumpeting
and
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and thought to have been diſcovered by Fallopium

of Modena, who died in the year 1562. We find

them deſcribed as follows, by Ruffus of Epheſus.

Herophilus, ſayshe, imagined that females had

no ſeminal vefſels; but in examining the womb

“ of a beaſt, I found ariſing from the ovaries

“ certain ducts, which entwiſted into each other,

were entirely varicous, and af their farther ex

“ treinity entered into the cavity ofthe womb.
Uponcompreſſing them, there iſſued from them

a glutinous humour, and I am firmly perſuaded

they are ſeminal veſſels of the very
fame ſtruc

“ ture with thoſe in males called the varicous pe

rafate .

.66

CHAP
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CH A P. 11.д

Of the CHIRURGERY of the ANCIENTS .

1 .

A
S to the fubject of this Chapter, I cannot

ſenting him with an extract of Mr. Bernard's

Thoughts upon it , who was first Surgeon to King

William . Here follows a faithful tranflation of

part of a memoir, which he imparted to his friend
Mr. Wotton .

men .

2 . " If we attend well to what the moderns

have added to the ſurgery of the ancients , we

“ fhall be obliged to own, that we have not

" the leaft right to deſpiſe them , as thoſe who

“ do know nothing of them , nor have ever

“ read them ; and who give the ſtrongeſt proo's

“ of their own ignorance and pride, in the man

“ ner wherein they preſume to treat thoſe great

I do not ſay, that the moderns have in

" no reſpect contributed to the advancement of

“ ſurgery ; but what I ſay is this, that the merit

“ of the moderns con Gifts rather in having re -in

" troduced the inventions of the ancients , and

• ſet them in a better light, than in any impor

“ tant diſcoveries that thiey themſelves have made

" in this ſcience. Whether the art of curing

wounds, falling immediately under the obfirva

" tion of ſenſe, has for that reaſon been the fiudy

“ of the men of the earlieſt times, and by that

means ſooner acquired a degree of perfection,
* than

1
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" than the other branches of medicine : or that

" the moſt part of thoſe who afterwards aſſumed

" the profeſſion, were mere empirics, and igno

“ rant of it : which ever of theſe be the cafe, it is

* certain this art has not for ſome ages paft been

cultivated , as it might have been ; and to prove

this, we need only reflect how few the number

“ of good writers are upon this fubject, in coinpa.

“ riſon of thoſe who have written upon other

“ branches of the arts and ſciences. Whoever is .

“ converſant with the writings of the ancients,

* andhas ſkill to judge of their merit in his own

* pra &tice, will ingenuouſly own, that what ren

* ders the reading of them more uſeful than thoſe

“ of the moderns, is that they are more exact in

deſcribing the fymptoms and indications of dif

“ orders , and more juſt and preciſe than the

moderns, in diſtinguiſhing the different ſpecies.

" of ulcers and tumors. If our age has retrencheck

“ ſome fuperfluities of practice, as it muſt be

“ owned it has ; yet it cannot be ſhewn that theſe

" methods came from the ancients. It is much

more probable, that they were in a great mea
“ fure introduced by the ignorant profeſſors of a

W later date. There is no doubt but the perfection

" to which ſurgery has been carried in theſe last

ages, is principally owing to the diſcoveries

“ which have been made in anatomy, bymeans

“ of which we are enabled to give a reaſon for

many of the phenomena, which were before

" inexplicable." But the moſt eſſential part, the

" art of curing wounds, to which all the other

parts ought to give way, remains almoſt in the

« very fame ftate, in which the ancients tranſ

« mitted it to us. What I have ſaid, is inconter

* ' tible : and for proof of it, I appeal to every

" courſe

66
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“ courſe of ſurgery that has been publiſhed by the

* moſt celebrated among the moderns, all of

" which appear to be but tranſcripts of one ano

" ther, exccpting thoſe of greateft note which

" are taken fro :n the ancients. Ainong all the

“ writers of ſyſtems, few deny the pre-eminence

to Fabricius ab Aquajendente, a man of exqui

“ ſile learning and judgment, but who is not

“ aſhamed to declare that Celfusamong the Latins,

“ Paul Eginetus among the Greeks, and Albucaſos

among the Arabians, are thoſe to whoin he is

“ moſt indebted in the compoſition of his excel.
lent work. But it will be ſaid , that a great

" many methods of operation are at preſent in

uſe, which were unknown to the ancients. 1

* fear, on the contrary, that an impartial exami

“ nation into this would diſcover many more, and

" of greater utility, either omitted ordiſcontinued ,

" than of new, which we have introduced ; pro

“ vided their enquiry were entered upon with an

impartial and unprejudiced mind.

3 . “ To begin with the operation for the ſtone,

" there is nobody doubts but they have a right to

el claim that as their own. Celfus and many

“ others have given us exact deſcriptions of it ;

though, it must be owned that the method of

“ operation, deſerving the preference in many

reſpects, and known by the name of the grand

* operation, was the invention of Johannes de

Romanis, of Cremona, who lived at Rome in

* the year 1520, and publiſhed his work at

" Venice in 1535. The inſtrument that wemake

“ uſe of in trepanning, was doubtleſs firſt uſed by

" the ancients, and only rendered more perfect

by Woodall and Fabricius ab Aquapendentes

* Tapping
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Tapping likewiſe is in all reſpects an invention

* oftheirs . Laryngotomy, or the opening of the

larynx in the quinſey, was practiſed by them .

“ with ſucceſs; an operation which, though ſale

" and needful, is almoſt out of uſe at preſent.

4 . “ The cure of the Hernia inteſtinalis, with

“ the diſtinguiſhing differences of the ſeveral

ſpecies of that malady, and their method of

cure , are exactly deſcribed by the ancients. It

was they who taught us the cure of the ptery:

gion and cataract , and treated the maladies of .

" the eye as judiciouſly as any of our modern

“ oculifts, who, if they would act with honour,

* ſhould confeſs, that they do nothing more but

practiſe over again what thoſe great maſters

taught. The opening of an artery and of the

jugular vein is no more a modern invention,

" than the application of the ligature in the caſe

* of an aneuriſm , which certainly was not well

“ underſtood even of late by Frederic Ruyſch,

45 that celebrated anatomiſt of Holland. The ex

tirpation of the amygdales, or of the uvula, is

“ not at all a late invention , though it muſt be

“ owned the efficacious cauteries now uſed in the

caſe of the former, were neither practiſed nor

* known by the ancients. The method we

now uſe of treating the fiftula lacrymalis, a

* cure ſo nice and difficult, is preciſely that of

" the antients, with the addition that Fabricius

46 made of the cannula for applying the cautery:

5. “ As to the real cauſtic, which makes a

* conſiderable article in ſurgery, although Cof-56

* teus , Fienus, and Severinus, have written am

ply on that ſubject; yet it is evident from a

ſingle
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fingle aphoriſm of Hippocrates, that this great

phyſician knew the ule of it as well as thoſe

" who have come after him : and beſides it is

frequently ſpoken of in the writings of all the

“ other ancients, who without doubt uſed it

“ with
great fucceſs in many caſes where we have

“ left it off, or know not how to apply it . The

“ cure of the varices by inciſion, ſcarcely fo

• much as made mention of now, appears to

* have been a familiar practice among the ani

“ cients, as is manifeſt from the works of Celfus

“ and Paulus Eginetus ; , and whoever is conver

" ſant in the treatment of varicous ulcers, will

“ agree that this operation is abfolutely necellary

“ for the effectual cure of them . The polypus of

" the ear is a malady ſo little underſtood by the

moderns, that we meet but very rarely with the

“ name of it in their writinys; and yet the de-

ſcription of its cure has not been omitted by:

“ the ancients. They were entirely well ac

quainted with all kind of fracturesand luxations,

" and themeans of remedying them ; as well as

with all the forts of futures in uſe among usy ,

“ beſides many which we have loft. And though

“ fome have advanced , that cauteries were

“ unknown to them , we may eaſily convince

“ ourſelves of the contrary by cbſerving what

“ Celfus and Celius Aurelianus have faid of

" them , allowing withal that they feem not to

“ have known our method of placing and con

“ tinuing them.

1

66

1

1

!

.

6. “ Nor ought I to omit what is fo manifeſt,

" that nobody will deny it, that all forts of am

" putations, as of limbs, breaſts, &c . were per

“ formed among them as frequently, and with as

“ great
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" great ſucceſs as we can pretend to . As to the

« art of bandaging, ſo very important and neceſ

fary, though much neglected at preſent, and

“ which the French ſo much pique themſelves

upon, as if in this they excelled all others ;

“ the ancients knew it to ſuch a degree of per

“ fection, that we do not even flatter ourſelves

“ 'with having added any thing conſiderable to

“ what Galen hath taught us , in the excellent

“ tract he has writ on this fubject. And although

“ the moderns claim an advantage over the an

cients, in regard to the variety of their initru

ments, it is nevertheleſs evident, that they

were ignorant and deſtitute of none that were

“ neceſſary ; nay, it is highly probable, from
" what Oribapus and many others have ſaid , that

they had great variety of them . As to topics,

" or the remedies which are externally applied,

“ it is certain that we are indebted to them , for

having inſtructed us in the nature and proper

" ties of thoſe we now uſe ; and as to general me.

“ thods of cure , the ancients have ſo eminently

excelled , particularly in that of treating the

“ wounds of the head , that thoſe of the inoderns

" who have written moſt judiciouſly upon it,

thought they could do no better ſervice to

poſterity , than comment upon that admirable

“ book which Hippocrates wrote on this ſub

66

66

66

66

ject .

7. “ It would require more leiſure and ability

66 than I have, concludes Mr. Birnard, to enter

“ into a detail of more particulars, and ſhew

“ what hath been invented, ſet aſide, or loſt in

“ different ages . What I have already advanced

“ ſufficiently makes it appear, that we ought to
is talk
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" talk of the ancients with great reſpect ; not

" that we ſhould blindly yield to their authority,

or imagine that they left nothing to be perfected

" in following ages; butwe ought to imitate the

“ celebrated Bartholin. We make but an ill judg.

“ ment of our own intereſt, ſays that great man,

“ when we fo plungeourſelves in the ſtudy of the

“ moderns, as to neglect or contemn that of the an

cients, whoſe u ritings are ſo neceſſaryto throw

light upon every part of frience. And in ano

" ther place he ſays, I have alwaysſewn a par

“ ticular regard to the opinions and maximsof

" the moderns, yet never without paying due ho

mage to antiquity , to which we are indebted for ,

" the very prime foundations of our art. "

66
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CH A P. III .

Of GENERATION .

1 . "HERE are two principal ſentiments among

which generation is effected . Some think that
all the parts of the fætus are incloſed in miniature

in thoſe eggs contained in the ovaries of the fe

male, which communicate with the womb by the
Fallopian tubes ; and that the feed of the male

is only a fort of matter proper for detaching the.

egg, cheriſhing it , and conveying it into the

womb, where the germ contained in the egg af

terwards unfolds its parts : this is the ſentiment

of Harvey, Redi, and many other celebrated phy

ſicians, who maintain that all animals are ovipa

rous, and ſpring from egys, which in the animal

kingdom are what ſeed is in the vegetable.

2. The other ſentiment is that of Lewenhoek,

that all animals, and even men , ſpring from little

animals of extreme minuteneſs, contained in the

feed of the male ; and he looks upon the eggs in

the ovary of the female only as little niduſes fit

to receive theſe animalcula , and to contribute to

their developement and increaſe , by imparting to

them the nouriſhment which comes from the veſa

ſels of the womb.

3 . The firſt of theſe ſyſtems was for a time

generally received, and appeared to be founded

On
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on juſt obfervations. Thoſe who maintain it de

clare, that they have found eggs in the ovaries

of every female that came under their notice,

often to the number of more than twenty in each

ovary , and of the ſize of a green pea. They

draw another of their arguments from the analogy

that nature every where obſerves in all her ope.

rations, and particularly in the production of

plants and animals. Now if this ſyſtem deſervedly

confers glory on the inventer of it, it is but jult

that he ſhould have it who is beſt intitled to it ;

and he to whom it appears primarily due is with

out doubt Empedocles, and next to him Hipto

crates, Ariſtotle, and Macrobius.

4. Plutarch relating the different opinions of

philoſophers, as to the generation of animals and

production of plants , ſays, that Empedocles thought

they were all of them at firſt irregular and imper

fect, but acquired afterwards ſuch a juſt form as

diſtinguiſhed them in ſhape and ſpecies from one
another. And he concludes with ſaying, that

animals are not produced, like earth and water,

from homogeneous bodies ; but generate one ano

tlier by the mixture of the fexcs, and like plants

derive the principle of their origin from their par
ricular ſeeds or eggs. This is the very ſame

which Ariſtotle intented to indicate as the doctrine

of Empedocles, when lie introduces him as ſaying,
That whatever was born , was born of a parti

“ cular feed ;" and as calling the feeds of plants

their
eggs, which fall of themſelves when they are

come to maturity .

5. Herodotus, who lived almoſt at the ſame

time with Empedocles, relating that a land adjoin

IDS
&
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ing to the Nile had produced a great quantity of

fiſh, gives a natural reaſon for it, upon the prin

ciples of Empedocles. What ſeems to me , ſays

he, to have been the cauſe of this vaſt increaſe

of fiſh is this : during the time of the Nile's over

flowing, the fiſhes having left in the mud of its

borders a prodigious quantity of ſperm or eggs,
theſe diſcloſe themſelves after its retreat, covering

the land with a multitude of fiſh .

6. Hippocrates, ſpeaking of the formation of

an infant, deſcribes a fætus ſix days old , compa

ring it to a raw egg without the ſhell,round and

full of a red tranſparent liquor. In another

place, he fhews “ how the ſame thing happens

* in the generation of an infant, as in the pro

“ duction of a plant.” He ſays, that nature is

always the ſame, acting uniformly in the gene

" rating of men , and of plants, and of every

" thing elſe."

7. Ariſtotle, with ftill more preciſon, deſcribes

the egg containing the fætus ---He ſays, “ thatall

“ animals engender and conceive firft a kind of

“ egg, containing a liquor enveloped in a mem

“ brane or thin ſkin, reſembling that of an egg

“ fhell. This, in another place, he plainly calls

an egg ; out of one part of which,” he ſays,

“ the fætus is produced ; that is, out of the yolk ;

“ whill the white part, which is the other, ſerves

to nouriſh it."
66

8. Nothing can be more clear than what Ma.

crobius pronounces on this ſubject, who poſitively

avers, that of all kinds of animals whocopulate,

an egg is the firſt principle of their generation ;
and
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and in another place, that the egg is the ſolution

or expanſion of the ſeed .

9. The ſyſtem of animalcules or ſpermatic ver.

micui has hindered that of generation by the

means of eggs , from gaining the unanimous ſuf

frage of the naturalifts. Mr. de Plantades, ſecre .

tary of the academy of Montpelier, was 'the firſt

among the moderns who renewed this conjecture

of the ancients. Lewenhoek and others confirmed

this conje & ure by obſervations ſo accurate, that

they divided the fentiments of naturaliſts between

their own opinion of men's proceeding from ſper

matic animalcula ; and that of Harvey, which

derives all generation from eggs. We have al

ready ſeen that this latter opinion ſprung from

Hippocrates,Ariſtotle, & c. And the other, of the

exiſtence of ſpermatic vermiculi, is as clearly

taught by Plato, Hippocrates, Ariſtotle, and other

ancient philoſophers, as if they had ſeen them .

We can never ſufficiently extol the extreme pe.

netration of thoſe great geniuſes, who, guided

folely by reaſon, arrived ſo long before us , where

we, after all our nice experiments and laborious

reſearches, are glad to reſt.

C

10. Democritus is the firſt of the Grecian phi.

loſophers, who hath ſpoken of certain worms,

which aflume at length the human form ; but no

author tranſmitted to us, hath entered into a de

tail of this opinion ; though Epicurus, Diodorus

Siculus, and Euripides ſeem to hint at it. Epi

rurus thought that the generation of animals was

effected by the continual transformation of one

into another. Anaxagoras had ſaid the fame,

as well as Euripides quoted by Plutarch, Galen,

Euſebius,
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Eufebius, and Philo. But Democritus, in ex

plaining himſelf more preciſely, taught, that men ,

in their firſt original, appeared in theform of ſmall

worms, which in all probability, heconceived to

be contained in the ſeminal juice of the male ; for

it is natural to ſuppoſe, that in this idea he agreed

with Hippocrates, who inſinuates, that the feed of

animals is filled with animalcula, whoſe parts un

fold themſelves and grow all at a time..

11. That illuſtrious phyſician without all doubt

held conferences upon this ſubject with Democri

tus, whom he found engaged in the diſſection of

animals when he went firſt to viſit him , and long

enjoyed the utmoſt fatisfaction in his company

upon matters entirely philoſophical. Ariſtotle
ſeems to hint at Democritus, when treating of the

firſt formation of men, he ſays, that ſome have

thought that the firſt men, after having fprung out

of the earth, began their exiſtence in the form of

little worms ; and in another place he ſpeaks of

Democritus as having believed , that in the genera .

ting ofman the exterior parts of the fætus are firſt

formed ; ſo that it is even then of human ſhape,

and therefore even in that condition may be looked

upon as a little man.

12. Hippocrates advanced, that nothing in na .

ture abſolutely periſhed; that nothing, taking it

altogether, wa's produced anew ; nothing born but

what had a prior exiſtence ; that what we call

birth, is only ſuch an enlargement as brings from

darkneſs to light, or renders viſible thoſe ſmall

animalcula which were before imperceptible. He

ſays a little farther, it is impoſſible that what is

not ſhould be born, there being nothing that can

.

con
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contribute to the generation of what has no exift

ence, But he maintains, that every thing in

creaſes as much as it can , from the loweft to the

hig neji degree of magnitude. Theſe principleshe

afterwards applies to human generation . He

fays, that the larger ſizes ariſe out of the lefjer ;

that all the parts ſucceſſively expand themelves,
and grow and increaſe proportionally in the ſame

Jeries of time; that none of them in reality takes

the art of another, ſo as tole quicker or ſlower

in their growth ; but that thoſe which are natu

rally larger fooner appear to the eye than thoſe

which are ſmaller, though they by no means pre

ceded them in exiſtence. In ſhort, in the begin

ning of this book of Hippocrates, we meet with a

train of reaſoning entirely juſt and ſolid, the na

tural conſequence of which is, that at the begin

ning of the world the ſeeds containing the firſt

lineaments of plants and animals came into exift

ence, though their extrenie minuteneſs hinders

them from being ſeen. Whence he concludes,
as we have already had occaſion to obſerve, that

the birth of animals is only ſuch an enlargement

of them, as makes them paſs from darkneſs into

light.

13. It may be objected, that we have already

repreſented Hippocrates and Ariſtotle as favouring

the ſyſtem of generation by eggs ; and that we

now ſeem to afcribe a contrary opinion to them .

But it ought to be remarked, thatin reality theſe

two philoſophers favoured the former fyftem :

for Ariſtotle only relates the other opinion as in

troductory to the eſtabliſhment of his own ; and

Hippocrates contents himſelf with inſinuating the
notion, that there may be animalcula in the male

feed ,
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nou

a

leed, without taking it upon him to eſtabliſh it as

a truth . Beſides, he might have admitted of

ſpermatic vermiculi in the ſenſe that ſome mo.

derns do, in order to reconcile the two ſyſtems,

regarding the eggs as nidufes proper for the re

ception of the ſpermatic vermiculi, and contain

ing matter neceſſary for contributing to their

growth. In this caſe the ſpermatic worm will be

the real fætus, the ſubſtance of the egg
its

riſhment, and the membranes of it its wrappers.

14. Plato hath ftill more clearly ſpoken ofthoſe

Imall animals which become men ; for after hay

ing compared the wombto a fertile field , in which

the ſcattered ſeed produces fruit; he ſays, that

the animalcula, which there receive their growth,

are at firft fo extremely ſmall as not to be percepti
ble to the eye, but coming gradually to unfold

themſelves and expand, by means of the food pre

pared for them in the womb, they, afterwards

ſpring forth into day in all the perfection of birth.

Nor can it be denied that Senecahad a very diſ

tinet idea of this ſyſtem ofhuman generation by

animalcula, when we find him teaching, that

ss the human form before birth was compriſed in

“ the ſeed, where all the members of the body

“ were concentered and ſhrouded up in a little

" indiſcernible place." Which Tertullian hath

expreſſed in few words, when he ſays, the feed

· had lifein it from the very firſt.

15. The diſcovery reſpecting the multiplicity

of animation of which the polypus is capable, is

what nobody makes any difficulty of regarding as

due to the moderns, though Ariſtotle and St. Aue

guftine ſpeak of it as clearly as any of themo
VOL.V. B derns

a
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V

derns , as a thing which they knew from their

own experience. The latter relates, in his book

concerning the dimenſion of the foul, that one of

his friends performed the experiment before him ,

cutting a polypus in two ; and that immediately

the two parts thus ſeperated betook themſelves to

flight , moving the one one way, and the other

another. That great man adds, that this experi

ment ſuddenly threw him into ſuch amazement,

that for ſometime he knew not what to think of

the nature of the ſoul . Ariſtotle, ſpeaking of in

ſects, ſays almoſt the ſame thing ; for without

naming the creature he ſpeaks of, he obſerves,that

there are of theſe animals or inſects, as well as

of plants and trees, that propagate themſelves by

ſhoots: and as what were but the parts of a tree

before, become thus diſtinct and ſeparate trees ;

ſo in cutting one of theſe animals, ſays Ariſtotle,

the pieces which before compoſed but one ani.

mal ,become of a ſudden ſo many different indivi

duals.

a
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С НА Р. IV.

Of the SEXUAL SYSTEM of PLANTS.

1. propagate themſelves, as animals do, by

means of organs, ſome male and others female ;

that in a great many plants theſe two kinds of dr

gans are found united , which plants are then

among naturaliſts diſtinguiſhed by the name of

Hermaphrodites; and that in other plants the two

ſexes are ſo ſeparated, that the male are on one

ſtem , and the female on another. This ſyſtem is

founded, firſt, on the analogy there is between

the eggs of animals and the feed of plants, both

ſerving equally to the ſame end , that of propaga-.

ting a ſimilar race: ſecondly, on the remarks

that have been made, that when the ſeed of the

female plant is not inpregnated with the prolific

powder of the male , it bears no fruit ; infomuch

that as often as the coinmunication between the

ſexual parts of plants has been intercepted,they
have always proved barren . The authors of this

fyftem , after exactly anatomizing all the parts of

the plant, aſſign to each a name, founded on it3

uſe and analogy to the parts of an animal. Thus

as to the male organs, the filaments are the ſper
matic veſſels, their antheres, or tops , the teſti

cles ; and as to the female , the ſtyle anſwers to

the ragina, the germ to the ovary, and the peri

carpium , or fecundated ovary , to the womb.

2. LinnæusB 2

2
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2. Linnaus has the honour of having com.

pleated this ſyſtem , by reducing all trees and

plants to particular claſſes, diſtinguiſhed by the

nuinber of their ſtamina, or maleorgans. Zalu

zianſki ſeems to have been the firſt among the

moderns, who clearly diftinguiſhed from one ano

ther the male, the female, and the hermaphrodi

tical plants. About a hundred years after him ,

Sir Samuel Millington and Dr. Grew communia

cated to the Royal Society of London, their ob

ſervations on the impregnating duſt of the fta

mnina . Camerarius, towards the end of the laſt

century, obſerved, that upon plucking off the

ſtamina of ſome male plants ; ſuch as the mul.

berry -tree or the maize, the buds that ought to

have produced fruit, came not to maturity.

Malpighi and Vaillant have alſo carefully conſi

dered this fecundating duft ; the latter of whom

feems to have been the firſt eye-witneſs of this

ſecret of nature. Many authors afterwards ap

plied themſelves to improve this ſyſtem .

3. Weare now to examine whether the an.

cients knew any thing of this, or whether they

only ſpeak of it in a vague and indeciſive manner.

I agree , that they do not give ſo exact an ac

count of the anatomy of every part of the flower

of a plant as the nioderns do ; at leaſt no ſuch

work of theirs hath reached our times . They

are even ſometimes ſo far miſtaken, as to apply

fome of the parts to purpoſes they do not ſerve.

But in this they are more excuſable than ſome

of our ableft moderns, who have fallen into great

errors on this ſubject, notwithſtanding all the in

ſtructions, experiments and obſervations of their

cotemporaries. The ableft botaniſt of his age,

Mr.
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Mr. de Tournefort, who could notbe ignorant of

what had been advanced by Millington, Grew ,

Malphigi, and Camerarius, yet maintains, that

the ftarina of flowers ſerve only to ſecrete or

void the leſs uſeful parts of thenutritive juices,

and are only the excretory veſſels belonging to the

calix of the flower .

..
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4. Having madethis conceſſion, I may withs

the more ſafety affirm , that, this one circum

fance excepted, of which I have here made men

tion , the ancients perfectly underſtood the ſexual

difference in plants, the fecundation of the fruits

of the female by the duſt of the flowers of the

male, and had a diſtinct idea of the two fexes, as

having place in different individuals .tri

li

5. Theophraſtus ſays, that trees may be diſtin

guiſhed into ſeveral claces on account of their

great variety ; but that the moit univerſal diffe

rence among them is that of their gender, whether

inale or female. And Ariſtotle obſerves, that we

ought not to fancy that the intermingling of ſexes

in plants is the ſame as among animals.리

h

6. There were, it ſeems, various opinions

among the ancients as to the manner in which

plants ſhould be admitted to have a difference of

fex. Some looked upon them as complete in

that reſpect, each individual containing in itſelf

the powers of both ſexes, Empedocles endea

voured to ſolve this, whether in plants the male

was diſtinct from the female ; or, whether the

ſexes were united in each of the ſpecies : and he

concluded, that plants were hermaphroditical; that

is, a compoſition ofboth ſexes. Ariſtotle doubted,
whetherB 3
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whether he ought to admit, that the two fexes

combined in the ſame plant; or ſhould pronounce

that they exiſted ſeparately.

1

7. True it is , this author errs widely in his

manner of diftinguiſhing the male from the

female plant ; for he thought the difference to

conſiſt in this, that the male was larger and

stronger, the female weaker but more fruitful. He

faid almoſt, that the male was more dry , and

came ſooner to maturity, than the female. But

it ſhould be obſerved, it is not upon the teſtimony

of Ariſtotle that we attempt to ſhew , the ancients

knew the ſexual.ſyſtem of plants. This is what

only appears confuſedly in his writings ; for, he

employs himſelf rather in giving the ſentiments

of others than in advancing reaſons of his own.

8. Empedocles thoughtthat whatever grew.drew

its origin from ſeed, which he compares to eggs

in this reſpect; that it originally contains in it

a nutritive aliment, which it immediately com

municates to the root . And Ariftotle, reaſoning

on this ſentiment of Empedocles, fays, that in

plants the two fexes are united, which makes them

capable of propagating themſelves; but inſtead of

a fætus, they produce feed, which is the fruit of

their generative faculty. And on this account

Empedocles called plants oviparous ; for the ſeed,

or *** egg ," ſaid he, " is the fruit of the genera.

" tive faculty , one part of which ferves to form

“ the plant, and the other to nouriſh the germ

" and "root ; and in animals of different ſexes,

“ we ſee that nature , when they would procreate ,

impels them to unite, and like plants to be

come one ; that from this combination of two,

" there may fpring up another animal." ,

.9. As
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9. As to the manner in which fruits were im

pregnated, the ancients were not ignorant , that it

wasby means of the prolific duſt contained in the

flower of the male ; and they carried the accuracy

of their obſervations ſo far as to remark , that the

fruits of trees never come to maturity, till they have

been cheriſhed with that duft. Upon this , Ariſtotle

fays, " that if one ſhake the duſt of a branch of the

“ male palm over the female, her fruits will

quickly ripen ; and that when the wind ſheds

as this duſt of the male upon the female , her fruits.

ripen apace.

Theophraſtus, treating of the ſame ſubject,

ſays, “ They bring the male to the female palm

“ ' in order to make her produce fruits. The

in which they proceed is this. When

“ ' the male is in flower, they ſelect a branch

“ abounding in that downy duft which reſides in

" the flower, and fhake this over the fruit of the

# female. This operation prevents the fruit from

becoming abortive, and brings it ſoon to perfect

maturity .' “ Naturaliſts , ” ſays Pliny, '“ admit

“ the diſtinction of ſex not only in trees, but in

herbs, and in all plants . Yet this is no where

more obſervable , " adds he, “ than in palms,

“ the females of which never propagate, but when

they are fecundated by the duſt of themale. " He

calls the female palms.deprived of male aſſistance,

barren widows. He compares the conjunction of

theſe plants to that of animals ; and ſays, that to

generate fruit, the female needs only the aſperſion

ofthe duft of the flowers ofthe male .

manner

C

1
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CHAP. V.

Of the CHYMISTRY of the ANCIENTS.

1 .

If
we will be guided by the greatest number

ſearch to demonſtrate the antiquity of Chymiſtry:

Its name ſeemsto declare its origin . It is agreed

almoſt by all , that it was firſt cultivated in Egypt,

the Country of Cham , of whom it is ſuppoſedto

have taken its name Xnusia, Chemia, hve Cha
mia, the ſcience of Cham. In the 105th pſalm,

Egypl is called , " The Land of Cham. ' Accord

ing to Bockhart, the Coptes ſtill call themſelves

Chemi, or Chami; and Plutarch, in his Iſis and

Oſiris, ſpeaking of a diſtrict of Egypt, names ft

Chamia,quali Chimia . But without entering here

into a pbilological difcuflion , I ſhall content my

ſelf with conſidering whether the ancients were

Chymiſts, and to what degree; and hope to make

it appear, that they not only knew all of that art ,

which we do, but had ſuch' inſight in it, as we
have not at preſent.

2. The firft infance that occurs for aſcertaining

the antiquity of the ſcience, is of a very remote

date. Nobody, I think , will doubt, but Tubat

Cain, and thoſe who with him found out theway

of workingin braſs and iron , mut have been

able chymifts. It was impoſſible to work upon

thele metals, without knowing the art of digging
them
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them out of the mine, of excavating them , andof

refining and ſeparating thein from the ore, all

which are chymical operations, and muſt have

been at firſt invented by thoſewho excelled in the

art, however afterwards they might be put in

practice by the meaneſt artizans. Thoſe who are

engaged in the workingof copper mines, for in

ftance, and knowthatthe metal muſt paſs above

a dozen times through the fire, before it can ac

quire its proper colour and ductility, will eaſily

enter into this ſentiment. It is needleſs to bring

together hereall the paſſages of Heathen Hiſto

rians, which ſpeak of Vulcan, in theſame manner

as the facred Author does of Tubal-Cain , and to

thew the reader from the reſemblance, and as it

were identity of names, that all of them relate to

one and the ſame perſon . It is enough to obſerve

that thoſe authors repreſent Vulcan as fkilled in

operating upon iron,copper, gold, ſilver, and all

the other bodies capable of ſuſtaining, the action
of fire..

>

1 3. I -likewiſe paſs over whatever carries in it

the air of fable : ſuch as the ſtory of the Golden

Fleece ; the Golden Apples that grew in the gar.

dens of the Heſperides, the reports of Manethon

and Joſephus with relation to Seth's pillars ; and
come to facts real and eſtabliſhed : and for the

fake of Chronology. I ſhall" ſtill adhere to the

ſacred Text, in contemplating an action of Moles ,

who having broke the Golden Calf, reduced it

into powder to be mingled with water, and given
to the Ifraelites to drink ; in one word , rendered

the gold potable : an operation fo difficult, that

it isintirely impracticable to moftofthe Chymiſts

of our days, and ownedby Boerhaave to be of fan

exaltedB5
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exalted a kind , that it is unknown at preſent to

the moſt ſkilful. Yet it muſt be admitted, that it

hath been looked upon by ſome able Chymiſts as

practicable, who at the fame time acknowledge it

to be a moſt remarkable proof of Moſes' eminent

Skill in all the wiſdom of Egypt. For how with

out the aid of Chymiſtry, could Mofes have diſ

folved the golden calf, and that too without apply

ing corrofives, which would have poiſoned all who

had afterwards drank of the waters ? Yet this

was to be done, and in a ſhort time too, though

therebebut one way of doing it . Frederic the

Third, King of Denmark , curious to put this ope

ration in practice, engaged fome able chymiſts to

attempt it. After many trials they at laſt ſucceeded,

but it was in following the method of Mofes, by

firſt reducing the gold into ſmall parts by means

of fre, and then pounding it in a mortar (along

with water,) till it was ſo far diſſolved, as to be

come potable . This fact cannot be called in quel

tion, nor has it any thing-ſupernatural in it . We

know that Mofes was inſtruêted in all the learning

ofthe Egyptians, among whom the fciences were

cultivated with all manner of ſucceſs, and from

whom the moſt eminent philoſophers of Greece de

rived their knowledge .

4. How they formed that cement, 'which they

applied in rearing theſe monuments that ſtill

fubfift, remains a ſecret to us ; though it be paſt

all doubt, that they prepared it in a chymical way,

fo hidden however to us, that we daily lament

the loſs of it. The numberleſs mummies which

fill endure, after ſo long a courſe of ages , ought to

afcertain to the Egyptians the glory of havingcar

ried chymiſtry to a degree of perfection attained

buk
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But by few . In their mummies alone, there is

ſuch a ſeries of operations, that fome of them ftill

remain unknown, notwithſtanding all the attempts

of ſome of the ableft moderns to recover them . The

art of embalming bodies, and preſerving them for
many ages, is abſolutely loft ; and never could

have beencarried ſo far as it was by the Egyptians,

without the greateſt ſkill in Chymiſtry. All the

eſſays to reſtore this art , have proved ineffectual,
norhavethe re - iterated analyſesmade ofmummies,

to diſcover the ingredients of which they were

compoſed, had any better ſucceſs. Some moderns

have attempted, by certain preparations , to pre

ſerve dead bodies entire, but to no purpoſe. The

mummies of Lewis de Bils, who was regarded as .

eminent-in thatway, are already in a ſtate of cor

ruption. There were alſo, in thoſe mummies of

Egypt, many things beſides, which fall within the

verge of Chymiſtry : ſuch as their gilding, ſo very

freih, as if it were butof fifty years ſtanding; and

their ſtained filk , fo vivid in its colours, though

after a ſeries of thirty ages. In the Muſeum at Lon .

don, there is a mummycovered all over with fillets

of granated glaſs, various in colour, which ' fhews

that this people at that time, underſtood not only

the making of glafs, but could paint it to their

liking. Itmay be remarked here, that the orna.

ments of glaſs with which that mummy is be

decked, are tinged with the ſame colours, and

ſet off in the ſametaſte, as the dyes in which al

moſt all other mummies are painted ; fo that it is

probable , this kind of ornaments being very ex .

penſive,was reſerved for perſonages of the first

rank only , whilſt others, who could not afford

this, contented themſelves with an imitation of it

in painting:
B 6 5. Ita
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5. It would be eaſy to make a more extenſive

enumeration of the particulars of the chymical

proceſs, which concurred to the compoſition of
a mummy, but I proceed to take notice of their

manner of painting upon linen , which, if I miſtake

not, is ſtill a ſecret to us . After having drawn

theoutlines of their deſign upon the piece oflinen ,

they filled each compartment of it with different

forts of gums, prepared to abſorb the various co

lours ; ſo that none of them could be diſtinguiſh .

ed from the whiteneſs of the cloth . Then they

dipt it for a moment in a caldron full of boiling

liquor, proper for the purpoſe : and drew it thence

painted in all the colours they intended . And

what was remarkable, the colours neither decayed

by time, nor moved in the waſhing ; the cauitic,

impregnating the liquor wherein it wasdipt, hay

ing penetrated and fixed every colour intimately

through the whole contexture ofthecloth . This fina

gle inſtance is ſufficient to give us a very high con.

ception of the progreſs that Chymiſtry had made

among the Egyptians, thoughtheir hiſtory affords

a thouſand others of the kind, not to be wondered

at among a people ſo very active and induſtrious,

where even the lame, the blind , and the maimed,

were in conſtant employment, and ſo little ſubject
to envy, that they inſcribed their diſcoveries in

the arts and ſciences, upon pillars reared in holy

places , in order to omit nothing that might con

tribute to the public utility: The Emperor Adrian

attefts this firſt part of their character, in a letter

written to the Conſul Servianus, upon preſenting

him with three very curious cups of glaſs, which

like a pidgeon's neck , reflected , on whatever ſide

they were viewed, a variety of colours, repreſent

ing
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ing thoſe of the precious ſtone called Obſidianum ,

which ſome commentators have imagined to be

the Cats-eye, and others the Opal.

6. This art of imitating precious ſtones, was

not peculiar to the Egyptians ; the Greeks, who

indeed derived their knowledge from thoſe great

maſters, were alſo very
ſkilful in this branch of

chymiſtry. Theycould give to a compoſition of

chryftal,' all the different tints of any precious

ftone they wanted to imitate. Pliny, Theophraſtus,

and many others, give inſtances of this , but they

moft remarkably excelled in an exact imitation of

the Ruby, the Hyacinth, the Emerald, and the

Sapphire.

7. Chymiftry being a principal branch of Me

dicine, it will not be amiſs to mention ſome par

ticulars, wherein the Egyptians have contributed

to the perfection of thatſcience. I ſet aſide the

hiſtory of Eſculapius, who was inſtructed by Mer .

eury or Hermes. Their pharmacy depended much

upon Chymiſtry ; witneſs their manner of extract

ing oil , and preparing opium , for alleviating of

acute pains, or relieving the mind from nielancholy

thoughts . Homer ſeems to have had this laſt in

view , when he introduces Helen as miniftring to

Telemachus a medical preparation of this kind.

They alſomade a compoſition or preparation of

clay or fuller's earth, adapted to the reliefof many

diſorders, particularly to render the fleſhy parts.

dry, and thence to cure the dropſy and the he

morrhoides. They knew all the different ways

of compoſing ſalts, nitre, and alum , fal cyrenaic

or ammoniac, ſo called from being found in the

environsof the Temple of Jupiter Ammon . They
made
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malle uſe of the litharge of ſilver, the ruſt of iron,

and calcined alum , in the cure of ulcers , cuts,

boils, defluxions of the eyes, pains of the head,

&c . and of pitch against the bite of ferpents.

They fueceſsfully applied cauſtics. They knew

every different way of preparing plants, or herbs,

or grain , whether for medicine or beverage. Beer

in particular, had its origin among them . Their

unguents were of the highest eſtimation , and moft

lafting ; and their uſing remedies, taken fromme

tallic ſubſtances, is ſo manifeſt in the writings of

Pliny and Dioſcorides, that it would be needleſs

to enter upon them here. Diofcorides often

makes mention of their metallic preparations,

ſuch as burnt lead , ceruſe, verdigreaſe, and burnt

antimony ; all which they made uſe of in their

plaiſters , and other external applications. It ſhould ?

he obſerved here, that I have had nothing in

view, but the pharmacy of the Egyptians; other

wiſe I might have made mention of the Theriac,

that famous compofition of Andromachus the phy

fician of Nero, which has at all times been in high

eſtimation, and is now in as much repute as ever.

What little I have adyanced reſpecting the medi

cinal chymniſtry of the Ancients,muft fuffice
upon

this occafion ; theGreeksand Romans preſenting ai

field too vaft to be comprized in a tract of this kind.

Ilippocrates eſpecially , the cotemporary and friend

of Democritus, was remarkably afliduous in the

cultivation of Chymiſtry. A learned man has

compoſed an entire book on the extenſive com.

prehenſion he had of it , whereby it appears,that,

he not only underſtood the general principles of

it, but was an adept in many of its moſt uſeful

parts. Paſſages are quoted from Plato, that are

received. as axioms in Chymiſtry. Galen knew
that

a
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that the energy of fire might be applied to many

uſeful purpoſes, and that by the inſtrumentality

of it, many fecrets in nature were to be diſcovered,

which otherwiſe muſt for ever be hid ; and he

gives many inſtances of this in ſeveral places of

his works. Diofcorides hath tranſmitted to us

many of the mineral operations of the ancients,

and in particular that of extracting quickſilver

from cinnabar, which is in effect an exact deſcrip

tion of diſtillation .

-

no

8. The merit of the ancients in having arrived.

at the knowledge of this important operation of

Chymiſtry, has been much called in queſtion ;
which makes it requiſite to give particular atten

tention to this paſſage of Dioſcorides, which not
only indicates the practice of diſtillation among

the ancients, but ſhews that this branch of chy

miſtry derived from the Greek language the name

of its principalinſtrument, the Alembic. The word

duci ambix, according to Athenaus, meant the

cover of a pot , orany vefſel wherein liquids were

fet a boiling ; and the Arabs adopted this word

in-applying it to the ſame ſubject, only adding

the ſyllable al to the beginning of it , a fyllable

that enters into the beginning of moſt of their

words, whence fprung the word Alembic. Pliny

alſo gives the fame explanation as Diofcorides

does, of the manner of extracting quickſilver

from cinnabar by diſtillation. And Seneca del

cribes an inſtrument exactly reſembling the Alem

bic, and which ſeems to have been applied to the

fame uſe. But there are other indications beſides,

full as ſure as thoſe, that diſtillation had place

among the ancients . · For without reckoning that

brewing of beer implies the uſe of a ftill, we find

Ariſtotle
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Ariftotle obſerves, that oil could be extra &ted from

ſea ſalt ; which never could be done without die

ftillation . Hippocrates deſcribes the proceſs of

that operation ; talks of vapours arifing from the

boiling fluid, which meeting with reſiſtance ftop

and condenſe, till they fall in drops from thebody

to which before they clunz in the forın of vapours.

And Zoſnus of Panopolis , not only deſires his

ſtudents to furniſh themſelves with Alembics, but

gives them directions how to uſe them , and places

before their eyes draughts of fuch as beſt deſerve

to be employed in practice .

9. To proceed to other particulars of general chy

mitry ; the ancien's among other thingswere ac

quainted with lixivial falt, or ſal alcali, one of the

prime principles of bodies. Sal alcali means pro

perly the ſalt extracted by fire from the Egyptian

plant kali, but as it is extracted alſo from other

vegetables, though in leſs quantity, chymiſts ex

tend the name to all thoſe falts, which like that

of this plant , attract and imbibe acids, and by their

contexture penetrate into them , and cloſely unite

with them . Theſe falts are termed promiſcuouſly

lixivial ſalt, ſal alcali, rock ſalt, & c . It is of them

Ariſtotle ſpeaks, when he ſays that in Umbria the

burnt afhes of ruſhes and reéds, boiled in water ,

yield a great quantity of ſalt. Theophraſtus ob
ferves the fame of Umbria Varro relates, that

fome who dwell on the borders of the Rhine, hava

ing neither ſea nor pit falt, ſupply themſelveswith

it by means of the ſaline cinders of burnt plants.

Pliny aſſures us, that aſhes are impregnated with

falts, and ſpeaks in particular of the nitrous alhes

of burnt oak; adding, that theſe falts are uſed in

medicine, and that a doſe of lixivial alhes is an ex
cellent

а .
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cellent remedy.. In ſhort, Hippocrates, Celſus,

Diofcorides, and eſpecially Galen, often recom
mend the medical uſe of fal alcali ; and their writ

ings are filled with paſſages, which ſhew that they

all underſtood it. To the mixture of acids and al

cali it was , that Plato afcribed fermentation ; and

Solomon ſeems to have known this effect of them

when he brings as an inſtance of it, vinegar, and
the nitre of Egypt.

a

..10
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10. Another convincing proof of the abilityof

the Ancients in Chymiſtry, is the experiment

with which Cleopatra entertained Marc Antony, in

diffolving before him, in a kind ofvinegar, a pearl

of very great value. I ſay, in a kind of vinegar;

for at preſentwe know not of any that can produce

this effect; but as the fact itſelf is ſo well atteſted ,we

muſt thence conclude that the Queen added ſome .

thing to the vinegar, omitted by the Hiſtorian :

and that Phacas, who was her phyſician, aſliſted

her at that time with his aid, in enabling her thus

to gain the wager which ſhe had laid with Mari

Antony, that ſhe would exceed him in the coftlineſs

of her entertainment. But even the Queen her

ſelf was a great adept in this art, as appears from

ſome of her performances, fill preſerved in the

Libraries of Paris, Venice, and the Vatican . And

Pliny informs us of the Emperor Caius, that by

means offire extracted ſome gold from a quan

tity of orpiment.

11. The method of rendering glaſs ductile, is a

ſecret ſtill uncomprehended by us, though formerly

well known to the Ancients. The Authors who

lived at the very time when this was done, ſpeak of

it la circumftantially , that it is impoffible to doubt
of
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of it. They are Pliny, Petronius, Ibn Abd Alho

kin, John of Saliſbury, Ifidorus, and others. Pli

ny ſpeaks only of the flexibility of glaſs, which he

ſays , was found out in the time of Tiberius ; but

that the Emperor fearing left gold and ſilver, thoſe

moſt precious metals , ſhould thereby fall in their

value, ſo as to become contemptible, ordered the

reſidence, workboule and tools of the ingenious

artizan to be deſtroyed, and thus cut off this art

in its riſe. Petronius goes farther, and ſays, that

in the time of Tiberius there was an artificer, who

made vefſels of glaſs , which were in theircompo

fition and fabric as ſtrong and durable as ſilver or

gold ; and that being introduced into the preſence

ofthe Emperor, he preſented him with a vaſe of

this kind , ſuch as he thought worthy of his accep

tance; and that meeting with the praiſe his inven

tion deſerved , and finding his preſent ſo favoura

bly received, he, to increaſe the admiration of the

ſpectators, and further to ingratiate himſelf with

the Emperor, laid hold on the vaſe, throwing it

with ſuch violence on the floor, that had it been of

braſs , it muſt have been injured by the blow ; that

he took it up again whole, but dimpled a little,

which he immediately repaired with a hammer he

took from his breaſt '; and that while he was in

expectation of ſome very ample reward in recom

pence of his ingenuity, the Emperor aſked him

whether any body elſe was acquainted with this

method of preparingglaſs, and being aſſured that

no otherwas, immediately ordered his head to be

cut off ; left gold and Glver, added he, ſhould be.

come as baſe as the dirt we tread upon . In theſe

two teſtimonies, we ſee how this diſcovery came

fo ſoon to be loft. If whatever is new, be with

fo much difficulty eſtabliſhed, notwithſtanding,

+

every
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faine way.

every encouragement, how was it poſſible for this

to endure, when ſo ſuddenly ſurpriſed by inevi

table fate ! Dion Caſus, on this head , confirnis

the atteſtations of Pliny and Petronius . John of

Saliſbury and Ifidorus relate this fame fact in the

As to the Arabian Ibn Abd Alhokin, he ſpeaks

of malleable glaſs as a thing known in the flouriſh

ing times of Egypt; but he himſelf is ſo unknown ,
that I know not how to reſt on his authority.

Greaves, who makes mention of him as a celé.

brated chronologiſt among the Arabians, cites

from him the paſſage, wherein it is ſaid, that Sau

rid king of Egypt, who built three pyramids , de

poſitedin them, among other precious thinës ,

malleable glaſs, &c. I ought not to leave this

ſubject, without mentioning the attempts made

bythe moderns to render glafs pliant and mallea

ble. There is a chymical compoſition, well

known, formed of ſilver diſſolved in acid fpirits,

which is called cornu lunæ, a tranſparent body,

eaſily put into fuſion, and very like horn or glaſs,
and which will bear the hammer. Borrichius

makes mention of an experiment of his own,

tending to prove the poſſibility of rendering glaſs

ductile ; it conſiſted in compoſing a pliant and

malleable falt, for the making of which he gives

the receipt ; concluding from thence, that as glaſs

for the moſt part is only a mixture of ſalt and ſand,

and as the ſalt may be rendered ductile, it ought

not to be looked upon as impoſſible that glaſs may

be made malleable . And he imagines, that the

Roman artificer, ſpoken of by Pliny and Petro

nius, may have aſſumed antimony as the princi ..

pal ingredient of his glaſs. Beſides we may ob.

ſerve, that nature hath formed many bodies, hav

ing
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ing an analogy to that of glaſs ; ſuch as the horns

of animals, amber, the Ruſſian talc , and ſeveral

others, all which are tranſparent, and at the ſame

time pliant and malleable. Deſcartes alſo takes

notice, that falt may be rendered malleable, and

for that very reaſon intimates, that it is poſſible

to ſucceed in giving the ſame property to glaſs.

And Morhoff atlures us , that the celebrated Boyle

was allo of this opinion. In ſpeaking of glaſs

I may add, that the art of painting, in ſo far as

it depends upon chymiſtry, was carried formerly

to a much higher degree of perfection, than it is

at preſent . Of this we have ſtriking inſtances in

the windows of ſome ancient churches, where

paintings preſent themſelves in the moſt vivid

colours, without detracting from the tranſparency

of the glaſs ; and which , as Boerhaave obſerves,

are hardly to be imitated at preſent , we having

loſt the ſecret to a degree, that there are ſcarce

any hopes of ever recovering it . The enamelling

and moſaic works of the ancients yield the fame

kind of evidence of their ſkill in chymiilry ; of

the former of which many inſtances occur in the

works of Pliny and others.

12. Having ſpoken of the chymiſtry of the

Egyptians, and of that of the Greeks and Romans,

who derived their inſtructions from thoſe first

maſters ; it would not be pardonable to omit men

tioning Democritus , the parent of experimental

philoſophy . This great man, for the ſake of ac

quiring wiſdom ,travelled into Egypt, and made

his abode with the prieſts of the country, as we

are informed by Diogenes Laertius, Strabo, Cle

mens Alexandrinus, Eufebius, and Synefius. Via

truvius tells us, that he wrote many
books on na.

tural
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tural philoſophy, and was wont to put his ſeal

upon thoſe experiments which he had tried him

ſelf. Diogenes Laertius ſays the ſame. Petronius

affirms, that he extracted the juice of every fim

ple, and was fo wholly taken up in experiments ,

that there was not a quality belonging to the mia

neral or vegetable kingdoms that eſcaped his no

tice ; and Seneca aſſerts, that he was the inventor

of reverberating furnaces, the firſt who gave a

ſoftneſs to ivory, and imitated nature in her prve

duction of precious ſtones, particularly the eme
rald .

I ſhall finiſh this chapter with an aſſertion ,

that perhaps will ſeem paradoxical ; that the an

cients knew the uſe of gunpowder. Virgil and

his commentator Servius, Hyginus, Euſtathius,
La Cerda, Valerius Flaccus, and many other au

thors ſpeaks in ſuch a manner of Salmoneus's

attempts to imitate thunder, as ſuggeſt to us that

this prince uſed for that purpoſe a compoſition of

the nature ofgunpowder. Euſtathius in particu

lar ſpeaks of him on this occaſion, as being fo
expert in mechanics, that he formed machines

which imitated the noiſe of thunder : and the

writers of fable, whoſe ſurprize in this reſpect

may be compared to that of the Mexicans when

they firſt beheld the fire-armsof the Spaniards,

give out, that Jupiter, incenſed at the audacity of

this prince, flew him with lightning as he was

employing himſelf in launching his thunder.

But it is much more natural to ſuppoſe, that this

unfortunate prince , the inventor of gunpowder,

gave riſe to theſe fables, by having accidentally
fallen a victim to his own experiments. Dion

and Joannes Antiochenus report of Caligula, that

13.
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this Emperor imitated thunderand lightning by

means of certain machines, which at the fame

time emitted ſtones. Themiſtius informs us, that

the Brachmans encountered one another with

thunder and lightning , which they had the art of

launching from on high at a conſiderable diſtance.

Agathias, the hiſtorian , reports of Anthemius

Tralienfis, that having fallen out with his neigh

bour Zeno the rhetorician , he ſet fire to his houſe

with thunder and lightning. Philoſtratus, fpeak

ing of the Indian ſages, ſays, that when they

were attacked by their enemies , they did not

leave their walls to fight them , but put them to

flight by thunder and lightning. And in another

place he relates , that Hercules and Bacchus at

tempting to aſſail them in a fort where they were

entrenched, were ſo roughly received by reite.

rated ſtrokes of thunder and lightning, launched

upon them from on high by the beſieged, that they

were obliged to retire, leaving behind them an

everlaſting monument of the raſhneſs of their

enterpriſe. It appears from all theſe paſſages,

that the effects aſcribed to theſe engines of war,

eſpecially thoſe of Caligula, Anthemius , and the

Indians,' could be only brought about by gun

powder. And what is ſtill more, we find in

Julius Africanus a receipt for a compoſition to be

thrown upon an enemy, which very nearly re

ſembles that powder. But what places this be

yond all doubt, is a clear and poſitive paſſage of an

author called Marcus Græcus, whoſe work in

manuſcript is in the royal library at Paris, intitled,

Liber Ignium. Doctor Mead had the fame alſo

in manuſcript. The author deſcribes ſeveral

ways of encountering an enemy, by launching fire

upon him ; and among others gives the following.

F

Mix
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Mix togetherone pound of live ſulphur, two of
charcoal of willow , and ſix of ſaltpetre ; reducing

them to a very fine powder in a marble mortar.

He adds, that a certain quantity of this is to be

put into a long, narrow, and well compacted

cover, and ſo diſcharged into the air. Here we

have the deſcription of a rocket . The cover with

which thunder is imitated , he repreſents as ſhort,

thick, but half-filled, and ſtrongly bound with

pack-thread ; which is exactly the form of a

cracker. He then treats of different methods of

preparing the match, and how one fquib may
fet fire to another in the air , by having it inclofed

within it. In ſhort, he ſpeaks as clearly of the

compoſition and effects of gunpowder, as any

body in our times could do . I own , I have not

yet been able preciſely to determine when this

author lived, but probably it was before the time

of the Arabian phyſician Meſue, who ſpeaks of

him, and who flouriſhed in the beginning of the
9th century . Nay, there is reaſon to believe,

that he is the ſame ofwhom Galen ſpeaks. We ſee

alſoby two paſſages, oneof Ariſtotle, the other

of Pliny, that the art of making ſteel, and of
tempering it, was known even in their time.

14. It has been ſometimes objected to the facts

I produce, that had the ſtate of things been really

fo, their own utility would have preſerved them

from the outrages of time; our preſent ignorance

therefore is alledged as of fufficient force, to in

validate whatever has been reported of the acqui

fitions of former times . But how frivolous this

objection is, appears not only from the cauſe afa

ſigned of our having loſt the ſecret of rendering

glaſs malleable, but alſo from thoſe monuments

which
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which ftill remain , and are daily before our eyes,

of the ſuperiority of the ancients in many parts of

chymiſtry, ſuch as the Egyptian mummies, the

paintings on glaſs, the perpetual lamps, & c. not

to mention, that there are now many ſecrets

practiſed in different nations, and unknown in

others, ſuch as the Ruſſian way of preparing lea.

ther, that of the Turks in tempering ſteel, that

of the Chineſe in making porcelain , the lacquer of

the Japaneſe, and the dye of the Gobelins.

.

' .
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XXXXX

C H A P. Vİ.

Of SENSIBLE QUALITIES.

1 .

>
TH

"HERE is no part of philofophy which has

made leſs progreſs among the vulgar, than

that which, treating of ſenſible qualities, diſmiſſes

them entirely from body, to make them reſide

in the mind . ' The moſt eminent philoſophers of

antiquity have acknowledged this truth ; it ſprung

naturally from their principles, and they deduce

the ſame conſequences from it. Democritus , So

crates, Ariſtippus, Plato, Epicurus, and Lucre

tius, have clearly affirmed, that cold and heat,

odours and colours,were no other than ſenſations,

excited in ourminds, by the different operations

of the bodies ſurrounding us , and acting on our

ſenſes. And it is eaſy to fhew , that Ariſtotle him

ſelf was of this opinion, that ſenſible qualities exiſt

in the mind ; though by the obſcure manner in

which he opens himſelf, he hath given occaſion

to believe that he thought otherwiſe. There are

only the ſchoolmen, who have poſitively affirmed,

that ſenſible qualities exiſt in bodies as in minds ;

that there is in luminous bodies, for example, the

very ſame thing that is in us when we view light,

And as the philoſophy of theſchools had for ſome

ages taken poſſeſſion of men's minds, when Del
cartes, and after him Mallebranche, aroſe in op

poſition to the common prejudices, taking pains

to draw the herd of philoſophers out of the groſs
VOL. V C errors
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errors wherein they found them involved ; it was

not perceived, that in this they did nothing but

renew the very ſame truths, which had been

taught by Democritus, Plato, Ariſtippus, and Sex

tus Empiricus, fupporting them likewiſe by the

very fame arguments, though ſometimes farther

extended. Hence all the honour has been af.

cribed to theſe moderns, as if the error they at.

tacked had been that of all ages ; no body de

figning to ſearch any deeper, whether, in reality,

it was 10 or not. For had they given any atten

tion to what the ancients had advanced , or con

ſulted their writings , they would ſoon have found

that ſome of them , not only ſtripped body of

everypower of exciting opinions in us , but even

ſometimes called in queſtion its very exiſtence.

Yet this indolence in aſcertaining the origin of

our improvements, was not entirely univerſal.

Gafſendi had publiſhed a traćt upon ſenſible qua

lities, and given alſo an abridgment of thePyr.

rhonic philoſophy reſpecting this ſubject, before

ever Deſcartes attempted it; ſo that even among

the moderns themſelves, Deſcartes is not the first

who clearly diftinguiſhed between the properties

of ſpirit and body. And as to the ancients, a

brief narrative of what Deſcartes and Mallebranche

have ſaid, compared with what thoſe ancients

taught, will quickly put the reader in a condition

of deciding to whom that diſcovery ought to be
attributed.

2. Deſcartes begins with remarking, that every

one is accuſtomed from his infancy, to look upon

whatever he perceives by his ſenſes as exiſting

out of his mind ; and having an entire reſem

blance to the perceptions which he finds there.

Obſerving
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Obſerving the colour of any object, for inſtance,

we think we ſee ſomething without ourſelves,

and reſiding in the objects, exactlyreſembling
our idea of it ; and, we acquire ſuch a habit of

judging in this manner, that wenever entertain

any doubt. This is the caſe of all our fenfations;

we ſeldom imagine that they exiſt only in the

mind , but rather in our hand, or foot, or ſome

other part of our body. There is nothing how

ever more certain , than that the pain which we

feel in our foot, is nothing but what the mind

perceives as there ; in the ſamemanner as the

light we ſee as it were in the ſun, is an idea raiſed

by it in our minds. In the ſame manner we ſay,

we perceive colours , or diſcern odours in objects ;

when theſe ſenſations ariſe in us from ſomething

or other in thoſe objects. Such are the miſcon

ceptions of our infant ſtate, from which we can

hardly reſcue ourſelves even in advanced life.

3. Mallebranche ſeized this idea of Deſcartes,
and more fully opened it. In his celebrated

work, the reſearch into truth, he begins with dif

covering thatthe ſource of our errors is in the

abuſe of our liberty, and the precipitation with

which we form judgments; inſomuch, that our

ſenſes could not impoſe on us, were it not for our

raſhneſs. For example, when we ſee light, it is

certain we do ſo ; when we feel heat, there is no

miſtake in imagining we do ;but we deceive our

felves when we fancy, that the heat and odours
we perceive are external to the mind that feels

them . He then combats the errors ariſing from

our way of judging ; and having fripped the body

of its ſenſible qualities, inftrućts us how mind and

body co -operate to produce our ſenſations, and

C2 how
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how we accompany them with falſe judgments.

He blames thoſe who always judge of objects by

the ſenſations they excite , and by an appeal to

their own feelings; for the feelings ofallmen be.

ing different, though the things themſelves conti.

nue the ſame, they muſt judge variouſly as they

are affe &ted, but oughtnot to aſcribe the diverſity

of affections to the objects themſelves.

Were we to bring into review all the an.

cients have taught on this ſubject, we ſhould be

ſurprized at the clearneſs with which they have

explained themſelves, and at a loſs to account how

opinions came to be taken for new, which had

been already illuſtrated in their writings, with ſuch
force and preciſion, It cannot ſo much as be

ſaid, that the moderns have given a new turn to

theſe opinions ; for they not only reaſon upon the

fame principles, butenploy the very ſame com .

pariſons in proof of them.

5. Democritus was the firſt who diſarrayed

body of its ſenſible qualities. That great man,

whó admitted only of atoms and ſpace as the prin

ciples of things, differed from all who had pre

ceded him in that opinion , in that he affirmed,

atoms were void of qualities ; and in this, he was

followed by Epicurus. He derived qualities from

the different order and diſpoſition of the atoms

among themſelves, as well as from their diverſity

of figure ; which, according to him, was the cauſe

of all the various changes and modifications in

nature; ſome of them being round, others angu

lar , fome ſtreight, ſome pointed , fome crooked ,

&c. “ Thus the firſt elements of things having

s in them neither whiteneſs nor blackneſs, ſweet

so neſs
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* nefs nor bitterneſs, heat nor cold , nor any

* other quality ; it follows, that colour, for ex

ample, exiſts only in our perception of it ; as

" alſo , that bitterneſs and ſweetnels, which exiſt

only in being perceived , are the conſequences

of the different manners in which we ourſelves

* are affected by the bodies ſurrounding us , there

being nothing in its own nature yellow , or

" white, or red ; ſweet, or bitter."

66

6

$ 6

6. Sextus Empiricus, explaining the do&trine of

Democritus, ſays, " that fenfible qualities , ” accord-.

‘ing to that philoſopher, “ havenothing of reality

but in the opinion of thoſe who are differently

affected by them , according to the different
diſpoſitions of theirorgans ; and that from this

difference of diſpoption ariſe the perceptions of

ſweet and bitter, heat and cold ;" and alſo, that

we do not deceive ourſelves in affirming that we

feel ſuchimpreffoons ; but in concluding that ex

“ teriör objects, muſt have in them fomething ana

logous to our feelings."

7. Protagoras, the diſciple of Democritus, ſays,

that in man is contained the rule or meaſure of

every thing ; that the whole exiſtence of external

things conſiſts in the impreffion we perceive in our.

ſelves; inſomuch that what is imperceptible,has no

exiſtence. He alſo carried farther, than ever Dee

mocritus did , the conſequences of his fyftem ; for

admitting, with his maſter, the perpetual mutability

of matter, which occafioned a conſtant change

in things ; he then added, that whatſoever we ſee,

apprehend or touch , are juſt as they appear ; and

that the only true rule or criterion of things , was

in the perception men had of them . I leave the

reader
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reader to judge, whether Protagoras's manner
of thinking might not have tranſmitted to Berke

ley the idea of a ſyſtem , which he with ſo much

fubtilty hath maintained ; " that there is nothing

“ inexternal objects, but what the ſenſible qua

“ lities exiſting in our minds induce us to ima

“ gine, and of courſe that they have no other

manner of exiſtence ; there being no other

fubflratum for them , than the minds by which

they are perceived, not as modes or qualities

“ belonging to themſelves, but as objects of per

ception to whatever is percipient.

66

66

8. We ſhould think we were liſtening to the

two modern philoſophers, when we hear Ariſtip

pus exhorting men * to be upon their guard with

" reſpect to the reports of ſenſe, becauſe it does

not always yield juft information ; for we do

“ not perceive exterior objects as they are in

themſelves, but only as they affect us. We

“ know not of what colour or finell they maybe,

" theſe being only affections in ourſelves . It is

“ not the obje &ts themſelves that we are enabled

to comprehend, but are confined to judge of

" them only by the impreſſions they make upon

“ us ; and the wrongjudgments we form of them

“ in this reſpect, is the cauſe of all our errors.

“ Hence, when we perceive a tower which ap

pears round , or an oar which ſeems crooked in

" the water ; we may ſay that our ſenſes intimate

“ ſo'and ſo, but ought not to affirm , that the diſ

" tant tower is really round, or the oar in the

water crooked : it is enough , in ſuch a caſe,

“ to ſay, that wereceive the impreffion of round

“ neſs from the tower, and of crookedneſs from

“ the oar , but it is neither necellary, nor proper

a
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" to affirm , that the tower is really round, or the

oar broken ; for a ſquare tower may appear

“ round at a diſtance, and a ſtreight ſtick always

“ ſeems crooked in the water.”

man

66

66

a

9. Ariſtippus ſays farther, 6 there is not in

any faculty that can judge of the truth of

things; any farther than that men have given

common names to their own apprehenſions.

“ Thus every body talks of whiteneſs and ſweet

neſs, but they have no common faculty to

“ which they can with certainty refer impreſſions

“ of this kind. Every one judges by his own ap

prehenſions, and nobody can affirm that the

ſenſation which he feels when he ſees a white

object, is the ſame with what his neighbour ex

“periences in regard to the fame object ; and

" becauſe the powers of apprehenſion are not in

“ tirely the ſame in all , it is temerity in us to

aſſert, that what appears in ſuch or ſuch a

manner to one, muſt needs do fo to every body

“ elſe : for one may be ſo conſtituted, that the

objects which offer themſelves to his eye may
appear white, while to thoſe of a man diffé

“ rently conſtituted they ſeem yellow ; as is ma

“ nifeſt in thoſe who have the jaundice, or any

“ other natural diverſity of diſcernment, and who

by reaſon of the different contexture of their

" organs, are incapable of receiving from the

" ſame things, the fame impreſſions that others

".do. Thus he, who has large eyes, will fee ob

“ jects in a different magnitude from him whoſe

eyes are little ; and he who hath blue eyes,
“ difcerns them under different colours from him

who hath grey."

C4 10. Plato,

1
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10. Plato, following Protagoras, clearly diftirt

guiſhes between ſenſible qualities, and the ob

jećis which cauſe them. He obſerves, that the

ſame wind appears cold to one , and hot to ano.

iher ; to one loft, and to another rough : but that

We ought not thence to conclude, that the wind is

in itſelf hot and cold at the ſame time ; but to buy

with Protagoras, that ke wha is hot , feels it hot,
&c.

+

ܪ

11. I come now to Epicurus, whoſe do&trine

is explained with the greateſt exactneſs by Pluce

tarch , but above all by Diagenes Laertius. This

philoſopher, admitting the principles of Democri

tus, hath thence deduced the moſt natural conle .

quences ; " that atoms are all of the ſame na

ture, and differ only in figure, magnitude, and

weight , and that in the conſtitution of every

thing, they bear fome affinity to its principal

" properties , ſuch as roundneſs , bulk, & c. For

" colour, fays he, cold and heat, and the other

" ſenſible qualities , are not inherent in theatoms,

" but the reſult of their aſſemblage ; and the dif

" ference between them flows from the diverſity

“ oftheir fize, figure, and arrangement ; inſon

“ much, that any number of atoms in one diſpo

fition , creates one ſort of ſenſation ; and in ano

" ther, another : but their own primary nature

“ remains always the ſame, becauſe, being ſolid:

" and uncompounded, no parts tranſpire, other

" wiſe nature would not be in the main fixed and

ftable ; and it is from the permanency of the

" properties eſſential to atomsof matter, that the

" different ſenſations ariſe, which the ſame ob

“ jects produce in animals of different ſpecies,

" and in men of different conſtitutions; for each ,

“ have in the organs of light, hearing, and the
s othen
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66

" other fenfes, an innumerable multitude of

" pores differently ſized and ſituated : theſe are

variouſly adapted and proportioned for the

reception of the ſmall corpuſcles, which eaſily

“ infinuate themſelves into ſome, and with dif .

ficulty into others, according to the analogy

“ between them and the pores, and the variety

“ of contexture in the parts,) and of courſe muſt

produce different impreſſions.”".

66

12. So that the ſenſes do not deceive us, for

they are not judges of the nature of things ; but

ſerve only to inform us of the connexion and re

lation between the bodies ſurrounding us and our

own, in ſubſerviency to our happineſs in this .

life ; whence it is obvious, that our Jenſations are

always true, though the judgments we many times.

form reſpecting their objects arefometimes falſe :

as muſt always be the caſe, whenever we alter

thoſe objects themſelves, which are the exterior

cauſes of our fenfations, by either adding fome

thing foreign to them , or retrenching from them,

what is properly their own. “ If any think they

are impoſed upon by the different appearances

“ which reſult from one and the fameobject; as,

" for example, when a body ſeen at a diſtance

" appears of one colour, and when nigh of ano

" ther ; it is themſelves who are guilty of the

deception , in imagining that theone appear.

ance is true ; and the other illuſocy; for in

that, they form a. falſe judgment, not rightly

" conſidering the nature of things ; whereas,

they ought,,on the contrary , to have concluded:

" that both colours were true, though different,

* occafioned by the change of ſituations in which

" they were viewed, which produced two fenfa

05

36

6
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And as

46

* tions not the ſame, but yet equally true.

" Whence it alſo happens. that it is not the

" ſound in the braſs that is beaten , or the voice

“ itſelf of a perſon who ſings, that are the objects

“ of our perception, but only that which acts

upon our ear ; for one and the ſame thing can

“ not be in two different places at once.

" no man ſays, that hisjudgment is impoſed upon,

“ becauſe a round ſtrikeshim more feebly at a

“ diſtance, than when he hath approached the

place whence it comes ; neither can we ſay, that

our ſight illudes us, when at a diſtance, a tower'

appears ſmall and round, which upon our ap

proach to it ,would be found largeand ſquare :

“ for the repreſentative fize of the object is in

" exact proportion to that of the angle formed by

“ it in the eye , which varies according to the
« difference of the distance . In a word, the uſe

“ of the ſenſes is to repreſent objects to us under

* certain appearances, but not at all to judge of

" what they are in themſelves ; and hence our

« ſenſations are always true , error being only

" the reſult of our judgment.

13. I have been the more large on this ſubject,
becauſe it is one of the moſt proper 10 prove the

truth of my propofition, that the moderns have

often enriched themſelves with the ſpoils of the an

cients, without having done them the honour of

any acknowledgment. With reaſon have we

praiſed Deſcartes and Mallebranche, for having

treated this matter with ſo much penetration .

But they have ſcarcely advanced any thing but

whathad been ſaid before by thoſe ancient philo

ſophers, whom I have been quoting.

1

CHAP.
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CHA P. VII.

OF ANIMATED NATURE.

1 .
"HE Ancients, ſays Mr. Buffon , underſtood
much better, and made a greater progreſs

in the natural hiſtory ofanimals and minerals, than

we have done . They abounded more in real ob

fervations; and we ought to have made much

better advantage of their illuſtrations and remarks.

Yet he does not often ſupport his fentiinent by

their authority ; henceone might be led to believe,

that he did not himſelf perceive the analogy which

every where reigns between his ſyſtem , and that of

the Ancients. Let the reader himſelf determine

of it , upon peruſing what I have to offer . Mean

while it is but right to obſerve, that it cannot be

concluded from Mr. Buffon's not ſupporting himſelf

by the authority of the Ancients, that hewas not

acquainted with their ſentiments, and ftill much

leſs, that having ſtudied them , he did not diſcern

the conformity between theirsand his own. And
I make this obſervation withthe leſs repugnance,

becauſe I do not hereby detract from the reputation

of that able writer, who will always poſſeſs the

merit of having with the greateſt fagacity appre .

hended the principles of the Greek philoſophers,

and revived their reaſonings, the greateſt part of

which had been ravaged by the injuries of time.

2. I cannot but look upon the reſtorer of the

fyftem of any great man, the frame of which only

C6 faews
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ſhews itſelf in a few remaining fragments, asupon

an able ſculptor, who from a broken buſt of Phi

dias, or any other famous Ancient, is capable by

the ftrength of his own genius, and the ſkill be

has in his art, exactly to judge by that ſingle

peice, of the proportions which ought to take
place in every member , ſo as to form and uite

them together in fo juſt a manner, that his ſtarue

ſhall be as perfect as the other . The merit of ſuch

a modern artiſt , doubtleſs deſerves great praiſe; but

the glory of the ancient one will ftill be ſuperior,

becauſe the idea of the proportions ofthe adjuſted

mernbers, was taken from that of thoſe in the

broken buft. It is eaſy to apply this compariſon

to modern Philoſophers, of whom the moſt eni

nent, fo far from ſeeking to avoid the charge of

having borrowed their opinions from the Ancients,

have often been the firft to own it ; of which Def.

cartes, and the principal Newtonians, furniſh us
with ſtriking examples.

4

3. Diogenes Laertius, Plutarch, and Ariſtotle in,

forms us, that Anaxagoras thought bodies were

compoſed of ſimilar, or homogeneous particles;

that thoſe bodies, however, admitted a certain

quantity of ſmall particles that were heteroge

neous, or of another kind ; but that to conti,

tute any body of a particular ſpecies, it ſuf

ficed that it was compoſed of a great number of

ſmall particles, fimilar and conſtitutive of that

fpecies. Different bodies were maſſes of parti

cles fimilar among themſelves; diffimilar however

relatively to thoſe of any other body, or to the

maſs of ſmall particles, belonging to a different

{pecies. They believed, for example, that blood

was formed of many particles, each of which had

blood in it ; that a bone was formed ofmany ſmall

bones,
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bones, which from their extremelittleneſs evadeď

our view . Likewiſe, according to this philofo

pher, nothing was properly liable to birth , or to

death ; generations of every kind, being no other

than an aſſemblage of ſmall particles, conſtituent

of the kind ; and the deſtruction of a body being

no other, than the diſunion of many ſmall bodies

of the ſame ſort, which always preſerving a natu

ral tendency to re -unite, produce again by their

conjunction with other ſimilar particles , other bo

diesofthe ſame ſpecies. Vegetation and nutri

tion were but means employed by nature for the

continuation of beings : thus, the different juices

of the earth , being compoſed of a collection of

innumerable ſmall particles intermixed, conftituta

ing the different parts of a tree or flower, take , ac

cording to the law of nature, different arrange

ments ; and by the motion originally impreſſed

upon them, proceed, till arriving at the places

deſtined and proper for them , they collect

themſelves, and halt,to form all the different parts

of that tree or flower : in the fame manner as

many finall imperceptible leaves go to the forma.

tation of the leaves weſee ; manylittle parts ofthe

fruits of different kinds, to the compoſition of

thoſe which we eat; and ſo of the reſt. The caſe

was the ſame, according to that philoſopher, with

reſpect to the nutrition ofanimals . The bread we

eat, and the other aliments we take, turn them

ſelves according to this fyftem , into hair, veinss

arteries, nerves, and all the other parts of our

bodies; becauſe there are in thoſe aliments, the

conftituent parts of blood, nerves, bones, hair,

& c . which uniting with one another, make them

ſelves by their coalition perceptible, which they

were not before, becauſe of their infinite ſmall

neſs.

4. Empedocles
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4. Empedocles hath acknowledged the ſame

with reſpect to animal nutrition, which he ſays,

forms ittelf out of the ſubſtance of aliments pro

per and accommodated to the animal nature. He

alſo taught, that matter had in it a living principle,

a ſubtle active fire, which put all in motion ; and

which Mr. de Buffon calls, by another name, or

ganized matter, always active; or, animated or

ganic matter. And this matter, according to Em

pedocles, was diftributed through the four elements

among which it had an uniting force to bind them,

and a ſeparating, to put them afunder, for the

either mutually embraced, or repelled

one another ; whence nothing in reality periſhed;
" but every thing was in perpetual viciffitude.”

Whence it follows, according to the ſyſtem of

Empedocles, as well as that of Anaxagoras, no

thing had either life or death properly ſo called ,

but that the eſſence of things conſiſted in that

active principle, whence they aroſe, and into

which they all reduced themſelves at laſt. He

had alſo a ſentiment reſpecting generation, which

Mr. de Buffon bath followed , expreſſing it in the

very ſame terms;where heſays, that the ſeminal

juices of the two fexes contain all the ſmallparts

analogous tothe body of an animal, and neceſary

to its production .

{mall parts

a

5. Plotinus, following the idea of Empedocles,

and inveſtigating the reaſon of this fympathy in

nature, diſcovered it to proceed from ſuch a har

mony and affimilation of the parts, as bound them

together whenthey met, or repelled them when

they were diſſimilar: he ſays, that it is the variety

of theſe affimilations that concur to the formation

of an animal ; and calls that binding or diſſolving

forcer
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force, the magic of the univerſe : and his able in

terpreter, Marfilius Ficinus, explaining the ſenſe

of that pallage, ſays , that the different partsof every

animal, have an attractive virtue in them, by

means of which they affimilate ſuch parts of the

aliment as beltagree with them .

6. I come now to the ſyſtem of Mr. de Buffon .

He thinks with Anaxagoras, that there is in na

ture a common matter to animals and vegetables,

which ſerves for the nutrition and expanſion of

all that lives or vegetates ; and with Plotinus , that

this matter contributes to their nutrition and ex

panſion, in being affimilated to each part of an

animal or vegetative body, and entering into their

This nutritive and productive

matter, is univerſally ſpread through all , and com

poſed of organic particles, ever active, tending to ).

wards organization, and of themſelves, aſſuming

a variety of forins, according to their fituations ;

ſo that with Anaxagoras, he thinks there is no

pre-exiſtent feed , involving infinite numbers of the

ſame kind , one within another; but an ever active

organic matter, always ready fo to adapt itſelf, as

to aſſimilate, and render other things conformable

to that wherein it refides : the ſpeciesof animals

and vegetables can never therefore exhauſt them

ſelves ; but as long as an individual ſubſiſts, the

fpecies will be renewed. It is as extenſive now ,

as it was at the beginning, and all will fubfift

till they are annihilated by the Creator . It fol

lows from theſe principles, that generation and
corruption are only a different aſſociation or diſa

junction of ſimilar parts, which after the diſſolu

tion of an animal or vegetable body, ſerve to re

produce another of the ſpecies : provided, accord
ing

al

0
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ing to Mr.de Buffon, that thoſe ſmall conitituent

parts meet in a place proper for the expanſion of

themſelves, ſo as to unclofe what ought thence to

reſult for the generation of an animal, or that they

paſs through the interior mould of an animal or

vegetable, and affimilate themſelves to the different

parts in intimately adhering to them ; and it is

in this laſt reſpect only, that any difference ſubſiſts

between the opinions of the Ancients laſt men

tioned, and the theory of Mr. de Buffon. He

thinks, that the funilar and organic parts do not

become ſpecific, till after they have aſſimilated:

themſelves to the different parts of the bodies, into

whoſe compofition they enter ; whereas Anaxa

goras believed them always fpecific, and did not

think that they had need to enter the inſide of
the partsin order to aſſimilate ,

7. Another principle of Mr.de Buffon, is that
when the nutritive matter abounds more than ſuf

ficient for the nouriſhment and expanſion of an

animal or vegetable body, it is remitted through

all parts of the body, into one or more reſer-.'

voirs, in form of a liquor, which is the ſemen of

the two ſexes, which mingled together, contri

butes to the formation of a fætus, which becomes

male or female in proportion as the feed of the

male or female abounds moreor leſs in theorganic

allemblages ;, and reſembles father or mother, ac.

cording to the different combinations of the two

feeds. One finds alſo theorigin of this idea , in

Pythagoras, Ariſtotle, and Hippocrates.

8. It would be to ſtray from my ſubject, were

I to treat of the merit of one or other of theſe

fyftems. My ſcope will be ſufficiently attained ;,
if
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if I make the analogy of them appear. It ſeems

to me, that both ofthem are the productions of

very fine geniuſes; that of Anaxagoras is more

intricate, and not ſupported by the exact experi

ments, which fuſtain that of Mr. de Buffon ; it

were to be wiſhed therefore, that the Greek philo .

fopher had diſcovered the principles traced out by

the modern ; but the advantage the one had of

making uſe of a microſcope, ought not to turn to

the diſadvantage of the other ; yet hereafter, we

Thall ſee, that the Ancients, in this reſpect, did

not long remain behind .

There is another ſyſtem , which is no leſs inge

nious than this, and of which we find equal traces.

among the Ancients.

С НАР.
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С НА Р. VIII.

NATURE ACTIVE AND ANIMATED.

1 . FTER a long courſe of microſcopic obſer .

vations, Mr. Needham hath remarked,

that they all contributed to make appear, that

animal and vegetative ſubſtances are originally

the ſame ; that they reciprocally turn into one

another, by a very eaſy change ; that they decom

pound themſelves into an infinite number of Zoo

phytes, which ſeparating, produce all the different

ſpecies of common microſcopic animals, which

after a certain time become immoveable, ſeparating

themſelves again , and producing other zoophytes,

or animals of an inferior ſpecies ; that the ſper

matic animalcules have the ſame property of ſe

parating themſelves, and in their decompoſition of

producing ftill ſmaller animals, till at lait they be

come ſo very fmall, that they entirely eſcape no.
tice . The author of theſe obſervations believes,

that it is probable beſides, that every animal or

vegetable ſubſtance advances as inuch as it can

to its diffolution , to return by degrees to the prin

ciples common to all bodies, and which areof a

general nature .

2. The author then infinuates, that in their

decompoſition, bodies fo ſubtilize themſelves, that

the reſiftance continually diminiſhes, and the active

moving force, proportionally augments ; that after

>

having
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kavingpaſedthe line of ſpontaneity, the movement

diminiſhes quicker or ſlower, till it becomes purely

oſcillatary ; and of courſe,matter ought to be coni

fidered as continually paſing from oneſtate to ano

ther, and conſtituting elements more and more
active.

j

.

:

3. A little afterwards , he heſitates not to affirm ,

that in proportion as the matter decompounds it

ſelf, it becomes more ſubtle, and that the ſwiftneſs

of thoſe bodies increaſes in proportion to their

littleneſs. He ſays, that every combination of

matter reduces itſelf at laſt to ſuch ſimple parts, as

thoſe are of reſiſtance and motion ; that reſiſtance

and motive activity, are the effect of ſimple ener

gies; and in ſhort, that a number ofbeings ſimple

and unextended, may contribute to give us an idea
of an extended combination of them, diviſible and

ſubſtantial. He ſays afterwards,that the princi
ples of matter are ſubſtances, in which all eſſence,

exiſtence, and action , terminate in their laſt re

fort, and that there are active principles in the unia

verſe, which are naturally productive of motion,

In ſhort, he concludes with ſaying, that matter ,

carried to its firſt principles, is no longer an un

active maſs, but becomes at length, activity itſelf,

endowed with the powers ofrepulfon, motion, and

life, and that every particle of itpartakes of ſenſa

tions ; and in another place he ſays, that there is

a perceivable life in every particle ; and in ſhort,

that there is a real active forcein matter.*

If4 we compare this ſyſtem with that of the

ancients, we ſhall eaſily diſcover a ſtriking con

formity .

* 'Abſurd to the laſt degree.
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formity. Pythagoras and Plato taught, that all

nature was animated, and that matter had in itſelf

a principle of motion and reft, that held it always

in action ; which is no other, according to the

tyftem of Mr. Needham , than active, combined

with repelling force.

5 . The Pythagoreans believed, that the world

was animated ; tinat there was a principle of vita

lity infuſed through the whole of nature, which

extended itſelf not only through the animal king .

dom, but through the vegetable, by a fucceffion

conſtant and perpetual; they acknowledged a pro

ductive force, an active principle through matter,

which penetrated all , and put all in motion, and

which was the ſoul of the world , or the force im

preſled by God on nature .

6. And it is this which Mr. Needham calls the

artve principles through the univerſe, which of

themſelves produce motion, or the perceptive vita .

lity in every particle ; that motive, or repulſive

activity , wliich Plato alfo joined to matter as an

active principle, which held all from the beginning,

in an irregular and indetermined movement ; and

which , from the foundation of the world , was re

gulated by God , and directed according to his

eternal laws ; and that great philoſopher poſitively

ſays, that God has not created matter inert and

inactive, but hath only prevented it from being

blindly agitated .

7. Mr. Needham indeed ſays, that every natu

ral combination can , at laſt, reſolve itſelf into its

natural principles, endowed with reſiſtance and

motion ; and that a number of (imple and indivi.;

Gble

a
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lible principles might concur to give us an idea of

extended combinations of them , diviſible, and fub

ftantial : yet Plato long before had clearly diftin

guiſhed, with the philoſophers of his own times,

the matter of which bodies are compoſed , from

the bodies themſelves. He remarked an eſſential

difference between that matter, which enters

into the compoſition of all bodies, and the bodies

themſelves. And Stobæus, explaining Plato's

ſentiments, agrees , that matter is corporeal , but

at the ſame time warns us not to confound it with

the bodies themſelves ; becauſe, ſays he, it is defti

tute of the eſſential qualities of body; ſuch as

figure, weight , lightneſs, & c. although it contains

in it an aptitude to motion, diviſibility, and the

reception of different forms: and another great

Grecian philoſopher hath alſo ſaid, almoſt in the

fame terms with Mr. Needham , that the ideas of

force, impenetrability, and weight, concur to give
us an idea of bodies.

a

1

8. Pythagoras, Plato, and Ariſtotle, held a ſen

timent reſpecting generation, to which that of Mr.

Needham's evidently refers : this author fays, that

the firſt ſource of vegetation, or its primitive bud,

is formed all at once, and ſpecifically determined :

that it is the firft thing in motion, that it com.

mences vegetation, andthat afterwards heat con

curs to aſliit its expanſive force . Now, is it not

this which the ancient philoſophers meant, when

they ſaid, that the ſeminal force was incorporeal,

and acted upon bodies as much as ſpirit did ? And

Democritusand Strabo have explained themſelves

hereupon with ſtill more dignity, when they call

its energy fpiritual, and convertive of bodies into

itſelf.

СНАР :
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снА Р.C IX.

Of THUNDER, and EARTHQUAKES ; of the

Virtue of the Magnet ; of the Ebbing and Flow
ing of the Sea ; and of the Source of Rivers.

1

1. I
Go on to ſome articles of Natural Philofo .

phy, where I ſhall endeavour to ſhew the

conformity there is between the ancients, and

ſome of our moſt celebrated philoſophers. It is

evident, that the cauſes of Thunder, Earthquakes,

the attractive force of the Loadſtone, the ebbing

and flowing of the Sea , and the return of Rivers

to their ſource, were not hid from the former ;

nor was it their fault, that the ſentiments they ſo

long ago held on theſe ſubjects, were either not

adopted, or not till very lately. It ought not to

be objected here, that the diverſity of opinions

among
them was ſo great , that it was difficult to

determine which to chooſe ; unleſs, at the ſame

time , it be acknowledged, that the ſame holds

true with reſpect to the equal variety that reigns

at preſent among us . It is not long ago, that two

or three different ſets of notions were raiſed up

againſt thoſe of Sir Iſaac Newton, reſpecting

colours ; but that did not impede the triumph of

his ſyſtem , nor ſtrip him of the glory of having

propoſed, what, beyond all others, was moſt juſt

and ſolid .

2. The moderns are divided into two opinions

as to what occaſions Thunder ; ſome of them af .

ſigning
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ligning the cauſe of it to inflamed exhalations,

rending the clouds wherein they are confined ;

others afcribing it to the ſhock that happens be

tween two or more clouds , when thoſe that are

higher and more condenſed, fall upon thoſe that

are lower, with ſo much force as ſuddenly to ex

pel the intermediate air, which vigorouſly ex

panding itſelf, in order to occupy its former ſpace,

puts all the exterior air in commotion, producing

thoſe reiterated claps which we call thunder. I

ftop not to examine a third theory, which makes

the matter productive of thunder, the ſame with

that which is the cauſe of electricity ; for though

it be the moſt probable of any, yet the truth of it

is ſtill conteſted .

3. Of thoſe two ſentiments of the ancients,

which have been adopted by our moderns, the

latter belongs to Ariſtotle, who ſays, that thunder

is cauſed by a dry exhalation, which falling upon

a humid cloud, and violently endeavouring to force

a paſſage for itſelf, produces the peals which we

hear. And Anaxagoras refers it to the ſame

cauſe. All the other paſſages, which occur in

ſuch abundance among the ancients, reſpecting

the formation of thunder, evidently contain the

reaſonings of the Newtonians, and ſometimes join

together the two ſentiments which divide the mo

derns.

a

4. Leucippus held, that thunder proceeded from

fiery exhalation , which incloſed in a cloud, burſt

it' afunder, and forced its way through. Demo

critus aſſerts, that it is the effect of a mingled col

lection of various volatile particles, which impel

downwards the cloud which contains them , till

by
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by the rapidity of their motion, they ſet them

félves and it on fire. Seneca aſcribes it to a dry

fulphureous exhalation ariſing out of the earth,

which he calls the aliment of lightning ; and

which, becoming more and more fubtilized in its

aſcent, at laſt takes fire in the air, and produces

a violent eruption .

5. The Stoics diftinguiſhed two things in thun.

der, the lightning and the noiſe. According to

them, thunder was occafioned by the ſhock of clouds;

and lightning was the combuſtion of the volatile

partsofthe cloud, fèt on fire by the ſhock : and

Chryſppus taught, that lightning was the reſult

of clouds being ſet on fire by winds, which dalhed

them one againſt another ; and that thunder was

the noiſe produced by that re-encounter : he added ,

that theſe effects were coincident ; our perception

of the lightning before the thunder-clap, being

intirely owing to our fight's being quicker than

our hearing

6. There is but one opinion reſpeeting the

cauſe of earthquakes, which deſerves any notice ;

and it is that of the Carteſans, Newtonians, and

all our other able naturaliſts. They aſcribe it to

the earth’s being filled with cavities of a vaſt ex.

tent, containing in them an immenſe quantity
of thick exhalations , of a fuliginous ſubſtance,

reſembling the ſmoke of an extinguiſhed can

dle, which being eaſily inflammable, and by

their agitation catching fire, rarify and heat
the central and condenſed air of the cavern

to ſuch a degree, that finding no vent to iſſue

at , ' it ' burſts its incloſements ; and in doing

this, fhakes the earth all around with dreadful

percuſſions,
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percuſſions, producing all the other effects which

naturally follow .

7. This ſame reaſon is given byAriſtotle and

Seneca, in afligning the cauſe of ſuch dreadful

events. The former, after refuting thoſe who

aſcribed earthquakes to the earth itſelf, or the

water it contains, ſubjoins his own opinion , that

they were occafoned by the efforts of the internal

air in diſlodging itſelf from the bowels of the

earth ; and he obſerves, that on the approach of an

earthquake, the weather is generally ſerene, becauſe
that ſort of air which occafons commotions in the

atmoſphere, is at that time pent up in the entrails

of the earth .

met
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8. Seneca is ſtill more preciſe ; we might take

him for a naturaliſt of the preſent times . He

ſuppoſes, that the earth hides in its boſom many

fubterraneous fires, which uniting their flames, néa

ceſſarilyput into fervid motion the congregated va
pours of its cells, which finding no immediate out

let, exert their utmoſt powers, till at laſt they force

a way through whatever oppoſes them . He ſays

alſo, that if the vapours.be too weak to burſt the

barriers which retain them, all their efforts end in

weak ſhocks, and hollow murmurs without any

fatal conſequence.

9. Of all the ſolutions that ever were attempted

to be given of the ebbing and flowing ofthe fea,

the moſt ſimple and ingenious, is, that of Kepler

and Sir Iſaac Newton. It is founded on this

hypotheſis, that the moon attracts the waters of

the fea, diminiſhing the weight of all thoſe parts

of it over whoſe zenith it comes, and increaſing

Vol . V. D the
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the weight of the collateral parts, ſo that the

parts directly oppoſite to the moon, and under it

in the ſame hemiſphere, muft become more ele

vated than the reit. According to this ſyſtem ,

the action of the ſun concurs with that of the

moon , in occaſioning the tides ; which are higher

or lower reſpectively, according to the ſituation of

thoſe two luminaries, which, when in conjunction,

act in concert , raiſing the tides to the greateſt

height; and when in oppoſition, produce nearly

the ſame effect, in ſwelling the waters of the op

poſite hemiſpheres ; but when in quadrature, ſuf

pend each others force, ſo as to act only by the

difference of their powers : and thus the tides

vary, according to the different poſitions of thoſe

luminaries .

10. Pliny's accountagrees with this . " That

great naturaliſt maintained , that the ſun and ·

“ moon had a reciprocal ſhare in cauſing the

“ tides ; and after a courſe of obſervations for

many years, . remarked that the moon acted

“ moſt forcibly upon the waters , when it was

“ neareſt to the earth, but that the effect was not

" immediately perceived by us , but at ſuch an

" interval as may well take place between the

" action of celeſtial cauſes, and the diſcernible

“ reſult of them on earth .” He remarked alſo

that the waters , which are naturally inert , do not

ſwell up immediately upon the conjunction of the

ſun and moon ; but having gradually admitted the

impulſe, and begun to raiſe themſelves, continue

in that elevation, even after the conjunction is

over,

11. There
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11. There are few things which have more

engaged the attention of naturaliſts, and with leſs

ſucceſs, than the wonderful properties of the

loadſtone. At all times men have hazarded a va .

riety of conjectures, to account for the curious

effects of it. Almoſt all have agreed in aſſigning

this as a principal reaſon,that there are corpuſ

cles of a peculiar form and energy, that continu .

ally circulate around and through the loadſtone,

and a vortex of the ſame matter, circulating

around and through the earth . Upon theſe fup

poſitions , the modern philoſophers have advanced,

that the loadſtone hath two poles, ſimilar to thoſe

of the earth ; and that the magnetic matter which

iſſues at one of thepoles, and circulates around to

enter at the other, occaſions that impulſe which

brings iron to the loadſtone, whoſe ſmall corpuſ

cles have an analogy to the pores of iron, fitting

them to lay hold of it , but not of other bodies.

This is almoſt all that hath been reaſonably ad

vanced with reſpect to the virtue of the magnet,

and all this the antients had ſaid before.

12. This impulſive force, which joins iron to

the loadſtone, and other things to amber, was

known to Plato ; though he would not call it at

traction , as allowing no ſuch cauſe in nature.

This philoſopher called the magnet, the ſtone of

Hercules, becauſe it ſubdued iron, which con ,

quers everything. Lucretius alſo knew what

cauſed this property in the loadſtone, and without

doubt furniſhed Deſcartes with his explanation.
He admitted , that there was a “ vortex of cor

puſcles, or magnetic matter, which continually

circulating around the loadſtone, repelled the

* intervening air betwixt itſelf and the iron.

- The
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* The air thus repelled , the intervening ſpace,

ſays that philoſopher, became a vacuum ; and

" the iron, finding no reſiſtance, approached

“ with an impulſive force , puſhed on by the air

665 behind it." Plutarch likewiſe is of the ſame

opinion. He ſays, “ amber attracts none of

“ thoſe things that are brought to it, any more

than the loadſtone. That fione emits a matter,

“ which reflects the circum-ambient air, and

thereby forms a void. That expelled air puts

" in motion the air before it , which making a

“ circle returns to the void ſpace, driving before

it, towards the loadſtone, the iron which it

“ meets in its way.” He then propoſes a diffi

culty, why the vortex which circulates around

“ the loadſtone, does not make its way to wood

or ſtone, as well as iron .” . He anſwers, like

Deſcartes, that “ thepores of iron have an analogy

“ to the particles ofthe vortex circulating about the

loadſtone, which yields them ſuch acceſs as they

canfindin no other bodies, whoſe pores are diffe

“ rently formed .”
9 )

1

13. It is ſcarce credible, that the real cauſe

of electricity was known to the ancients, though

there be indications of it in the work of Timaus

Locrenfis, concerning the foul of the world, a re

ſpectable monument of ancient philoſophy. It is

true , that modern naturalifts themſelves are di

vided on this point , not indeed with reſpect to

the general cauſe of electricity , but with re

gard to the cauſes of the different directions

of the electric matter. They do not indeed

ſay wherein the eſſence of this matter

fifts; they only define it by its properties, and

explain it by its effects ; yet all own , that it is a

con.

1

very
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very ſubtle fluid , reſiding around electric bodies,

which upon being put into motion by the friction

of thoſe bodies, or any other cauſe, forcibly

ruſhes into them, carrying along with it all the

minute things contained in its vortex, and pro

ducing all the other effects of electricity which we

perceive : now this is preciſely what Timæus

fays of it, in giving the reaſon of amber's attract

ing bodies ; this happens, ſays he, becauſe there

ilues from the amber a ſubtle matter, bywhich it

draws other bodies to itſelf.

5

14. The moderns are alſo divided in their ſen

timents, how it conies to paſs, that rivers con

tinually flowing into the ſea, do not ſwell its maſs

of waters, ſo as to make it overflow its banks.

One of the chief ſolutions of this difficulty is,

that rivers return again to their fource by ſub

terraneous paſſages, which nature hath formed

for that purpoſe ; there being between the ſea and

the ſprings of rivers, a circulation analogous to

that of blood in the human body. This explana

tion of the origin of rivers , and the compariſon

reſpecting their circulation, is taken from Seneca ;

who accounts not only for their not overflowing

the bed of the ocean, by the ſecret paſſages

formed for them by nature to re -conduct themto

their ſprings ; but affigns this reaſon why at their

ſprings they retain nothing of that brackiſhneſs,

which they carried with them from the ſea : be

cauſe, ſays he, they are compleatly filtrated in

that extenſive circuit they make under ground,

through winding paths of all dimenſions, and

through layers of every foil; ſo that they muſt

needs return to their ſource, as pure and ſweet

as they departed thence.

D 3 CH A P.
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CH A P. X.нА

OfEther, and of the Weight and Elaſticity of the

Air,

1.THE
НЕ moderns underſtand by ether, a very

rare fluid beyond the atmoſphere , and

penetrating it, infinitely more fubtle than the air

we reſpire , of an immenſe extent , filling all the

ſpaces where the celeſtial bodies roll , yet making

no ſenſible reſiſtance to their motions. The ex

iſtence of ſuch a fluid is generally acknowledged ,

although many authors, even among the moderns,

differ about its nature ; ſome ſuppoſing it to be

a ſort of air , much purer than that which invefls

our globe ; others maintaining, that it is a ſub

fance approaching to that of the celeſtial fire,

which emanates from the ſun and other ſtars ;

others make it generically different from all other

matter, and its parts finer than thoſe of light ;

alledging, that the exceeding tenuity of its parts,

render it capable of that vaſt expanſive force,

which is the ſource of all that preſſure and dila
tation whence moſt of the phænomena in nature

arife ; for, by the extreme ſubtilty of its parts , it

intimately penetrates all bodies, and exerts its

energy every where.

2. But, whatever be the ſentiments now enter

tained with reſpect to the exiſtence and nature of

ether, we find the origin of them all in what the

ancients
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ancients have ſaid on this ſubject. The Stoics

firit of all taught, there was a ſubtil and active

fire, which diffuſed itſelf through, and pervaded

the whole univerſe ; that by the energy of this

ethereal fubſtance , to which they gave the name

of ether, all the parts of nature were produced,

fuſtained, preſerved, and linked together : for it

embraced every thing, and in it the celeſtial bo

dies performed their revolutions,

-"

!

3. Ariſtotle, explaining Pythagoras's opinion

of ether, aſcribes the ſame alſo to Anaxagoras,

ſaying, that he looked upon the moſt remote

ſpaces of the univerſe , as filled with a ſubſtance ,

called ether by the philoſophers of his time, but

which he himſelf underſtood to be a ſubtle and

active fire . And Ariſtotle himfelf, in another

place, underſtands by ether, a fifth element, pure

and unalterable, ofan active and vital nature, but

intirely different from air and fire.

4. Pythagoras, according to Diogenes Laertius,

and Hieroclés, affirmed , that the air which inveſts

our earth , is impure and mixed ; but that the air

which is above, is pure , healthful, and all of a

piece. He calls it free-ether, emancipatedfrom

allgroſs matter, aceleſtial ſubſtance that penetrated

at will the pores of all bodies ; juſt like that of the

Newtonians, which fills all ſpace, without giving

any obſtruction to the ſtars in their courſes. And

Empedocles, one of the moſt celebrated diſciples

of Pythagoras, is quoted by Plutarch, and

St. Clemens Alexandrinus, as admitting an ethereal

ſubſtance, which filled all ſpace, and contained

in it all the bodies of the univerſe. Likewife

Plató, ſpeaking of air, diſtinguiſhes it into two

D4
kinds
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kinds, the one groſs and filled with vapours,

which is what we breathe; the other more refined ,

called Ether , in which the celeſtial bodies are im

merged and where they roll.

5. The nature of Air was no leſs known

among the ancients, than that of Ether. They

regarded it as a general menſtruum , containing all

the volatile parts of every thing in nature , which

being variouſly agitated, and differently combined

in its embrace, produced all that multipliciiy of

ferments, meteors, tempefts, and all the other

changes in it, which we experience. They were

acquainted too with its weight, though the expe

riments tranſmitted to us relative to this are but

few . Ariſtotle appears to have obſerved this qua

lity in it, for he ſpeaks of a veſel filled with air,

as weighing more than one quite empty. Plutarch

and Stobæus quote him as teaching that the Air in

its weight is between that of Fire, and of Earth ;
and he himſelf,treating of reſpiration , reports the

opinion ofEmpedocles, who aſcribes the cauſe of

it to the weight of the air, which by its preffure

infinuates itſelf with forceinto the lungs. Plutarch

expreſſes in the very fame terins the ſentiments of

Aſclepiades on this ſubject,repreſenting him among

other things, as ſaying, that the external Air by

its weight, opened its way with force into the breaſt.

There is ſtill extant a treatiſe of Heron of Alexan,

dria, wherein he conſtantly applies the elaſticity

of the Air, to produce ſuch effects, as cannot but

convince us, that he perfectly underſtood that

property of it . And what will Itill more

ſurpriſing, is ,that Cteſibius, upon the principle of

the dir's elaſticity,invented wind -guns, which we

look upon as a modern contrivance. Philo of By

appear

zantium,
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zantium gives us a very full and exact deſcription
of that curious machine, planned upon the property

of the Air's being capable of condenſation, and

fo conſtructed, as to manage and direct the force
of that element, in ſuch a manner, as to carry

ſtones with rapidity to the greateſt diſtance. Seneca

alſo knew its weight, ſpring, and elaſticity ; for

he deſcribes the conſtant effort it makes to expand

itſelf, when it is impriſed; and affirms,that it has

the property of condenſing itſelf, and forcing its.

way through all obſtacles that oppoſe itspaſſage.

6. The notions moſt generally received reſpecto

ing Fire, and its properties, are clearly to be found

in Plato, Stobæus, Ariſtotle, and Lucretius ; the

firſt of whom ſays, that Fire is generated of mo-

tion , it being the effect of the action and friction

of the ſmall particles of bodies . Ariſtotle ſpeaks

of ſome philoſophers of histime, who taught, that

flame was nothing elſe , but ſmall corpuſcular parts,

continually ſucceeding one another in rapid mce:

tion ;that Firewas compoſed of pyramidical particles

whoſe ſharp angles ftung us in entering our pores,

and melted metals , by diſcovering their parts,

which is what Deſcartes hath repeated from him..

Demonax affirms, that Fire hath weight. Lucretius

does the ſame; adding; that the reaſon of its al.

ways appearing to tend upwards, is owing to a fo

reign cauſe; to wit; the preſſure ofthe air, which

buoys its flame up, and makes itſeem to mount.

CHAP:
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CH A P. XI.

Newton's Theory of Colours, indicated by

PYTHAGORAS and PLATO.

I
.

1. THA
THAT wonderful theory, whereby is inveſ

tigated and diſtinguiſhed from one ano

ther, all that variety of colours which enters into

the compoſition ofthat uniform appearance, Light,

might of itſelf fuffice to eſtabliſh for ever the

glory of Sir Ifaac Newton, and be an eternal mo

nument of the extraordinary fagacity of that great

man . That diſcovery ſeems , by its importance,

to have been reſerved for an age when philofo

phy had arrived at its fulleitmaturity ; and yet it
is to be found among ſome of theeminent men of

the firſt antiquity , whoſe genius had no occaſion

for the experience of many ages to form it , as is

ſtrikingly evident from their having given birth
to theſciences. Of this number are Pythagoras

and Plaio. The former of whom , and his diſci.

ples after him , entertained fufficiently juit con

ceptions of the formation of colours. They

taught, that they reſulted ſolely from the different

modifications of reflected Light ; or, as a modern

author, in explaining the ſentiments of the Pya
thagoreans, expreſſes it, Light reflecting itſelf with

more or leſs vivacity, formsby that means our dif

ferent ſenſations of colour. Thoſe fame philoſo

phersof the Pythagoric ſchool, in algning the

reaſon of thedifference of colours, aſcribe it to a
inixti: re
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mixture of the elements of light ; and diveſting the

atoms, or ſmall particles of light, of all manner of

colour, impute every ſenſation of that kind to the

motions excited in our organs of light. The diſa

ciples of Plato contributed not a liitle to the ad

vancement of optics, by the important diſcovery

they made, that Light emits itſelf in ftreight

lines , and that the angle of incidence is always

equal to the angle of reflection .

2. Plato alſo ſeems to have apprehended the

Newtonian fyftem of colours; for he calls them

the effect of Light tranſmitted from bodies, the

fmall particles ofwhich were adapted to the or.

gans of fight . Now is not this preciſely the ſame

with what Sir Iſaac teaches, “ That the different

“ ſenſations of each particular colour are excited

" in us by the difference of ſize in thoſe final}

* particles of Light which form the ſeveral rays ;

* thoſe ſmall particles occaſioning differentimages

* of colour, as the vibration is more or lefs lively
* with which they ſtrike our ſenſe ? ” The ſame

philoſopher hath gone further : he hath entered

into a detail of the compoſition of colours , and

enquired into the viſible effects that muſt ariſe from

a mixture of the differentrays of which Light it

felf is compoſed. And what he advances a little
Farther on, that it was not in the power of man .

exactly to determine what the proportion of this

mixture ſhould be in certain colours, ſufficiently

thews, třat he had an idea of this theory, though

he judged it almoſt impoſſible to unfold it; which .

makes him add , that ſhould any one arrive at the

knowledge of this proportion, he ought not to ha

zard the diſcovery of it , ſince it would be impoſſible
D6 to

.
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what may

to demonflrate it by clear and convincing proofs :

and yet hethought certain rules might be laid

down reſpecting this ſubject, if in following and

imitating nature, we could arrive at the art of

forming a diverhty of colours, by the combined in

termixture of others. And he afterwards adds,

be regarded as the nobleſt eulogium

that ever was made on Sir Iſaac Newton ; Yea,

Mould ever any one, exclaims that fine genius of

antiquity, attempt by curious reſearch to account

for this admirable mechaniſin, he will, in doing
So,but manifeſt how entirely ignorant he is of the

difference between divine and human power. It is

true, God can intermingle thoſe things one with

another, and then fever them at his pleaſure, be

cauſe he is, at the ſame time, all-knowing and all

powerful; but there is no man now exiſts, nor ever

willperhaps, who Mall ever be able toaccompliſh

things ſo very difficult. What an eulogiun are
theſe words in the mouth of ſuch a philoſopher

as Plato, and how glorious is he who hail fuc

ceſsfully accompliſhed what appeared impractica

ble to that prince of philoſophers! And what ele

vation of genius, what piercing penetration into

the moſt intimate ſecrets of nature, diſplays itſelf

in what we have juſt now recited from Plato,

concerning the nature and theory of colours , at a

a time when philoſojhy was but yet in its in

fancy !

3. Although the fyſtem of Deſcartes, reſpect

ing the propagation of Light in an inllant, is

_ſcarcely admitted at preſent by the moſt part
of

philoſophers, nor has been ever ſince Meflrs . Caf-,

Jini and Romer diſcovered that its motion was pro

grcfſive ;

1
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greſſive ; yet, as that ſyſtem was for a long while

in vogue, and the whole honour of the invention

of it aſcribed to Deſcartes, it will not be amiſs, in

a few words, to make appear, that he drew the

idea of it from Ariſtotle and his commentators.

The opinion of the modern philofophers is , that
Light is nothing elſe but the action of a ſubtle

matter upon the organs of ſight. This ſubtle

matter is ſuppoſed to fill allthat ſpace which
lies between the ſun and us ; and that particle of

it, which is next to the fun , receiving thence an

impulſe, muft inſtantaneouſly communicate it to

all the reſt which lie between the ſun and the

organ of ſight. To render this the more evident,

Deſcartes introduces the compariſon of a ſtick ;

which, by reaſon of the continuity of its parts,

cannot in any degree be moved lengthways at
one end, without inſtantaneouſly being put into

the fame degree ofmotion at the other end.
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4. Whoever will be at the pains attentively to

read what Ariſtotle hath written concerning Light,

without having recourſe to the ridiculous inter

pretations that have been put upon his words,

will clearly diſcern , that he was far from being ſo

unacquainted with the truth in this caſe, as is ge

nerally thought. He defines it to be the action of

a fubtle, pure, and homogeneous matter ; and

Philoponus, explaining the manner in which this

action was performed, makes uſe of the inſtance

of a long ftring, which being pulled at one end,

will inſtantaneoully be moved at the other . In

that very place, he reſembles the ſun, to the man

who pulls the ſtring; the ſubtle matter, to the

ftring itſelf ; and the inſtantaneous action of the

one,

-et

of

f
0
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one , to the movement of the other. Simplicius,

in his commentary upon this paſſage of Ariſtotle,

expreſsly employs the motion of a flick, to inti

mate how Light, acted upon by the fun , may in

ſtantaneouſly impreſs the organs of fight. The

compariſon of a ltick , to convey an idea of the

celerity with which Light may communicate it

felf, ſeems to have been firſt of all made uſe of

by Chryfippus.

a

,
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Of BURNING GLASSES.

1.THE
"HE fertile genius of Archimedes illuſtriouſly

appears, not only in thoſe works of his

which have been handed down to us, but alſo in

the admirable deſcriptions which the authors of

his time have given us of his diſcoveries in ma

thematics and mechanics . Some of the inven

tions of this great man have appeared fo far to

furpaſs human ability and imagination, that ſome

celebrated philoſophers have called them in quel

tion , and even gone ſo far as to pretend to de.

monſtrate their impoſſibility. I intend in this

chapter to examine into the ſubject of the burning

glaſſes, employed by Archimedes to ſet fire to the

Roman fleet atthe fiege of Syracuſe. Kepler,

Naudeus, and Deſcartes, have treated it as a niere

fable, though the reality of it hath been atteſted

by Diodorus Siculus, Lucian, Dion, Zonaras,

Galen, Anthemius, Euſtathius, Tzetzes, and

others . Nay , ſome have even pretended to de

monſtrate by the rules of Catroptrics the impofi

bility of it , notwithſtanding the afleveration of

ſuch reſpectable authors , who ought to have pre

vented them from reje &ting fo lightly a faci ſo

well ſupported.

2. Yet all have not been involved in this mif .

take. Father Kircher , attentively obſerving the

deſcription which Tzetzes gives of the burning

glaſſes.P.
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gla iTes of Archimedes, reſolved to prove the poſſi

bility of this ; and having by means of a number

of plain mirrors, collceted the ſun's rays into one

focus , he fo augmented the ſolar heat , that at laft

hy increaſing the number of mirrors he could pro

duce the moſt intenſe degree of it .

3. Tzetzes's deſcription of the glaſs Archimedes

made uſe of, is indeed proper to raiſe ſuch an

idea as Kircher entertained . ' That author ſays,;

Archimedes fit fire to Marcellus' navy, by means

of a burning glaſs compoſed of /mall ſquare mir

rors, moving every way upon" hinges ;which when .

placed in the ſun's rays, directed them upon the

Roman fleet, ſo as to reduce it to aſhes at the dif

tance of a boil-fhot. It is probable Mr. de Buffon

availed himſelf of this deſcription , in conſtructing

his burning glaſs, compoſed of 168 little plain .

mirrors, which produced fo conſiderable a heat,

as to ſet wood in flames at the diſtance of two

hundred and nine feet ; melt lead , at that of one:

hundred and twenty ; and ſilver , at that of fifty .

4. Anotherteſtimony occurs, which leaves not

the leaſt doubt in this caſe. Anthemius of Tralles

in Lydia, a celebrated architect, able ſculptor, and

learned mathematician , who in the Emperor Juf

tinian's time built the Church of St. Sophia at Con

ftantinople, wrote a ſmall treatiſe in Greek, which

is extant only in Manuſcript, intitled Mechanical

Paradoxes. ' That work , among other things, has

a chapter reſpecting burning glaſſes, where we

meet with the moſt complete deſcription of the

requiſites that Archimedes muſt have been poſſeſſed

of, to enable him to ſet fire to the Roman fleet.

He begins with this enquiry,

61
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“ given place, at a bow-fhot's diſtance, a confla

gration may be raiſed by means of the fun's rays ? **

And immediately lays it down asa firſt principle.

“ The ſituation of the place muſt be ſuch, that

" the
rays

of the ſun
may be reflected

upon
it in

an oblique, or even oppoſite direction, to that

“ in which they came from the ſun itſelf .” And

he adds , “ that the aſſigned diſtance being fo con

ſiderable, it might appear at firſt impoſſible to

“ effect this by means of the reflection of the ſun's

rays; but as the glory Archimedes had gained

" by thusſetting fire to the Roman veſſels, was a

“ fáct univerſally agreed in , he thought it rea

• ſonable to adřit the poſſibility ofit, upon the

principle he had laid down. " He afterwards'

advances farther in this enquiry, eſtabliſhing cer

tain neceſſary propofitions, in order to come at a

ſolution of it. “ To find out therefore in what po

“ fition a plain mirror ſhould be placed to carry

" the fun's rays by reflection to a given point , he

" demonſtrates that the angle of incidence is equal

“ to the angle of reflection ; and having ſhewn ,

" that in ſo juſt a poſition of the glaſs, the ſun's

rays might be reflected to the given place, he

obſerves, that by means of a number of glaſſes,

reflecting the rays into the ſame focus , there

“ muſt ariſe at the given place the conflagration

required, for inflaming heat is the reſult of thus

concentrating the ſun's rays : and that when a

body is thus ſet on fire, it kindles the air around

it, ſo that it comes to be acted upon by the two

“ forces at once, that of the ſun , and that of the

“ circum-ambient air, reciprocally augmenting

" , and increaſing the heat ; whence ” continues he,

“ it neceffarily reſults, that by a proper number

* of plain mirrors duly diſpoſed, the fun's rays.

* might

$ 6
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might be reflected in ſuch quantity into a com

“ mon focus at a bow -ſhot diſtance, as to ſet all

“ in flames around it .

a

5 . “ As to the manner of putting this in prac

tice " he ſays , “ it might be doneby employing

many
hand's to hold the mirrors in the deſcribed

poſition; but to avoid the confuſion that might

" thence ariſe , twenty -four mirrors at leaſt being

requiſite to communicate flame at ſuch a diſtance ,

“ lie fixes upon another method, that of a plain

hexagon mirror, accommodated on every ſide

by lefler ones , adhering to it by means of plates ,

" bands or hinges, connecting them mutually to

“ gether, ſo as to be moved or fixed at pleaſure

“ in any direction . Thus having adapted the

large or middle mirror to the rays of the ſun, ſo

as to point them to the given place, it will be

eaſy in the ſame manner to diſpoſe the reſt, ſo

" that all the rays together may meet in the ſame

focus; and multiplying compound mirrors of this

kind , and giving them all the ſame direction ,

there muſt thence infallibly reſult, to whatever

* degree of intenfeneſs, the conflagration required

at the place given."

6. “ The better to ſucceed in this enterprize,

“ there ſhould be in readineſs” he adds ,

“ fiderable number of theſe compound mirrors to

“ a &t all at once, from four at leaſt to ſeven ." He

concludes his diſſertation with obſerving, “ that

all the authors who mention the burning mma

“ chine of the divine Archimedes, never ſpeak of

" it as of one compound mirror, but as a combi

66 nation of many .' So large and accurate a def.

cription is more than ſufficient to demonſtrate the

poflibility

9

a con
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a

Here

poſſibility of a fa &t, ſo well atteſted in hiſtory, and

by ſuch a number of authors, that it would bethe

higheſtarrogance, to refuſeour fuffrage to ſuch
invincible teſtimony. Vitellion, who lived about

the 13th century, ſpeaks of a work of Anthemius

of Tralles, who had compoſed a burning glaſs,

conffting of twenty four mirrors, which conveying

the rays of the fun into a common focus, produced

an extraordinary degree of heat. And Lucian,

ſpeaking of Archimedes, ſays, that at the frege of

Syracuſe he reducedby a ſingular contrivance, the

Roman Ships to aſhes. And Galen ; that with

burning glaſſes, he fired the ſhipsof the enemies of

Syracuſe. Zonaras alſo ſpeaks of Archimedes '

glaſſes, in mentioning thoſe of Proclus, who, he

ſays, burnt the fleet of Vitellius at the Siege ofCon

ftantinople , in imitation of Archimedes, who ſet

fire to the Romanfleet at the frege of Syracuſe. He
intimates , that the manner wherein Proclus ef

fected this, was by launching upon the enemies

veſſels, from the ſurface of reflecting mirrors, ſuch

a quantity of flame, as reduced them to alhes.

a
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7. Euſtathius, in his commentary upon the Iliad,

ſays, that Archimedes, by a catroptic machine, burnt

the Roman fleet,at a bow -fhot's diſtance. Inſomuch,

that there is ſcarcely any fact in hiſtory, war

ranted by more authentic teſtimony ; ſo that it;

would bedifficult not to ſurrender to ſuch evidence,

even although we could not comprehend how it

were poſſible for Archimides to have conſtructed

ſuch glafles: but now that the experiment of Father

Kircher, and Mr. de Buffon have made it appa

rent, that nothing is more eaſy in the execution,

than what ſome gentlemen have denied the poſſi

bility of ; what ought they to think of the genius
of

ch
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of that man , whoſe inventions even by their

own accounts , furpaſs the conception of the most

celebrated mathematicians of our days, who think

they have done ſomething very extraordinary,

when they have ſhewed themſelves capable of

imitating in ſome degree the ſketches of thoſe

great maſters, of whom , however, they are very

unwilling to be thought the diſciples ?

8. Again, it appears that the Ancients were

acquainted with refracting burning glafles; for we

find in Ariſtophanes's Comedy of the Clouds, a

paſſage which clearly treats of the effects of thoſe

glaſſes. The aithor introduces Socrates as exa

miningStrepfades, about the method he had dif.

covered for getting clear for ever of his debts . He

replies, that hethought of making uſe of a burning

glaſs, which he had hitherto uſed in kindling his

fire; for ſays he, ſhould they bring a writ againſt

me, I'll immediately placemy glaſs in theſun , at

Some little diſtance from the writ,andſet it on fire.

Where we ſee he ſpeaks of a glaſs which burned

at a diſtance, and which could be no other than

a convex glaſs. Pliny and Lactantius have alſo

ſpoken of glaſſes that burnt by refracrion. The

former calls them balls or globes of glaſs, or chryſ

tal , which expofed to the fun, tranſmit a heat

fufficient to ſet fire to cloth , or corrode away

the dead fleſh of thoſe patients who fland in need

of cauſtics; and the latter , after Clemens Alexandria

nus, takes notice, that Firemay be kindled , by

interpoſing glaſſes filled with water, between the

fun and the object, ſo as to tranſmit the rays to its

a
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OF UNIVERSAL GRAVITY, AND CENTRIPE

TAL AND CENTRIFUGAL FORCE .

Laws of the Movement of the Planets, according

to their Diſtance from the common Center .

1 .

1.IT

10

w
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T is here the moderns flatter themſelves

they have a remarkable advantage, imagin

ing, that they were the firſt who diſcovered the

principal of univerſal gravitation, which they look
upon as a truth unknown to the ancients . It is

however eaſy to make it appear, that they have

done nothing but trod in the paths of thoſe an

tients . It is true, the moderns have demonſtrated

the laws of this univerſal gravitation , and ex

plained them with clearneſs and preciſion ; but

this is all they have done in this reſpect, and have
added nothing.

2. With the leaſt attention to the knowledge

of the ancients, we find that they were not un

acquainted with univerſal gravitation ; and knew

beſides, that the circular motion, by which the

planets deſcribe their courſe, is the reſult of the

combination of two moving forces, a rectilinear

and a perpendicular, which united together form

a curve. They knew the reaſon why theſe two

movements, or contrary forces, retain the planets

in their orbs ; and have explained themſelves on

this head , juſt as the moderns do, excepting only
the

л.
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the terms of centripetal and centrifugal ; inſtead of

which, however, ihey uſed what was altogether

equivalent . They alſo knew the inequality of

the courſe of the planets, afcribing it to the va .

riety of their weights reciprocally conſidered, and

of their proportional diſtances.

3. I will not expatiate upon Empedocles's fyſ

tem , in which ſome have thought the foundation

of Newton's was to be found ; imagining, that un

der the name of love, he intended to intimate a

law , or power, which ſeparated the parts of mat

ter, in order to join itſelf to them , and to which

nothing was wanting but the name of attraction .

One fees alſo , that by the name diſcord, he in

tended to deſcribe another force, which obliged

the ſame parts to recede from one another, and

which Newton calls a repelling force. But I

leave Empedocles, and paſs on to paſſages more

deſerving notice.

4. The Pythagoreans and Platonics, treating

of the creation of the world, perceived the ne.

ceflity of admitting the force of two powers , viz .

projection and gravity, in order to account for

the revolution of the planets . Timæus, ſpeaking

of the ſoul of the world , which puts all nature in

motion, fays, that God hath endowed it with two

powers, which, in combination, act according to

certain numeric proportions. Plato, who hath

followed Timæus in his natural philoſophy,

clearly aſſerts, that God had impreſſed upon the

planets a motion which was the moſt proper for

them ; which could be nothing elſe than that per

pendicular motion, which has a tendency to the

center of the univerſe, that is , gravity ; and what
in
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in this caſe coincides with it, a lateral impulſe,

rendering the whole circnlar. And Diogenes La

ertius, alluding in all likelihood to this paſſage of

Plato, ſays , that at the beginning, the bodies of

the univerſe were agitated tumultuouſly, and with

a diſorderly movement , but that God afterwards

regulated their courſe, by laws natural and pro

portional.

5. Anaxagoras, cited by Diogenes Laertius,

being aſked what it was that retained the heavenly

bodies in their orbit, notwithſtanding their gra

vity ; anſwered, that therapidity of their courſe

preſervedthem in their ſtations , and ſhould the

celérity of their motions abate , the equilibrium of

the world being broke, the whole machine would

fall to ruin .

3:!
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6. Plutarch , who knew almoſt all the ſhining

truths of aſtronomy, took notice alſo of the reci.

procal energy , which cauſes the planets to gravi.

tate towardsone another ; and in explaining what

that made bodies tend towards the earth ,

he attributes it to a reciprocal attraction, whereby

all terreſtrial bodies have this tendency, and which

collects into one the parts conſtituting the ſun and

moon, and retains them in their ſpheres. He af

terwards applies theſe particular phænomena to

others more general ; and fromwhat happens in

our globe, deduces, according to the ſameprinciple,

whatever muſt thence happen reſpectively in each

celeſtial body ; and then conſiders them in their

relative connections one towards another. He

illuſtrates this general connection, by inſtancing,

what happens to our moon in its revolution round

the earth, comparing it to a ſtone in a ſling , which
is

T

ne

1
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is impreſſed by two powers at once ; that of pro

jection,which would carry it away, were it not

retained by the embrace of the ling ; which,

like the central force, keeps it from wandering,

whilſt the combination of the two moves it in a

circle . In another place , he ſpeaks of an inhe.

rent power in bodies; that is, in the earth, and

otherplanets ; of attracting to themſelves whatever

is within their reach . It is impoſſible, not to

perceive in all theſe paſſages, a plain reference to

the centripetal force , which binds the planets to

their proper or common centers ; and to the cen

trifugal, which makes them roll in circles at a

diſtance .

7. We have ſeen, that the ancients attribute

to the celeſtial bodies , a tendency towards one

common center, and a reciprocal attractive power.

Lucretius well perceived this truth , though he

deduced from it a very ſtrange conſequence, that

the univerſe had no common center, but that in

finite ſpace was filled with an infinity of worlds

like ours; for, ſays he, if the celeſtial bodies were

all of them carried towards one common center,

and not reſtrained from that tendency by fome

exterior active force, they muſt needs ſoon di.

verge towards one another, by virtue of their

attractive power, and like bodies tumbling from

on high , re -unite at the common center of gravity,

and coaleſce into one infinite inactive maſs.

8. It appears alſo, that the ancients knew , as

well as the moderns, the cauſe of gravitation,

which attracted all things,did notreſide ſolely in

the center of the earth . Their ideas were more

philoſophic ; that this power was diffuſed through

1

every
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every particle of the terreſtrial globe, and com

pounded of the various energy reſiding in each .

9. It remains to enquire, whether the ancients

knew the law by which gravity acts upon the ce

leſtial bodies .; that it was in an inverſe propor

tion of their quantity of matter, and the ſquare

of their diſtance. Certain it is, that the ancients

were not ignorant, that the planets in their

courſes obſerved a conftant and invariable pro .

portion ; and that they had differentopinions re .

ſpecting this proportion. Some fought for it in

the difference of the quantity of matter contained

in the maſſes, of which they were coinpoſed ;

and others, in the difference of their diſtances.

Lucretius, after Democritus ard Arifotle, thought

that the gravity of bodies wasin proportion to the

quantity of matter of whith they were compoſed ;
and the ablelt Newtonians, even ſuch as ought to

be the moſt intereſted to preſerve to their inalter

the glory of having first diſcovered thoſe truths,

which are the principal ornaments of his ſyſtem ,

have been the first to point at the ſources whence

they ſeem to have been drawn. It is true, the

penetration and ſagacity of a Newton, a Gregory,

and a Maclaurin, were requiſite to diſcover, in

the few fragments now remaining, the inverſe law

reſpecting the ſquares of the diſtances, a doctrine

which Pythagoras had tauglit ; but it is no leſs

true , that it was contained in thoſe writings. This

the Newtonians acknowledge, and are the firſt to

avail themſelves of the authority of Pythagoras, to

give weight to their ſyſtem .

10. Plutarch, of all the philoſophers who have

ſpoken of Pythagoras, is he, who, as he had a

VOL. V. E better
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better opportunity of entering into the ideas of

that great man , hath explained them better than

any one beſides. Pliny, Macrobius, and Cenfori

nus, have alſo ſpoken of the harmony which Py

thagoras obſerved to reign in the courſe of the

planets . Plutarch makes him ſay, it is probable

that the bodies of the planets, their diſtances , the

intervals between their ſpheres, and the celerity of

their courſes and revolutions, are not only pro

portionable among themſelves, but to the whole

of the univerſe. And Gregory hath been led to

declare , it was evident to any attentive mind,

that this great man underſtood, that the gravita

tion of the planets towards the ſun, was in a reci

procal ratio of their diſtance from that luminary;

and that illuſtrious modern, followed herein by

Maclaurin , makes that ancient philoſopher ſpeak
thus :

11 .

a

6. A muſical ftring,” ſays Pythagoras,

yields the very ſame tone with any other of

.“ twice its length , becauſe the tenſion of the lat

ter, or the force whereby it is extended, is

quadruple to that of the former; and the grai

vity of one planet, is quadruple to that of any

s other, which is at double the diſtance. In ge

.. neral , to bring a mufical ſtring into unifon with

166 one of the ſame kind , ſhorter than itſelf, its

.“ tenſion ought to be increaſed in proportion as

- the ſquare of its length exceeds that of the

s other ; and that the gravity of any planet, may

“ become equal to that of any other nearer thefun,

“ it ought to be increaſed in proportion as the

" Square of its diſtance exceeds that of the other.
... If therefore , we ſhould ſuppoſe muſical ſtrings

.“ ſtretched from the fun to each ofthe planets, et
.66 would
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* would be neceffary, in order to bring them all

“ to uniſon, to augment or diminiſh their tenſions,

“ in the very ſame proportion as would be requi

ſite to render the planets themſelves eqnal in gra

vity. And this, in all likelihood, gave foun

" dation for the reports, that Pythagoras drew

« his doctrine of harmony from the ſpheres.”

12. Before I finiſh this chapter, I must not

neglect to inſert a paſſage of Galileo's,wherein he

acknowledges, that he owes to Plato his firſt idea

of the method of determining, how the diſſerent
degrees of velocity , ought to produce that uni

formity of motion diſcernible in the revolutions

of the heavenly bodies. His account is, “ Plato

being of opinion , that no moveable thing could

paſs from a ſtate of reſt to any determinate de

gree of velocity, ſo as perpetually and equally

* io remain in it , without firit paſſing through

* all the inferior degrees of celerity or retarda.

tion ; concludes thence, that God, after having

· created the celeſtial bodies, determining to al

fign to each a particular degree of celerity, in

56 which they ſhould always move, impreſſed upon

“ them , when he drew them from a ſtate of reſt,

“ ſuch a force as made them run through their

* afligned ſpaces, in that natural and direct way

" wherein we ſee the bodies around us paſs from
reſt into motion , by a continual and ſucceſſive

u acceleration. And he adds, that liaving brought

“ them to that degree of motion, wherein he

s intended they ſhould perpetually remain ; he

6 afterwards changed the perpendicular into a

“ circular direction, that being the only courſe

" that can preſerve itſelf uniform , and make a

body without ceaſing keep at an equal diſtance

6 from

*

" a

E 2
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* from its proper center.” This acknowledg.
ment of Galileo is the more remarkable, as it

comes from an inventive genius, who leaſt of

any, owes his eminence to the aid of the an

cients ; for it is the diſpoſition of noble minds to

arrogate to themſelves as little as poſſible any

merit, but what they have the utmoſt claim to.

Thus do Galileo and Newton, the greateſt of all

modern philofophers, ſet an example which will

never be imitated but by thoſe of their own
claſs.

с нА Р.
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CHAP. XIV.

Of the COPERNICAN System ; the Motion of

the Earth about the Sun ; and the Antipodes,

1. THERE*
THERE are other truths, taught bythe ana

cients long ago, and at laſt adopted by the
moderns ; after having undergone a not uncom

mon fate, that of being rejected and condemned
with diſdain . That the earth moves about the

ſun, and that thereare antipodes, are particulars

known long ago, though received almoſt every

where at firſt with contempt or ridicule ; nay,

they have fometimes proved dangerous to thoſe

who held them ; yet both theſe doctrines are now

ſo well eſtabliſhed, that they meet with general

approbation . And thus, for two ages paſt, have

we gone on to re -introduce the moſt celebrated

of the ancient opinions ; ſtill affecting, however,

not to know that weare in any manner indebted
to thoſe who firſt held them .

2. The moſt reaſonable in itſelf, and what

agrees beft .with the moſt accurate obſervations,

is that ſyſtem of the world propoſed by Copernicus,

who places the ſun in thecenter, the fixed ſtars

at the circumference, and the earth and other

planets in the intervening ſpace ; and who afcribes

to the earth not only a diurnalmotion around its

axis,E 3
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axis , but an annual round the fun . This ſyſtem is

entirely ſimple, and beſtexplains all the appearances

of the planets, and their ſituations, whether pro

celfonal, ftationary, or retrograde; but it is matter

of ſurpriſe, how a ſyſtem fo fully and diſtinctly

inculcated by the ancients, ſhould derive its name

' fiom a modern philoſopher. Pythagoras, Philo

lais , Nicetas of Syracuſe, Plato, Ariſtarchus,

and many others among the ancients, have in a

thouſand places exprefled this opinion ; and Dio

genes Laertius , Plutarch, and Stohaus, have with

great preciſion tranſmitted to us their ideas . And

that this ſyſtem was no ſooner univerſally received,

ought intirely to be aſcribed to the force of pre

judice; which, deciding every thing by appear

ances, prefers ſenſe to reaſon , and abandonswhat

ever is not conformable to the judgment of the
former.

4

3. Pythagoras thought the earth was a movea

ble body, and, ſo far frombeing the center ofthe

world , performed its revolutions around the re

gion of fire, that is, the fun, and thereby formed

day and night. It is ſaid he obtained this know.

ledge among the Egyptians, who repreſented the

fun emblematically by a beetle, becauſe that in

fect keeps itſelf fix months under ground, and ſix

above ; or, rather becauſe having formed its dung

into a ball , it afterwards lays itſelf on its back,

and, by means of its feet, whirls that ball round

in a circle .

9

a

4. Some impute this opinion to Philolaüs, the

diſciple of Pythagoras; but it is evident, he had

the merit only of being the publither of it, and

ſeveral other opinions belonging to that ſchool :
for
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for Euſebius exprefly affirms, that he was the firſt

who put Pythagoras's ſyſtem into writing. Phi

lolaüs added, that the earth moved in an ob

lique circle ; by which, no doubt, he meant the
zodiac ,

5. Ariſtarchus of Samos, who lived about three

centuries before Jeſus Chrift, was one of the prin

cipal defenders ofthe doctrine of the Earth’smo

tion . Archimedes, in his book, de Arenario, in

forms us, " That Ariſtarchus, writing on this

" ſubject againſt ſome of the philoſophers of his

own age, placed the fun immoveable in the cena

" ter of an orbit, deſcribed by the earth in its

“ circuit." And Sextus Empiricusalſo cites him

as one of the principal ſupporters of this opinion .

There is alſo a paſſage in Plutarch, whereby it:

appears, that Cleanthes accuſed Ariſtarchus of'in .

piety, in troubling the repoſe of Veſta, and all the

Larian gods; when, in giving an account of the

phænomena of the planets in their courſes, he

taught that Heaven, or the firinament of the fixed

Itars, was immoveable : and that the earth moved

in an oblique circle, revolving at the ſame time

around its ownaxis..

6. Theophraſtus, as quoted by Plutarch, fays, in

his Hiſtory of Aſtronomy,which hath not reached

our times, that Plato, when advanced in years,

gave up the error he had been in, of making the
hun turn round the earth ; and lamented , that he

had not placed it in the center ;. but put the earth :

there, contrary to the order of nature. Nor is it.

at all ſtrange, that Plato ſhould re-aſſume an opia

nion which he had early imbibed in the ſchools of

the two celebrated Pythagoreans, Archytas of Fa
rentumotE ... 4
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rendum , and Timeus the Lourian ; as we fee in

S .. Jerom's Chriltian Apology againſt Rufinus;
and in Cicero we fee , that Herachdes of Pontus,

who was a Pythagorean, taught the ſame doctrine.

7. That the Earth is round, and inhabited on all

fides, and of courſe that there are Antipodes, or

thoſe whoſe feet are directly oppofite to ours, is

one of the moſt ancient doctrines inculcated by

philoſophy. Diogenes Laertius ſays, that Plato

was the firſt who called the inhabitants of the

earth oppoſite to us, Antipodes. He does not

mean, that Plato was the firit who taught this opi .

nion , but only the firſt who made uſe ofthe term

Antipodes; for, in another place, he mentions

Pythagoras as the firſt who taught it . There is

alſo a paſſage in Plutarch ,whereby it appears, that
it was a point of controverſy in his time: and Lu

cretius and Pliny, who oppoſe this notion, as well

as St. Auguſtine, all ſerve as witneſſes that it muft

have prevailed in their time.

8. I make no mention of the condemnation of

Bishop Virgilius by Pope Zachary, for having
taught this doctrine, becauſe it is a miſtake : the

Pope, in that letter of his to St. Boniface, ſpeaks

only ofthoſe who maintained, that there was ano

ther' world beſides this of ours , another fun, anom

ther moon, and fo on .

9 . As to the proofs which the Ancients brought

of the ſphericity of the Earth , they were the

very fame that the moderns make uſe of. Pliny,

on this ſubject obſerves , that the land which res

tires out of ſight to perfons on the deck of a fhip;

appears
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appears ſtill in view to thoſe who are upon the

maſt; and thence concludes that the earth is

round. Ariſtotle drew this conſequence not only

from the ſhadow of the earth's being circular on

she diſk of the moon in the time of an eclipſe, but

alſo from this circumſtance, that in travelling

fouth, we diſcover other ſtars ; and that thoſe

which we ſaw before, whether in the zenith , or

elſewhere, change their ſituation with reſpect to

US .
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с нА Р. XV.

Of theREVOLUTION OF THE PLANETS about

their own axis.

1 .

HOT
OW uſeful an aid the invention of Te.

leſcopes bath been to the aſtronomical

obſervations of the Moderns, is particularly evi

dent from their diſcovery , that the Planets re

volve on their axis ; a diſcovery founded on the

periodical revolution of the ſpots obſerved on their

diſks : ſo that every planet performstwo revolu

tions , by the one of which it is carried with others

about a common center ; and by the other moves

upon its axis round its own. But all that the main

derns have advanced in this reſpect, ſerves only to

confirin to the Ancients, the glory of being the
firſt diſcoverers. The Moderns are in this to

the Ancients, as theFrench Philoſophers are to Sir

Iſaac Newton, all whoſe labours and travels in via

fiting the Poles and Equator to determine the

figure of the Earth , ferve only to confirm what

Sir Iſaac had thought ofit, without ſo much as

ſtirring from his clofet. In the ſame manner,

have proved, that moſt of our experiments have

ſerved, and do ſtill contribute to confirm and ſup

port the conjectures of the Ancients ; although it

hath often happened, that thoſe very conjectures

of theirs , which are now ſo generally received

as true, have formerly been as generally decried.

Of this we have had inſtances in the preceding

chapter, and the preſent will exhibit another not

leſsremarkable.

2. Whatever

we
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Own

2. Whatever were the arguments upon which

the Ancients founded their Theory, certain it is ,

they clearly apprehended, that the Planets revolved
upon their axis. Heraclides of Pontus, and

Ecphantus, two celebrated Pythagoreans, intie

mated this truth long ago, andmade uſe of a very

apt compariſon to convey their idea, ſaying, that
the Earth turned from weft to eaſt, juſt as a wheel

does upon its axis, or center. And Plato extended :

this obſervation from the Earth to the other Plaq

nets ; for, according to Atticuts, the Platonic, who

explains his opinion , “ To that general motion

“ which : makes the Planets deſcribe a circular

courſe, he added another reſulting from their

ſplterical ſhape, which madeeach of them move

" about its own center, whilſt they performed

" the general ·revolution of their courſe." Plotis

nus alſo aſcribes this ſentiment to Plato, for ſpeak

ing of him he ſays, that beſides the grand circular

courſe obſerved by all the ſtars in general, he

thought they each performed another about iheir

own center..

66 .

3. Cicero afcribes the fame notion to Nicetas of

Syracuſe, and quotes Theophraſtus to warrant

what he advances ; this is he whom Diogenes. Laer.

tius names Hycetas, whoſe opinion was, that the

celerity of the Earth's motion about its own axis ,

and otherunfé, wasthe only cauſe of the apparent

revolutions of the Heavenly Bodies ..

4. Our ſecondary planet, the Moon, gave the

Ancients an opportunity of diſplaying their pene-

tration . They early diſcovered , that it had no

light of its own , but ſhone with that which it re

flefled from the ſun . This , after Thales; was the
E6 ſentiment

2
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Sentiment of Anaxagoras and of Empedocles, who

thence accounted not only for the mildneſs of its

fplendor, but the imperceptibility of its heat ;

which our experiments confirm : ſor with all the

aid of burning glaſſes , we have never yet found

it practicable to produce the leaſt effect of heat

from any combination of its rays .

a

5. The obſervations made by the moderns, tend

to perſuade us, that the Moon has an atmoſphere.

though very rare. In a total eclipſe of the ſun , there

appears abcut the diſk of the noon, a glimmering

radiance, parallelto its circumference, which be

cones more and more extenuated, or rare, as it die

verges from it . This, perhaps, is no other than an ef

fcét proceeding from ſuch a fluid as air; which by

reaſon of its weight and elaſticity, is rather more

denfe at bottom than at top. With a teleſcope we

eaſily diſcern in the Moon ,parts mote elevated, and

more bright than others , which are judged to be

mountains. We difeern alſo otherparts lower

and leſs bright, which ſeem to be vallies lying be
tween thoſe mountains. And there are other

parts , which reflecting leſs light , and preſenting

one uniform ſmooth furſace, are ſuppoſed to be

large pieces of water. If the Moon then has its

collections of water, its atmoſphere, its mountains;

and its vallies ; it is thence inferred , that there

may alſo be rain there, and ſnow , and all the

other aërial commotions natural to ſuch a fitua

tion ; and our idea of the Wildom and Power of

God intimates to us, that he may have placed

creatures there to inhabit it ; rather than that all

this diſplay of his fkill, ſhould be a mere waſte .

6. The Ancients, who had not the aid of Tem

deſcopes, ſupplied the defeat of that inſtrument by

a vivacity
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a vivacity of penetration ; for without the means

that we have, they have deduced all ihoſe conſe

quences that are admitted by the Moderns ; and

diſcovered long before by the mental eye, what.

ever hath ſince been preſented to corporeal fight

through the medium of Teleſcopes.

7. We ſee, by ſome fragments of theirs in how

fublime a manner, and worthy of the majeſty of

Deity , they entered into the viewsof that Supreme

Being in his deſtination of the Planets, and that

multitude of ſtars placed by him in the firmament.

They looked upon them as fo many Suns , about

which rolled Planets of their own , ſuch as thoſe

of our ſolar ſyſtem . Nay, they went farther,

maintaining that thoſe planets contained inhabi

tants, whoſe natures they preſume not to deſcribe,

though they ſuppoſe them to yieldto thoſe of ours,

neither in beauty nor in dignity . Orpheus is the

moſt ancient author, whoſe opinion on this ſub

ject hath come down to us .. Proclus preſents us

with three verſes of that ancient philoſopher,

wherein he poſitively afferts, that the Moon was

another earth, having in it mountains,valleys, &c.

8. Pythagoras, who followed Orpheus in many

of his opinions, taught likewiſe, that the moon.

was an earth like ours, replete with animals, whos

nature hepreſumed not to deſcribe, though he was

perſuaded , they were of a more noble and elegant

kind than ours, and not liable to the ſame ing

firmities.

g . It were eaſy here to multiply quotations,

and ſhew by a croud of paſſages, that this opi.

Bion was very common among the ancient philo,

ſophers ;
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ſophers ; but I fhall content myſelf with adding

a remarkable paſſage of Stobæus, wherein he gives

us Democritus's opinion about the nature of the

moon, and the cauſe of thoſe ſpots, which we ſee

upon its dilk. That great philoſopher imagined ,

that thoſe ſpotswere no other than ſhades, formed

by the exceſive height of the lunar mountains, which

intercepted the light from the lower parts of that

planet, where the vallies formed theinſelves into

what appeared to us as thades or ſpots. Plutarch.

went farther, alledging, that there were embo

fomed in the moon , vaſt ſeas, and profound ca.

verns . There, his conjectures, are built upon the :

fame forundation with thoſe of the Moderns : for,

ſays he, thoſe deep and extenſive ſhades which

appear upon the diſk of that planet , muſt be oce

caſioned by the most leas it contains, which are

incapable of reflecting fo vivid a light; as the

more folid and opake parts ; or by caverns

tremely wide and deep, wherein the raysof the ſun :
are abforbed, whence thoſe ſhades and that obſcu .

rity which we call the ſpots ofthe Moon.. And

Xenophanes faid, that thoſe immenſe cavities .

were inhabited by another race of men, who :

Jived there , juſt as we do upon earth.

ex

10. Yet it appears from one place in Plutarch,

that in his time, as well as of late, it was diſputed

by many , whether the moonyielded any exhala

tions or vapours for the production of rain, and

the other meteors. He took part with thoſe who :

held the negative, being perſuaded that themoon

muſt be ſo intenſely heated by the never-ceaſing

action of the ſun's rays upon it , that all its humie .

dity muſt be dried up, ſo as to render it incapable

of furniſhing new.yapours ; whence he concludes ,

that
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that there exiſted there , neither clouds, nor rains,

nor winds; and of courſe neither plants nor ani ,

mals. Now , this is the very reaſon alledged by

fuch of the Moderns as oppoſe the notion of the

Moon's being inhabited ; whereas the only necef

ſary conſequence is, that the inhabitants of that

planet muſt be intirely different from thoſe of

ours, and by their conftitution fitted to ſuch

a clime , and ſuch an habitation . But however

this be, it appears from this paſſage, that the

opinion here mentioned, had partizans even in

Plutarch's time, who were no leſs fertile than we

are in conjectures to ſupport it .

김

+

+

스

CHAP
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CH A P. XVI.

THE MILKY WAY ; Solar Syſtems, or a

plurality ofWorlds.

1. THAT
HAT lucid , whitish zone, which is ſeen in

the firmament among the fixed ſtars, muft

have for a long while attracted the attention of the

ancients, and occaſioned them to advance a great

many conje & ures about the reaſon of it , and among

the various opinions refpecting it , many with .

out doubt, mult to us appear groundleſs, ſince one

only can be true. But this kind of deficiency isos

what will befal genius in every age, however

bright , and eſpecially thoſe who appeared in re

mote ages . A courſe of centuries fo familiarizes

the diſcovery of any truth, after it hath gained

the general conſeni, thatwe are aftoniſhed, men of

real ability, ſhould ever have heſitated about things

which we have known from our infancy ; and

we never give ourſelves the trouble to think, that

the day perhaps hall come, when the ideas of

Locke and Leibnits, and thoſe of the Newtonians,

reſpecting attraction , and of our other naturaliſts

upon other ſubjects, will be regarded by poſterity,

as things fo obvious, thatthey will be amazed,

how ſuch great men could for any
time refift ſuch

evidence . Should any one of us appear to them

to have diſcerned the truth, in thoſe points which

are at preſent in debate, how many of us will

Seem to Dave advanced nothing but reveries :- and
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it will be happy, if, among ſuch a variety of

opinions, ſome be found to be true ; for it is no

inconſiderable thing among men, when at great

intervals , fome one or other ariſes among thein,

who, with ſure ſteps ſo advances, as to keep clear,

of thoſe devious paths wherein others had wan.

dered. This hath frequently happened among thie

Moderns, and ſo it alſo did among the Ancients.

Truth often beamed through the obſcurity in which

their knowledge was enveloped . Many erred in

their conjectures, whilſt only one or two difco

vered the right courſe, and pointed itoutto others;

ſo we,
of this age, direct our views by the beams

of thoſe geniuſes who have illuminated it.
“中

2.The Milky Way, and Fixed Stars, have been

an object of enquiry to many philoſophers. As to

the former of theſe, the Pythagoreans held that it

had once been the ſun's path , and that he had left

in it that trace of white, which we now obferve

there . The Peripatetics have aſſerted, after Arif

totle, that it was formed of exhalations, ſuſpended
high in air. I eaſily admit, that there were

miſtakes ; but all were not miſtaken in their con

jectures. Democritus, without the aid of a telefe

cope, preceded Galileo in remarking, that what

wecall the Milky Way, contained in it an innume.

rable quantity of fixed ſtars,the mixture of whoſe

diſtant rays occaſioned the whiteneſs which we thus

denominate : orto expreſs it in Plutarch's words,

itwas the united brightneſs of an immenſe number

of ſtars.
1

3. The Ancients were no leſs clear in their con

ceptions of the nature of the Fixed Stars than we

are ; for it is but a ſhort while ago, that the Mo
derns
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derns adopted the ideas of thoſe great Mafters or

this ſubject, after having rejected them during

many ages . It would be reckoned an abſurdity

in Philofophy at preſent, to doubt of thoſe Stars

being Suns like ours, each reſpectively having
planets of their own , which revolve around them,

and form various folar ſyſtems , more or leſs re

fembling that of ours . All philoſophers at pre

fent, admit of this theory ; and even leſs philofo-

phic minds, begin to render this conception fa-

miliar to them , thanks to the elegant work of Mr..
de Fontenelle .

4. And this notion of a Plurality of Worlds,

was generally inculcated by the Greek Philofo

phers. Plutarch , after having given an account

of it , ſays, " That he was ſo far from finding fault

" with it, that he thought it highly probable there

“ had been , and were, like this of ours, an ine

numerable, though not abſolutely infinite multi

« tude of Worlds; wherein were, as well as here,

“ land and water, inveſted by ſky.”

5. Anaximenes was one of the firſt who taught

this doctrine. He believed , that the Stars were im

menfe maſſes of Fire, around which certain terreſtrial

globes, imperceptible to us, accompliſhed their peri
odic revolutions. It is evident , that by theſe ter

reſtrial globes, turning round thoſe maſſes of

fire, he meant planets, ſuch as ours, ſubordinate

to their own ſun, and forining along with him a

ſolar ſyſtem .

- 6. Anaximenes agreed with Thales in this opi

nion , which paſſed from the lonic to the Italic

fect; who held , that every . ftar was a world,

containing
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containing in itſelf a ſun and planets, all fixed in

that immenſe ſpace, which they called Ether.

7. Heraclides, and all the Pythagoreans taught

the ſame, that every ftar was a world, or folar

Syftem , having, like this of ours, its fun and pla

nets, inveſted with an atmoſphere of air, and move

ingin the fluid Ether, by which they were firſtained .

This opinion ſeenis to have been of fill more

ancient origin . We find traces of it in the verſes

of Orpheus, who lived in the time of the Trojan

War, and taught that there was a plurality of

worlds : a doctrine which Epicurus alſo looked

upon as very probable.

8. Origen, in his Philofophumena,treatsamply of

the opinion of Democritus, ſaying, “ That he

taught, that there was an innumerable multitude

“ of worlds , of unequal fize, and differing in

" the number of their planets; that ſome of them

“ were as large as ours , and placed at unequal

" diſtances ; that ſome were inhabited by animals,

“ which he could not take upon him to deſcribe :

" and that ſome had neither animals , nor plants,

“ nor any thing like what appeared among us .'

For that truly philoſophic genius diſcerned , that

the different nature of thoſe ſpheres required inha

bitants of very different kinds,

9,
It

appears, that Ariſtotle alſo held this opia

nion, as did likewiſe Alcinoüs, the Platonic, and

Lewis Cælius de Rovigo, aſcribes it to Plotinus ;

who held beſides , that the earth , compared to the

reſt of the univerſe, was one of the meaneſt globes,

in it ,

(6

.

10. It
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7

" He was

cer

10. It was certainly, in conſequence of ſuch an

idea, that Phovorinus ſtruck out into that remark

able conjc & ure of his , of the exiſtence of other

planets, beſides thoſe known to us .

* aſtoniſhed how it came to be admitted as

tain,that there were no other wandering ſtars,

or planets, but thoſe obſerved by the Chaldeans.

“ As for his part, he thought that their nnmber

“ was more confiderable than was vulgarly given

out , though they had hitherto eſcaped our no

“ lice ." Here in all likelihood he alludes to the

reality of thoſe fatellites, which have ſince be

comemanifeft by means of the teleſcope.

quired fingular penetration to be capable of form

ing this ſuppoſition, and of having, as it were

predicted this diſcovery. Seneca makes mention

of a ſimilar notion of Democritus ; who, in a trea:

tiſe which he wrote concerning the Planets, of

which only the title has been handed down to us,

ſuppoſes that there were many more of them , than

had yet come within our view : though he ſays

nothing either of their names or magnitude.

It re

CHA P.
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CH A P.нА XVII.

Of COMETS.

1 .

,
THERE is no extravagance of fancy, how

wild foever, but what hath been hazarded

in different ages, to account for the nature of

comets, and the irregularity of their courſe .

Even in the laſt age, Kepler and Hevelius advanced

conjectures entirely extravagant reſpecting the

cauſe of theſe phænomena. Mr. Caſſini, and after

him Sir IſaacNewton, have at length given cer

tainty to the opinions of the philoſophers in this

reſpect, by obſervations and calculations moſt juſt

and accurate; or, to ſpeak with more propriety,

by recalling and fixing our attention upon what

had formerly been advanced by the Chaldeans,

Egyptians, Anaxagoras, Democritus, Pythagoras,

Hippocrates of Chios, Seneca, Apollonius Myndius,

and Artemidorus. For, in treating of the nature

of theſe ſtars, their definitions of them , the reaſons

they aſſign for the rareneſs of their appearance,
and the apologies they make for not having yet

formed a more exact theory, are all in the very

terms that Seneca had already uſed . With reſpect

to the time of that philoſopher, we have formeriy

taken notice, that the collecting together the ob

ſervations anciently made of thereturnsof comets,

was not ſufficient to eſtabliſh the theory of them ;

becauſe, theirappearances were ſo very rare, that

there had not been an opportunity ofmaking a pro

per number of obſervations, to determine whether

their

a
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their courſe was regular or not ; but that the

Greeks, who had ſome time before obſerved this,

were applying themſelves to reſearches of this

kind.

2. Seneca , in the ſame place acquaints us, that

the Chaldeans looked upon comets as planetary

bodies ; and Diodorus Siculus, in his hiſtory,

giving an account of the extent of knowledge

among the Egyptians, praiſes them for the ap
plication with which they ſtudied the ſtars and

their courſes: where he remarks, that they had

collected obſervations very ancient and very exact,

fully informing them of the ſeveral motions,

orbits , and ſtations ofthe planets ; adding alſo, that

they could foretel earthquakes, inundations, and

the return ofcomets.

3. Ariſtotle, in laying down the opinion of

Anaxagoras and Democritus, fays of the first,

that he apprehended comets to be an aſſemblage

of many wandering, ſtars; which, by their ap

proximation, and the mutual blending of their

rays, rendered themſelves viſible to us. This

notion was far from being philoſophical , yet was

it preferable to thatof ſoine great moderns, ſuch

as Kepler and Hevelius, whowould have it , that

they were formed out of air, as hiſhes are out of

water. Pythagoras, who approached very near

to the times of Anaxagoras,taught, according to
Ariſtotle's account, an opinion worthy of the inoft

enlightened age; for he looked upon comets as

ſtars, which circulated regularly though elliptically

about the ſun , and which appeared to ús only

in particular parts of their orbit, and at con

fiderable diſtances of time, and the error which

Ariſtotle
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Ariſtotle falls into, in endeavouring to explain

Pythagoras's ſentiment by a compariſon referring

to the planet Mercury, ought not to be imputed

to the Pythagoric ſchool. Ariſtotle relates alſo

the teſtimoniesof Hippocrates of Chios, and Æf

chylus, in confirmation of this opinion.

4. Stobæus preſents us with Pythagoras's ſenti

ment in the very terms of Ariſtotle, though ſome
what more clearly ; for he ſays, they imagined

the comets to be wandering planets, which appeared

only at certain times during their courſe.

5. Upon the whole, Seneca , more than any

other, hath diſcuſſed this ſubject like a true phi

loſopher. In his ſeventh book of naturalqueſtions,

he relates all the different opinions reſpecting

comets, and ſeems to prefer that of Artemidorus,

who imagined , that there was an immenſe

66 number of them , but that their orbits were

** ſo ſituated, that , fo far from being always

66 within view, they could only be ſeen at one
41 of the extremities." He afterwards reafons

upon this with equal elegance and folidity .

Why ſhould we be aſtoniſhed ," ſays he, “ that

“ comets, which are ſo rare a ſpectable in the

“ world, have not yet come under certain rules ;

or that we have not hitherto been able to deter

mine, where begins or ends the courſe of

planets, as ancient as the univerſe, and whole

“ returns are at ſuch diſtant intervals ? The

“ time will come,” cries he , “ that pofterity will

. “ be amazed at our ignorance in things fó very

evident ; for what now appears to us obfcure,

66 will one day or other, in the courſe of ages,

“ and through the induſtry of our deſcendants,

" become

.65
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* become maniſeftly clear ; but a fmall number

“ of years, paffed between ſtudy and the indul

gence of paflion, will not avail for reſearches

“ lo important , as thoſe which propoſe to them

" felves the comprehenſion of natures ſo re
“ mote . "

6. Upon a review of the ſeveral paſſages which

we have juſt now cited, it muft be admitted, that

the moderns have ſaid nothing ſolid with regard

to comets, but what is to be found in the writings

of the ancients ; except wbat later obſervations

have furniſhed them with , which Seneca judged

to be ſo neceſſary, and which only can be the

effect of a long ſucceſſion of ages.

CHAP.Р.
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с нА Р.A XVIII.

Of the REFRACTION of Light, and Astro .

NOMICAL REFRACTION ; and of PERSPEC .

TIVE .

1: THE
,

fome ages .

HE Arabians applied themſelves with -

much aſſiduity to the ſtudy of the ſciences,

and the ſituation of their climate led them to pre

fer aftronony, which they cultivated very early.

There are a conſiderable quantity of their wri

tings in our large repoſitories for books , which

have never yet come under our notice , having

ftill remained in manuſcript in their original lan

guage, ſo great has been our neglect of them forfo

Yet thoſe who have been at the

pains curiouſly to ranſack thoſe manuſcripts, have
been well rewarded for their trouble, by the ac

quiſition they have thence made of many now

and original , ideas, and the information they have
received of various inventions and diſcoveries uſe

ful and entertaining. A learned gentleman at

Oxford, who carefully examined the Arabian ma .

nuſcripts in the famous library of that univerſity,

gives his fan &tion to,thisin a manner that ſhould

engage others to imitate his example in ſuch re

ſearches. Among other motives naturally tending

to produce this effect, he ſays ; “ The advantages

recommending the ſtudy of aſtronoiny to the

" people of the eaſt were many. The ſerenity of

“ their weather ; the largeneſs and correctneſs

“ ofthe inſtruments they inade uſe of, much cx .

VOL. V. F. “ ceeding
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66

ceeding what the moderns would be willing to

believe ; the multitude of their obſervations and

" writings being fix times more than what have

“ been compoted by Greeks and Latins ; and,

“ in ſhort, the number of powerfulprinces, who,

“ in a manner becoming their own magnificence,

“ aided them with protection . One letter is not

“ fufficient," ſays he , “ to fhew in how many

reſpects the Arabian aſtronomers detected the

deficiency of Piolemy, and the pains they took

“ to correct him ; how careſully they meaſured

" time by water-clocks, fand -glaſſes, immenſe

“ ſolar dials , and even what perhaps will- ſur

priſe you, the vibrations of the pendulum ; and

" with ' what affiduity and accuracy they con

duced themſelves in thoſe nice attempts ,

66 which do ſo much honour to human genius in

" the taking the difances of the ſtars, and the

66 meaſure of the earth .”

66

9. Hence it is manifeſt that the vibration of

the pendulum was employed by the ancient Ara

bians, long before the epocha we ordinarily aſſign

for its firſt diſcovery ; and the uſe it was applied

to , was exactly to meaſure time, the very purpoſe

for which we now employ it.

3. The diſcovery of therefraction of light, is

of more antient.origin than is generally imagined ;

for the cauſe of it appears to have been known to

Ptolomy. According to Roger Bacon's account,

that great philofopher and geometrician gave the

fame explanation of that phenomenon, which

Deſcartes has done fince ; for he ſays, that a ray ,

pafing from a more rare into a more denſe medium ,

becomes more perpendicular. Ptolomy wrote a

treatiſe
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treatiſe on optics, which was exant in Bacon's

time ; and Alhazen feems not only to have known

that treatiſe of Ptolomy, but to have drawn

thence whatever is truly eſtimated in what he ad

vances about the refraction of light , aſtronomical

refraction, and the cauſe of the extraordinary

ſize of planets when they appear on the horizon.

This laſt point, diſcuſſed with ſo much warmth

between Mallebranche and Regis, had already

been adjuſted by Ptolomy.

4. Ptolomy, and after him Alhazen , faid , " that

" when a ray of light palles from a more rare into

a more denſe medium , it changes its direction

“ when it arrives upon the ſurface of the latter,

deſcribing a line which interfeets the angle

“ made bythat of its firſt direction, and a per

pendicular falling upon it from the more denſe

“ medium ." Bacon adds, after Ptolemy, that

" the angle formed by the coincidence of thoſe

“ two lines, is not always equally divided by the

“ refracted ray ; becauſe in proportion to the

greater or leſs denſity of the medium, the ray

" is more or leſs refracted, or obliged to decline

“ from its firſt direction .” In this he approaches

very near to the reaſon aſſigned by Sir Iſaac New

ton, who deducing the cauſe of refraction, from

the attraction made upon the ray of light by the

bodies ſurrounding it , ſays , “ that mediums are

more or leſs attractive in proportion to their

denſity .”
66

5. Ptolomy, acquainted with the principle of

the refraction of light , could not fail to conclude ,

that this was the cauſe alſo of what was called

aſtronomic refraction, or of the appearance of

planetsF 2
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planets upon the horizon before they came there;

having recourſe therefore to this principle, he d ' :

counted for thoſe appearances from the ditere

there was between the medium of air , and illai of

ether which lay beyond it ; ſo that the rays of

light coming from the planet, and entering into

the denſer medium of our atmoſphere, mult of

courſe be fo attracted as to change their direction,

and by that means bring the ſtar to our view, be

fore it really come upon the horizon . Alhazen

tells us of a method whereby we may aſſure our

ſelves of tinth by obſervation . - He bids us take

“ an armillary ſphere, and upon it meaſure the

“ diſtance of any ſtar from the pole, when it

pafles neareſt its zenith under the meridian ,

" and when it appears on the horizon . " This

“ laſt ," he fays , " will be its ſmalleſt diſtance . ”

He then makes it appear, that refraction is the

cauſe of this phænomenon. Yet Alhazen advances

nothing but what he derived from Ptolomy; and

neither one nor other of them have applied this

important diſcovery in aſtronomy, ſo as to deduce

from it , that the apparent elevation of the ſtars,

when near the horizon, neceſſarily requires to be

corrected .

66

2

6. Roger Bacon, enquiring into the cauſe of

that difference of magnitude in ſtars when ſeen

on the horizon , from what they have when viewed

over head, fays , in the firſt place , that it may

proceed froin this, “ That the rays coming from

“ theſtar are made to diverge from each other, not

* only by pafling from the rare medium of ether

" into the denſer one of our ſurrounding air, but

o alſo by the interpoſition of clouds and vapours

“ ariſing out of the earth , which repeat the re

" fraction and augınent the diſperſion of the rays,

whereby
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66

whereby, the objeet muſtneeds be magnified to

our eye. Though ,” ſays he afterwards,

“ there hasbeen aſſigned by Piolomyand Alhazen

" another cauſe for this ; thefe authors.thought

" that the reaſon of a ſtar's appearing larger at its

riſing or ſetting than when viewed over head,
“ aroſe from this, that when the ſtar is over

head , there are no immediate objects perceived

“ between it and us , ſo that we judge it nearer to

“ us , and are not ſurpriſed at its littleneſs ; but

“ when a ſtar is viewed on the horizon, it lies

" " then ſo low, that all we can ſee upon earth ,

interpoſes between it and us, which making it

appear at a greater diſtance, we imagine it

larger than it is . For the ſame reaſon the ſun

" and moon, when appearing upon the horizon,

“ ſeem to be at a greater diſtance, by reaſon of

" the interpofition of thoſe objects which are

upon the ſurface of our earth , than when they

are overhead ; and conſequently there will

" ariſe in our minds an idea of their largeneſs ,

“ augmented by that of their diſtance, and this of

" courſe muſt make it appear larger to us , when

“ viewed on the horizon, than when ſeen in the
zenith .”

7. Moſt of the learned deny the ancients the ad

vantage of having known the rules of perſpečtive,

or of having put them in practice; although Vie

truvius makesmention of the principles of Demo

critus and Anaxagoras reſpecting that ſcience,

in a manner that plainly ſhows they were not ig .

norant of them . " Anaxagoras and Democritus, "

fays he , “ were inſtructed by Agatarchus the

diſciple of Eſchylus. They both of them taught
" the rules of drawing, fo as to imitate from any

point

>

F 3
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6

“ point of view the proſpect that lay in ſight, by

making the lines in their draught, iſſuing froni

" the point of view there, exactly reſemble the

radiation of thoſe in nature ; inſomuch that,

“ however ignorant any one might be of the

“ rules whereby this was performed , yet they

" could not but know atſight the edifices, and

“ other proſpects which offered themſelves in the

perſpecuve ſcenes they drew for the decoration

“ of the theatre ; where , though all the objects

“ were repreſented on a plain ſurface, yet they

“ .fivelled out, or retired from the ſight, juſt as

objecis do endowed with all dimenſions."

Again he laws, " that the painter Apatariusdrew
a ſcene for the theatre at Tralles, which was

wonderfully pleaſing to the eye, on account that

" the artiſt had ſo well managed the lights and

Jhades, that the architecture appeared in reality

“ to have all its projections.” Plato, in two or

three places of his dialogues, ſpeaks in ſuch a

manner of the effects of perſpective, as makes it

evident that he was acquainted with its principles.

Pliny ſays , " that Pamphilus, who was an ex

“ cellent painter, applied himſelf much to the

ftudy of geometry, and maintained that , with

out its aid, it was impoſſible ever to arrive at

perfection in that art; which holds certainly

“ true with reſpect to perſpective.” And a little

: farther he uſes an expreſſion , which can allude to

nothing but perſpective ; when he ſays,

Apelles fell ſhort of Aſclepiodorus in the art of

laying down diſtances in his paintings.” Lu

cian, in his dialogue of Zeuxis, ſpeaks of the ef

fects of perſpective in pictures. Philoſtratus, in

his preface to his drawings, or hiſtory of paint

ing, makes it appear that heknew this ſcience ;

and

" that
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ture of the fiege of Thebes, he places full in ligluc

the happy effects of perſpective when ſtudied wib
care, There he exiols the genius of this painter,

who, in repreſenting the walls of the place in

vefted, and ſcaled by foldiers, placed ſome of them

full in view, others to be ſeen only as far as the

knee, others only at half length , and others whoſe

heads only , or helmets, were ſeen , till the whole

ended in the points of the ſpears of thole who

were not ſeen at all ; and he adds, that all this

was the effect of perſpective, which deceives the

eye by means of the flexure of its lines, which

gradually approaching one another as they ſeem

to recede from view , proportionally diminiſh the

encloſed objects, and make them appear to re

tire.
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8. Ariſtotle was the firſt who propoſed the fac

mous problem , reſpecting the roundneſs of that

image of the fun, which is formed by his rays

paſſing through a ſmall puncture, even though

the hole itſelf be ſquare or triangular. Marole,

reſolved this about the middle of the fifteenth

century , by demonſtrating that this puncture is

the vertex of two cones of light, the one of which

has the ſun itſelf for its baſe, and the other the

refracted image. Upon this Mr.de Montucla al

cribes to him the whole honour of the folution

of this optical problem , formerly indeed propoſed

by Ariſtotle, but which that ancient philoſopher,

ſays he, according to his wonted way, had but

badly accounted for. It is with regret that I find

myſelf obliged to animadvert upon ſome very ma
terial miſtakes , into which Mr. de Montucla has

flipt, whoſe judgment I ſo much revere on otlier

F 4 occafio : s .
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occafions . For firſt of all , from his manner of

quouing this problem of Arifteile, it appears that

be neither conſulted the Greek text , nor even the

Latin verſion that accompanies it : inſomuch that

I am quite at a loſs to conceive where he came

by this problem of Ariſtotle, as he produces it ;

and ſtill more, where he met with this obſcure

fotution of it , which he imputes to that ancient

philoſopher. Ariflotle's only inquiry is, why the

fin, in tranſmitting his beamsthrough a ſquare

pundure, does not form a rečlilineal figure ?And

Mr. de Montucla, inſtead of this , makes him ſub

fitute quite another queftion, reſpecting the ſun

in a partial eclipſe : why his rays, in paſſing

through ſuch a puncture, ſhould produce a figure

exa &tly reſembling that part of his diſk , which

remains yet unobſcured . ? But of all this there is

not one word in Ariſtotle. Mr. de Montucla af

terwards aflirms, that this queſtion, the proper

folution of which had till then been deſpaired

of by naturaliſts, reduced them all to the neceſ

Gjy of ſaying with Ariſtotle, that light naturally

threw itſelf into a round form , or affumed the re

Jemblance of theluminous body, as ſoon as ever it

had ſurmounted the obſtacle which put it under

conſtraint. Now this again is what Ariſtotle ſays

nothing at all of. He gives two folutions of his

own problem: the firſt of which is certainly the

foundation , if not the intire ſubſtance, of what

Mr. de Montucla calls the diſcovery of Marolle .

To enable the reader to decide, whether I have

wronged Mr.de Montucla, I preſent him with a

literal tranſlation of a paſſage of Ariſtotle's, con

taining in it his firſt ſolution of this problem .

Why is it that the fun, in paſſing through a ſquare

puncture,farms itſelf into an orbicular, and not

inte
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into a rectilineal figure, as when it ſhines through

a grate? Is it not becauſe the efflux of its rays,

through the puncture, converges it into a cone

whoſe baſeis theluninous circle ? This may ſerve

to confirm , what I have formerly ventured to af

fert, that we but feldom do juſtice enough to the

ancients, either through our intire neglect of

them , or from not rightly underſtanding them .

F 5 CHAP
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с нА Р. XIX.

Of the many Discoveries of the ANCIENTS in

MATHEMATICS, &c.

1 .

A book
but curſorily to mention all the impor

tant diſcoveries in geometry, mathematics, and
philoſophy, for which we are indebted to the

ancients. Wherefore, not to ſwell this volume

we shall juſ point at the principal of them, with

out inſilling at length ; becauſe it is generally ac

knowledged that they owe their origin to thoſe

philoſophers of antiquity.

2. All the learned agree, that Thales was the

firſt we know of, who predicted eclipſes; pointed

out the advantages that muſt ariſe from a due ob

ſervation of the little bear, or polar ſtar ; taught
that the earth was round, and the ecliptic in an

oblique poſition. He did no leſs ſervice to geo

metry than aſtronomy. He inſtructed in that

ſcience the Egyptians themſelves, to whom he

went to be taught. He ſhewed them how to mea

fure the pyramids by the length of their ſhades, and

to determine the meaſure of inacceſſible heights and

diſtances, by the proportion of theſides ofa tri

angle. He demonſtrated the various properties

of the circle ; particularly that whereby it ap

pears, that all triangles which have the diameter

for their baſe, theſubtending angle of which

touches the circumference, are in that pointof con

tract
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tract right-angled. He diſcovered reſpecting the

ifoſceles triangle, that the angles at its bafe were

equal ; and was the firft who found out, that in

right lines cutting one another, the oppoſite an

gles are equal. In ſhort, he taught a great many

other valuable truths, too long to be narrated.

We owe to Anaximander, the fuccellor of Thales,

the invention of the armillary Iphere, and of fine

dials ; he was likewiſe the fir/t who drew a geo

graphical mapa

3. Pythagoras has already afforded to us many

inſtances of his profound knowledge in all the

fciences. There are few philoſophers, even

among the ancients, who had ſo much fagacity"

and depth of genius. He was the firſt who gave

fure and fundamental precepts with reſpect to

muſick , which he fixed upon by a reach of dif

cernment that was extraordinary. Struck by the

difference of founds which iflued fro :n the ham

mers of a forge, but came into uniſon at the

fourth , and fifth, and eighth percuſſions ; he con

cluded that this muſt proceed from the difference

of weight in the hammers ; he had them weighed ,

and found that he had conjectured right. Upcm

this hewoundup ſome muſical firings, in number

equal to the hammers, and of a length propor

tioned to their weight; and found, that at the

fame intervals, they correſponded with the ham

mers in found . It was upon the ſame principle

that he deviſed the monochord ; an inſtrument:

conſiſting of one ftring, yet capable of eaſily de
termining the various relations of found. Hei

alſo made many fine diſcoveries in geometry ,

among others that property of a right-angled tri

angle, that the ſquare of the hypothenuſe, or ſide
F 6 Jultend ng
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fubtending the right angle, is equal to the Squares

of the two other ſides. And he gave the firſt

iketch of the doctrine of iſoperimeters in demon

ſtraring, that of all plain figures , the circle is the

largeſt; and of all ſolids, the ſphere.

4. Plato likewiſe applied himſelf to the ſtudy

of mathematics; and we owe to him many fine

diſcoveries in that fcience. He it was, who first

Introduced the analytic method , or that geometric

analyſis, which enables us to find the truthwe are

in queſt of, out of the propoſition itſelf which we

z!'ant to reſolve. He it waswhoatlength folved

the famous problem , reſpecting the duplication of

the cube, on account of which fo much honour

is paid, by all the philofophers of his ſchool, to

Eudoxus, Archytus, and " Menechmus. ' . To him

alſo is aſcribed the ſolutionof the problem concern

ing ihe trifection of an angle; and the diſcovery of

the conic ſections. Pappus hath given us the ſum

mary of a great many analytic works. In the

preface to his ſeventh book, we meet with this

principle of Guldinus, thatwhatever figure ariſes

from the circumvolution of another, is produced

by the revolution of the latter about its centre of

gravity .

5. Geometry is indebted to Hipparchus for the
firſt elements of plain and ſpherical trigonometry ;

and to Diophantes, who lived 360 years before

Jeſus Chrift, we owe the invention of algebra.

That the ancients laid the firſt foundations of al

gebra, is a thing out of doubt, and ſhewn by the

celebrated Waltis in his hiſtory of that ſcience.

He makes no queſtion but algebra was known to

the
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the ancients, and that they thence drew thoſe

long and difficult demonſtrations which we meet

with in their works. He fupports his opinion by

the teſtimonies of Schoten , Oughtred, and Bar
row ; and makes mention of a manuſcript the

Savilian library, which treats of this ſcience, and

bears the name of Apollonius. But he thinks the

ancients carefully concealed a method, which

furniſhed them with ſo many beautiful and diffi

cult demonstrations; and that they choſe rather

to prove their propoſitions by reaſonings ad ab

furdum, than to hazard the diſcovery of thatme

thod, which brought them more directly to the

reſult of what they demonſtrated . One to whom

algebra is much indebted, Leibnits, forms the

fame judgment. Speaking of the higheropera

tionsof it, he ſays, “ In peruſing the arithmetic

* of Diophantes, and the geometrical books of

Apollonius and Pappus, we cannot doubt but

" the ancients hadſome knowledge of it. Vietus

“ extended it ſtill further, in expreſſing by thoſe

“ general characters, 110t only unknown numbers

* and proportions , but ſuch as are known ; doing

" that byfigures , which Euclid doesby reaſon

ing. And Deſcartes hath extended it to geo

metry, in marking by equationsthe proportions
" of lines. Yet , even ſince the diſcovery of our

* modern algebra , Mr. Bouillaud, whom I was

acquainted with at Paris, and who was without

* all doubt an excellent geometrician, never

" could reflect, but with aſtoniſhment, on the

“ demonſtrations of Archimedes concerning the

properties of the ſpiral line, and could not con

“ceive how that great man hit upon the applying

the tangent of that line to the commenſuration of

the
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* the circulation of the circle ." Nunes is of the

ſame opinion with the founer; and in his hiſtory

of algebra, regrets that the ancients concealed

from us, a meihed which they themſelves uſel ;

and ſays, " that we are not to think that the

“ greier part of the propofitions of Euclid and

Archimedes, were founded by thoſe great men

“ in that way of reaſoning, in which they have

thouglit proper to tranſınit them to us.

6. This method of theirs, which reſembled our

algebra , fometimes however diſcovers itſelf in

their reſearches. We meet with traces of it ſuf

ficiently ſtrong in the thirteenth book of Euclid ;

eſpecially if we make uſe of the Greek text, or

the old Latin tranſlation . And although Iallis

imagines, that they may belong to fome other

ſcholiaſts ; yet the antiquity of the ſcience itſelf

will ſtill be the ſame. Sóme indeed make it

mount much higher, who, led by the authority

of ſome able mathematicians among the ancients,

aſſign the firſt invention of it to Plato . Who .

ever deſires to enter into a more exact examina .

tion of this, will find in Iallis a guide and moni

tor, whoſe authority may be acquieſced in , he

having ſet this matter in the clcaref light, as well

as made the firſt and nobleſt efforts in our time,

to raiſe algebra to that ſtate of perſection which

it hath now attained. Now, according to this

able geometrician, the method of inveſtigating

infinite ferielës took its riſe from his arithmetic of

infinites, publiſhed in 1656 ; and he himſelf ac

knowledges, that both of them are founded on

the method of exhauſtions uſed by the ancients.

He farther ſays, that the method of indiviſibles in

troduced
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troduced by Cavallieri, is no other than an abridg

ment of that of exhauſtions,though ſomewhat more

obſcure. He obſerves, that thelines and ſurfaces ,

whoſe proportion and contents are inquired into,

and aſcertained by Cavallieri, differ in nothing

from the inſcribed and circumſcribed trian.

gles, whoſe approaches Archimedes brought fo

near, that the difference of the ſpace incloled be

tween them , and that which they approached,

and about which they were drawn, to wit, the

contents of the circle, might become leſs than

any aſſignable quantity: and this he proves after-.

wards, by an analytic expoſition of both. I may

howeverremark , that from the time of Diophantes,

algebra made but ſmall progreſs, till that of lietus,

who reſtored and perfected it, and was the firſt

who marked the known quantities by the letters :

of the alphabet .

7. Beſides the diſcoveries made in aſtronomy

by the ancients, which we have been reading,

there are a great many others , which I cannot

bring into view, in that full manner they deſerve.

Yet I cannot omit mentioning here one impor

tant obſervation of Ariſtarchus. He was the firſt

who ſuggeſted a method of meaſuring the diſtance

of theſun from the earth, by means of the half

jection of the moon's diſk, or that phaſis of it

wherein it appears to us when it is in its quadra .

tures .

.

8. Hipparchus was the firſt who calculated ta
bles of the motion of the ſun and moon , and com

poſed a catalogue of the fixed ſtars . He was alſo

the firſt, who, from the obſervation of eclipſes,

determined the longitude of places upon earth ;

but

1
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but what above all does immortal honour to his

genius is , that he laid he firſt foundations for the

diſcovery of the preceflion of the equinoxes . Mr.

Bayle reprehends Rchault as lying under a mil

take, when he ſays that “ Mpparchus knew nothing

“ of the peculiar motion of the fixed ſtars from

“ Weft toEaſt,which is the cauſe of their varying

“ the longitude." Yea , and Timæus Locrenfis, who

bived before Plato , taught this very altronomical
truth in clear terms.

1

CHAP.
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CH A P. XX.

Of ARCHIMEDES ; of the MECHANICS and

ARCHITECTURE of the ANCIENTS ; and of

MicROSCOPEs. Of SCULPTURE, PAINT

ING , and the ORIGIN of Music,

1 .

ARCHIMEDES alone would afford fulfici
ent matter for a volume, in giving a de

tail of the marvellous diſcoveries of a genius ſo

profound, and fertile in invention . We have

ſeen, that ſome of his diſcoveries appeared fo

much above the reach of men , that many of the

leained of our days found it more eaſy to call

them in doubt, than even to imagine the means,

whereby he had acquired them . We are again

going to produce proofs of the fecundity of ge

nius belonging to this celebrated man . Leibnits

did juſtice to the genius of Archimedes, when he

ſaid, that if we were better acquainted with the

admirable productions of thatgreatman , we would

throw away much leſs of our applauſe on the diſ

coveries of eminent moderns.

2. Wallis calls him a man of admirable fagacity,

who laid the foundation of almoſt all thoſe inven

tions, whichour age glories inhaving brought to

perfection . In reality , what a glorious light hath
he diffuſed over the mathematics, in his attempt

to ſquare the circle, and in diſcovering the ſquare

of theparabola, the properties of Spiral lines, the

proportion of the ſphere to the cylinder, and the
true
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true principles of ſtaticsand hydroſtatics ? What

a proof of his fagacity did he give in diſcovering

the quantity of filver, that was mixed with the

gold , in the crown of King Iliero; whilft he rea

foned upon that principle, that all bodies in .

merged in water loſe juſt ſo much of their weight,

as a quantity ofwater equal to them in bulk weighs ?

Hence he drew this conſequence, that gold being

more compact muſt loſe leſs of its weight, and

ſilver more; and that a mingkd maſs ofhoth muſt

loſe, in proportion to the quantities mingled.

Weighing therefore the crown in water and in

air, and two mafies, the one of gold , the other

of filver, equal in weight to the crown ; he tlience

determined ' what each luit of their weight, and

fo reſolved the problem . He likewiſe invented a

perpetual ſcrew , valuable on account of its being

capable to overcome any reGſtance ; and the

Screw , that fill goes by his name, uſed in elevat

ing of water . He of himfe alone defended the

city of Syracuſe, by oppoſing to the efforts of a

Roman general, the reſources he found in his own

genius . By means of many various warlikema

chines, all of his own conitruction , he ren .

dered Syracuſe inacceſlible to the enemy. Some.

times he hurled upon their land -forces ſtones of

ſuch an enormous ſize, as cruſhed whole bodies

of them at once, and put the whole army into

confuſion. And when they retired from the walls, -

he ſtill found means to annoy them; for with

his balifiæ , he overwhelmed them with ar

rows innumerable, and beams of a prodigious

weight . If their veſſels approached the fort, he

ſeized thern by the prows with grapples of iron ,

which he let down upon them from the walls ;

and rearing them up in the air, to the great aſto

nishment
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niſhment of every one, ſhook them with ſuch vio

lence , as either to break them in pieces, or fink

them to the bottom.

3. The ſuperior knowledge he had in ſciences ,

and his confidence in the powers of mechaniſm ,

prompted him once to ſay to King Hiero , who

was his patron , admirer, and friend, - Give ine

" where to ſtand, and I will move the earth ."

And when the king, amazed at what he faid,

feemed to be in heſitation , he gave him a ſtriking

proof of his ſkill , in launching, fingly by himſell,

a ſhip of a prodigious weight. He built likewiſe

for the king an immenſe galley, of twenty banks

of oars, containing ſpacious apartments, gardens,

walks, ponds , and all other conveniences ſuitable

to the dignity of a great king. He conſtructed

alſo a ſphere repreſenting all the motions of the

ſtars , which Cicero eſteemed one of the inven

tions , that did the higheſt honour to human ge

nius. He perfected the manner of augmenting

the mechanic powers, by the multiplication of

wheels and pullies ; and, in ſhort, carried me

chanics ſo far, that the works he produced furpals

imagination.

4. Nor was Archimedes the only one, who fuc

ceeded in mechanics. The immenſe machines,

and of ſuch aſtoniſhing force, as were thoſe which

the ancients adapted to the purpoſe of war, are a

proof, they came nothing behind us in this reſ

pect. 'Tis with difficulty we can conceive, how

they reared thoſe bulky towers , an hundred and

fifty-two feet in height, and fixty in compaſs, af

cending by many ſtories, having at bottom a bat

tering ram, a machine of ſtrength ſufficient to

beat
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a

a

beat down walls ; in the middle a draw -bridge, to

be let down upon the wall of the city attacked , in

order to open a pallage into the town for the af

failants; and at the top a body of men, who, be.
ing placed above the belieged , harrafled them

without running any riſk . An ancient hiſtorian

has tranſmitted to us an action of an engineer at

Alexandria, which deſerves to have a place here.

In defending that city, when it was attacked by

Julius Cæfar, he, by means of wheels and other

machines, drew from the ſea a prodigious quan

tity of water, which he turned upon the adverſary ,

to their extreme annoyance. Indeed the art of

war gave occaſion for a great number of inſtances

of this kind ; which cannot but excite in us the

higheſt idea of the enterprizing genius of the an

tients, and the vigour wherewith they put their

deſigns in execution. The invention of pumps

by Ctefibius, and that of water -clocks, cranes,

antomaticalfigures, and wind -machines by Heron ,
and the other diſcoveries of the Grecian geome

tricians, are ſo very numerous, that it would ex

ceed the limits of a chapter, even to mention
them .

5. Should we paſs to other confiderations, we

ſhall find equally inconteſtable evidences of great

neſs of genius among the antients, in the diſficult

and indeed aſtoniſhing experiments, in which

they ſo ſucceſsfully engaged . Egypt and Paleſtine

ſtill preſent us with proofs of this, the one in its

pyramids, the other in the ruins Palmyra and Bal

bec.* Italy is filled with monuments, and the

ruins

* It is proper to remark, that the temples and immenſe pa

laces of Palmyra, whoſe niaguificence ſurpaſſes all other build

ings in the world, appear to have been built at the time, whea.

architecture was in its decline .
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ruins ofmonuments, which aid us in comprehend

ing the former magnificence of that people . And

ancient Rome even now attracts much more of

our admiration, than the modern .

6. The greateſt cities of Europe give but a

faint idea of that grandeur, which all hiſtorians

unanimouſly afcribe to the famous city of Babylon ;

which, being fifteen leagues in circumference,

was encompaſled with walls two hundred feet in

height, and fifty in breadth ; whoſe fides were

adorned with gardens of a prodigious extent,

which aroſe in terraſſes one above another, to the

very ſummit of the walls . And for the watering

of thoſe gardens, they had contrived machines,

which raiſed the water of the Euphrates to the

very higheſt of theſe terraſſes ; a height equalling

that, towhich the water is carried by the machine

at Marly. The tower of Belus, ariſingoutof the

middle of a temple, was of ſo vaſt a height, that

fome ancient authors have not ventured to aſſign

the meaſure of it : others put it at a thouſand

paces.

7. Ecbatane, the capital of Media, was of im

menfe magnificence, being eight leagues in cir

cumference , and ſurrounded with ſeven walls in

form of an amphitheatre ; the battlements of

which were of various colours, white, black, ſcar

let , blue, and orange ; but all of them covered

with Glver or with gold. Perſepolis was alſo a

city, which all hiſtorians ſpeak of as one of the

most ancient and noble ofAſia. There remain

the ruins of one of its palaces , which meaſured

fix hundred paces in front, and ſtill diſplays the
relics of is ancient grandeur.

8. The1
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8. The lake Mocris is likewiſe a ſtriking proof

of the vaſt undertakings of the ancients . All hiſ

torians agree in giving it above an hundred and

fifty lcagresin circuit : yet was it intirely the work

of one Egiprian king, who cauſed that immenſe

compaſs of ground to be hollowed , to receive the

waters of the Nile , when it overflowed more than

ordinary , and to ſerve as a reſervoir for watering

Egypt by means of its canals, when the overflow

ing of the river was not of height ſufficient to

enrich the country. Out of the midſt of this lake

aroſe two pyramids, of about fix hundred feet in

height.

9. The other pyramids of Egypt, in their large.

meis and folidity , ſo far ſurpaſs whatever we know

of edifices, that we ſhould be ready to doubt of

the reality of their having ever exiſted, did they

not ftill ſubſift to this day. Mr. De Chezele, of

the academy of ſciences, who travelled into Egypt

in the laſt century, to meaſure them , affigns to

one of the ſides of the baſe of the higheſt pyra

mid, a length of fix hundred and fixty feet, which

reduced to its perpendicular altitude, makes four

hundred and fixty -fix feet . The free -ſtones, of

which it is compoſed, are each of them thirty feet

long ; fo that we cannot imagine, how the Egyp

tians found means to rear ſuch heavy maſſes to ſo

prodigious a height. The Coloſſus of Rhodes was

another of the marvellous productions of the an

cients. To give an idea of its exceffue bigneſs,

it need only be obſerved, that the fingers of it

were as large as ftatues, and very few were able

with out-ſtretched arms to encompaſs the thumb.

Pliny and Diodorus Siculus relate , that Semi,

ramis made the mountain Bagiſtan, between Ba

bylon
1
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bylon and Media, be cut out into a ſtatue of her.

ſelf, which was ſeventeen ſtadia high ; that is,

near two miles : and around it were an hundred

other flatues , of proportionable fize, though leſs

large. And Plutarch ſpeaks of a very great un

dertaking, which one Steſcrates propoſed to- Al

exander ; viz . to make a ftatue of him out of

mount Athos , which would have been an hundred

and fifty miles in circumference, and about ten

in height . His deſign was to make him hold in

his left hand a city , large enough to contain ten

thouſand inhabitants ; and in the other an urn ,

out of which ſhould flow a river , poured by him

into the ſea. See alſo the fame Plutarch, vol . i .i

p . 705. But Nitruvius gives to this ſtatuary the

name of Dinocrates,

10. In ſhort, what ſhall we ſay of the other

ſtructures of the ancients , which ſtill remain

to be ſpoken of ? Of their cement , which

in hardneſs equalled even marble itſelf ; of

the firmneſs of their highways, ſome of which

were paved with large blocks of black marble ;

and of their bridges, fome of which ſtill fubfift,
irrefragable monuments of the greatneſs of their

conceptions ? The bridge at Gard, three leagues

from Nimes, is one of them . It ſerves at once

as a bridge and an aqueduct. It goes acroſs the

river Gardon, and joins together the two moun

tains, between which it is incloſed . It compre

hends three ſtories; the third is the aqueduct,

which conveys the waters of the Eure into a great
reſervoir , which ſupplies the amphitheatre and

city of Nimes. The bridge of Aleantara, upon

thé Tagus, is ſtill a work fit to raiſe in us a great

idea ofthe Roman magnificence: it is fix hundred

and ſeventy feet long, and contains fix . arches,
each
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each of which meaſures above an hundred feet

from one pier to the other ; and it's height from

the ſurface of the water is two hundred feet.

The broken remains of Trajan's bridge over the

Danube are fill to be ſeen ; which had twenty

piers of free-ſtone, ſome of which are ſtill ſtand

ing, an hundred and fifty feet high, fixty in cir

cumference, and diſtant one from another an

hundred and ſeventy. I ſhould never end , were

I to enumerate all the acimirable monuments left

us by the ancients : the flight ſketch here given of
them will more than ſuffice, to anſwer my pur

poſe. As to the ornaments and conveniences of

their buildings, among many I ſhall mention but

one, that of their uſing glaſs in their windows,

and in the inſide of their apartments, juſt in the

fame manner as we do. Seneca and Pliny inform

us, that they decorated their rooms with glaſſes;

and do not we the ſame, in the uſe of mirrours

and pier- glalies ? But what will now ſhock the

' general prejudices is, that they ſhould know how

to glaze their windows, ſo as to enjoy the benefit
of light, without being injured by the air ; yet

this they did very early. Before they diſcovered

this manner of applying glaſs, which is fo delight
ful and ſo commodious, the rich made uſe oftranf

parent ftones in their windows, ſuch as the agate,

ihe alabaſter, the phengites, the talcum , & c.

whilft the poor were under a necellity of being

expoſed io all the ſeverities of wind and weather.

11. If we adınire the ancients in thoſe monu

ments , which remain to us, of the greatneſs of

their undertakings, we ſhall have no leſs reaſon :

for wonder, in contemplating the dexterity and

kill of their artiſts in works of a quite different

kind.
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kind. Their works in miniature are well deſerva

ing of notice. Archytas , who was contemporary

with Flato. is famous in antiquity for the artful

Itructure of his wooden pigeon, which iinitated

the flight and motions of a living o ! e.
Cicero,

according to Pliny's report, ſaw the whole lliad

of Homer written in ſo fine a character, that it

could be contained in a niit - fhell. And Elian

ſpeaks of one Myrmeſides, a Milefan, and of Cala

ticrates, a Lacedemonian ; the lift ofwhom made

an ivory chariot, fo finall and ſo delicately framed,

that a fly with it's wing could cover it ; and a lit

tle ivory ſhip of the fame dimenſions : the fecond

· formed ants and other little animals out of ivory,

which were ſo extremely finall, that their com

ponent parts were fcarccly to be diſtinguiſhed .

He ſays alſo in the ſame place, that one of thoſe

artiſts wrote a diftich in golden letters , which he

incloſed in the rind of a grain of corn.

12. It is natural liere to enquire, whether in

ſuch undertakings as our beit artiſts cannot ac

compliſh, without the alliſtance of microſcopes,

the ancients had not any fuch aid ; and thereſult

of this reſearch will be , that they had ſeveral

war's ofhelping the ſight, of ſtrengihening it, and

of magnifying {maltobjekts . Jamblichus ſaysof

Pyihagoras, thathe applied liimſelf to find out

inſtruments as clicacious to aid the hearing, as a

Tule, or a ſquare, or even optie glaſſes, were to

the fight . Plutarch ſpeaks of mathematical in

Ilruments, which Archimedes made uſe of, to ma

nifeſt to the eye he largeneſs of the fun ; whichio

* may be meint of teleſcopes. Aulus Gellius bave

ing ſpoken vif mirrors, that multiplied objects,

makes mention of thoſe which inverted them

VOL . V. unid .
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and theſe of courſe muſt be concave or convex

glaſſes. Pliny ſays, that in his time artificers

made uſe of emeralds to alſift their ſight, in works

that required a nice eye ; and , to prevent us from

thinking that it was on account of it's green

lour only that they had recourſe to it ,he adds,

that they were made concave, the better to collect

the viſual and that Nero made uſe of them

in viewing the combats of the gladiators. In

thort , Seneca is very full and clear upon this lead,

when he ſays, that the ſmalleſt characters in writ.

ing, even ſuch as almoſt intirely eſcape the naked

eye, may eaſily bebrought to view , by means of

a little glaſs-ball filled with water, which had all

the effect of a microſcope, in rendering them

large and clear : and indeed this was the very fort
of microſcope, that Mr. Gray made uſe of in his

obſervations. To all this add the burning-glaſſes

made mention of before, which were in reality

magnifying glaſſes: nor could this property of
them remain unobſerved.

rays ;

13. It would be a needleſs taſk , to undertake

to ſhew , that the ancients have the pre -eminence

over the moderns in architecture, engraving,

ſculpture, medicine, poetry, eloquence, and hila

tory: The moderns themſelves will not conteſt

this with them : on the contrary, the height of

their ambition is, to imitate them in thoſe branch

és of ſcience. And indeed what poets have we to

produce, fit to be compared with Homer, Horace,

and Virgil; what orators equal to Demoſthenes and

Cicero ; what hiftorians to match Thucidides, Xe.

nophon, Tacitus, and Titus Livius; what phyſi

cians, ſuch asHippocrates and Galen ; what Iculp

tors like Phidias, Polycletus, and Praxiteles;

what
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What architets to rear edifices fimilar to thoſe,

whoſe very ruins are ſtill the object of our admin

ration ? Till we have thoſe, whom we can place

in coinpetition with the ancients in thefe refpects,

it will become our modelty to yield to them the

fuperiority.

14. Tis worth notice , that the merit of the

ancients is generally moſt controverted by thoſe,

who are leaſt acquainted with them . There are

very few of thoſe, who rail at antiquity, qualified

to reliſh the original beauties of the Iliad, Æneid,

and other immortal perforinances of the autors

juſt enumerated. There are fewer ſtill, who are

capable at one view to take in all that variety of

ſcience, 'which hath been laid before the reader,

and which comprehends in it almoſt the whole

circle of our knowlodge. Of the remaining ad

mirable monuments, which ſhew to what perfec
tion -the ancients carried the arts of ſculpture and

deſign , how few have taken any due notice ; and

of thoſe, how very few have been able to judge of

their real value ? True it is, that time and thie

hands of Barbarians have deſtroyed the better

part of thein ; yet ſtill enough is left to prove the

excellence of what hath periſhed, and to juſtify

encomiums beſtowed on them by hiſtorians.

The group of higures in the Niobé of Praxiteles*,

and the famous ſtatue of Laocoont, ftill to be ſeen

at Rome, · are and ever will be models ofbeauty

and true fublime in ſculpture; where much more

G 2 is

* Some aſcribe this piece to Scopas, the contemporaryof Phi:

dias, and who reached the times of Praxiteles. It is itill in bew

ing, and to be ſeen at Rome.

i The joint labourofAzefunder, Polydorus, and Athenodorus of

Rhodes , who, according to Maffeus, lived all of them about the

tighty -cigarh Olympiad ; it is in the Belvidere at Ronc.
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is to be admired, than comes within the compre

henfion of the eye . The Venus de medicis* , the

Hercules fifling Antacust, that other Hercules,

who rells upon his clubt, thedying Gladiatoil, and

that other in the vineyard of Borgheſey, the Apol

lo of the Belvidere I , the maiired Hercules of the

dame place, and the Eq'erry in the action of

breaking a horſe on mount Quirinal**, are all of

them monuments, which loudly proclaim the juſt

pretenſions of the ancients to a ſuperiority in thoſe

arts. Theſe pretenſions are fill further ſupport

ed by their remaining medals, the precious ſtones

of their engraving, and their cameos. There is

fill to be ſeen a ſilver medal of Alexander the Great,

on the reverſe ofwhich there is Jupiter fitting on

his throne, finifred with the finest fiokes of art;

not a feature, even the ſmallest , but ſeems to de.

clare his divinity. The fones engraved by Pyr

goteles, who liad an excluſive privilege of engrav

ing Alexander's liead , as Lydippus had of making

his

1

Q

* The wn:kmaufhip of Cleomenes, the Athcnian , ftill to be

feen in the Famelan palace at Fluence.

+ Afcubed to Polyeletus, who made the Colofal ſtatues of

Funo in gold and ivory at Argos, which no longer exists .

#The work of Glycon, fiill remaining in the Farnelian palace
at Florence.

| Done by Ctefls, or ( trfias, in the gallery of the Capitol .

il y Agaiias of Eplefus.

1 By the laine, Theie two laſt were at Antivm, now Nettunge

** Áfcribed by fome to Phidirs, by others to Praxiteles,

Thole, who aflign it to the latter, imagine it to be that of Alexa

ander breaking Bucephalus. But if it was donchy the former, it

1 :uſt be another ſubject, that ſculptor having flouriſhed about a
centu : y before. It is thoughi, that nothing of this is now re

paining. Ilis Olympian Jupiter was an object of adviration
for many ages, and continued ſtill, at Conftantinople, in th : be

ginning of the thirteenth century ; together with the beautiful

( nidan Venus, the handy work of Praviteles, and the flatue of

Opportunity by Lipspus. It is probarle, there fine ranaiss

WETE duitroyed at the taking of the city by Baliwin.
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his ſtatue, and Apelles of painting him ; tho .

Diofcorides, who engravel the heals on the leais

of Argyrus ; the celebrated Modufa, Diomodes ,

Cupid , aniviher performances of Salon ; in ihɔri,

all the other emeat pieces of fculpture and en

graving, fo carefully ſought after by the curious,

and with fo much refon admiredby connoiffeurs,

renderit necillefs for me to enlarge on the praiſes

of artiſts fufficiently renowned, by being the au

thors of works ſo laſting and ſo precious.

15. As to painting, ſo few and ſo ſcanty are

the reliques, and fo much more injure ! by time,

than the ſtatues and other remains of ſculpture in

bronze and inarlle, that to form a proper jug.

ment of the merit of the ancients in it, appears at

first
very difficult. Yet iſ due atiention be paid to

what of that kind has been diſcovered at Roint,

and more lately in the ruins of Herculaneum , we

ſhall be obliged to admit the juſtice of that ap

plauſe , which the painters of antiquity received

from their contemporaries; an applauſe con

firmed by all we have had occaſion to obſerve of

their excellency in ſculpture. The ancient pain .

tings in freſes, ſtill to be ſeen at Rome, are, a re

clining Venus at full length ,* and feven other

pieces, t taken out of a vault at the foot of Mount

Palatine ; among which are a ſatyr drinking out

of a horn, and a landſkape with figures , both of

the utinoit beauty . There are allo a facrificial

piece; ' conſiſting of three figures, and an Oe. '

dipus, and a ſphynx ; which all of them formerly

>

a

1

+

G 3 belonged

* In the palace of Barbarini.

# In the gallery of the college of St. Ignatius.

In the pollerson of Cardival Alixander Albani,

33
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belonged to the tomb of Ovid Tliefe are ſpeci

srens liom whichi, without temerity , wemay form

a very advantageous judgment of the abiliiy of
the masters who executed them ; but thoſe difco

vered at Herculaneum , diſcloſe, beyond all others ,

a happineſs of deſign and boldneſs of expreſlion ,

that could proceed only from the hands of the

moft accompliſhed artit . The picture of Theſeus

vanquiſhing the Minotaur, that of the birth of

Telepluis, that of Chiron and Achilles. and that

of Pan and Olympe, preſent innumerable beauties

10 all who have diſcernment, and Itrike moſt the

eye of the more intelligent beholder. If indeed

we examine the countenance of Achilles in the

original picture itſelf, and not in the imperfect

impreſſion publiſhed of it , we ſhall perceive in it

ſomething inimitably juſt and fine in its air,

energy, and expreffion ; every thing contributes.

to diſplay the young hero's ardour for glory ; and
he looks with ſuch eagerneſs and impatience on

his maſter as if he wanted but an opportunity to

acquire it at al} hazards . There were found alſo ,

among the ruins of that city , four capital pictures,

wherein beauty of defign ſeems to vie withthe

moft ſkilful management of the pencil . They

appear to be of an earlier date, than thoſe we

have ſpoken of, which belong to the firſt century :

a period when painting, as Pliny informsus, was
in its decline. What ihen are we to think of the

paintings of Zenxis and Apelles, when even this

art itſelf, in its very decline, was capable of exhin

biting fuch productionsas theſe, which, however

juſtly exciting our praiſe, ſeem to have been but

of

In the Villa Altieri.

Theſe two are, perhaps, the performances of Parrhaliukai
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of an inferior kind , when compared to the noble

performance of thole great malters ? This ac

counts for the filence obſerved by Pliny, and the

other hiſtorians, in relation to them .

*ܕ

16. Another kind of work, of affinity to pain

ting, and which deſerves to find a place here, is
the moſaic, which the Romans made uſe of in

paring their apartments. One of the moft beau

tiful monuments of that kind , and elegantly de

fcibed by Pliny, was found ſome years ago in the

ruins of Adrian's famous couniry-ſeat at Tivoli.

It repreſents a balon of water, with four pigeons

around the brim of it , one of which is drinking,

and in that attitude its ſhadow appears in the

water. Pliny' in the ſame place ſays, that on the

fame pavement the breaking up of an entertain

ment was ſo naturally reprelented, that you would

have thought you really ſaw the ſcattered frag

ments.

*3

0 17. Muſic is as ancient as the world . It ſeems

to have been born with mall , to accoinpany him

in his painful career , to ſweeten his laboutrs , and

charm away his cares . This was its firſt employ.

ment . It was afterwards , conſecrated to divine

ſervice , and having thus siſen in its dignity, be

came of principal account among the people, in

accompanying the traditional narratives, relative

to the characters and exploits of their anceſtors.

Hence it came to be the firſt ſcience wherein

their children were inſtructed, Muſic, and poe

try its ally, accompanied all their ſtudies. They

even deified thoſe, who firſt diſtinguiſhed them.

felves in it ; Apollo was of this number. Orpheus,

Amphion, and Linus, for their eminent talents in

G4 this
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itis art, were accounted more than men. Philo.

fopliers applied themſelves to it; Pythagoras,

Socrates, and Plato, recommend it as worthy of

being cultivated, not only by their diciples , but by

the beſt regulated fates. The Grecians and par

ticularly the Arcadians, eracted the ſtudy of it by

law ; regarding it as indiſpenſably neceſſary to

the common welfare. A ſcience ſo generally cul.

tivated , should have arrived at perfection very

early ; yet did it continue in a state of imbeciliiy

and without principles till the times of Pythagoras.

We have ſeen before in what manner this great

man firſt determined its fundamental rules.

Till his time mufc was ſo vague and uncertain ,

that it required an extraordinary effort of genius

to reduce it to method and order. He preciſely

determined the proportions which founds bears

one to another, and regulated harinony upon ma

thematical principles. But he let thepreciſion of

his mind carry him too far, in ſubjccting muſic ta

the Judgment of reaſon alone, and admitting no

paules or reſts, but fuch as had an arithmetical or

geometric proportion in them . Ariſtoxenes, the

diſciple of Ariſtotle thought, on the contrary,

that this ſubject, came intirely within the verge

of hearing, and thatthe ear was the only judge of

ſounds. He therefore regulated the order, the

uniſon and break in tones , folely by the judgment

of the ear ; and his ſyſtem prevailed for ſome

time in Greece. Olympus a Phrygian, came ſoon

after to Athens, who invented a ſtringed inſtru .

ment which gave the femi -tones , whereby he in

troduced ſo many new graces into muſic, as gave

it intirely another air . He joined Ariſtoxenes,

appealing for the merit ofhisſyſtem to the decis

fion of the ear . At length the famous Ptolemy

ар
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appeared, and with ſuperior ſpirit equally dif

claimed the partiality of both ſides. He took a

middle courſe, allerting that ſenſe and realon had

a joint right to judge of founds. ile accuſed ihe

Pythagoreans of fallacy in their ſpeculations,

with reſpect to proportions; as well as of folly

in fo diſregarding the deciſionsof the ear, as to
refuſe it that kind of harmony which was agrea

ble to it , merely becauſe the proportions ofit did

not correſpond with their arbitrary rules. And

he charged the partizans of Arifloxenes with an

abſurd neglect of reaſoning, in that though they

were convinced of the difference of grave and

acute tones, and of the proportions ſubfriting be

tween them ; and that thoſe proportions invari

ably depended upon the ſeveral lengtlis of the

muſical chords; yet they never took the trouble

of conſidering this , ſo as to enter into the reaſon

of it . He therefore determined in deciding ' pon

the principles of harmony , to make uſe not only

of reaſon but alſo ofthe ear, as being of aid to one

another ; and in conſequence of this laid down

a ſure method for finding out the proporrions of
founds. Had the ancients done no more witli

reſpect to muſic, than made the diſcoveries already

taken notice of, that ſcience muſt be infinitely

more indebted to them , than it poſſibly could be

to thole who ſucceeded them , for what additions

they have afterwards made. The ancients have

the whole merit of having laid down the first

exaêt principles of muſic; and the writings ofthe

Pythagoreans, of Arifloxenes , Euclid, Ariſtides,
Nicomachus, Plutarch , and many others, eyen

ſuch of them as ſtill remain , contain in then

every theory of muſic yet known. They knew ,

as well as we, the art of noting their tunes, which

G5 amoirs
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among them was called the paraſemantic, or femei

otic , performed by means ofintire letters eithercon

tracted, or reverſed , placed upon a line parallel to

the words, and ſerving for the direction, the one
of the voice, the other of the inſtrument; and the

fcale itſelf, of which Guy Aretin is the fuppofed

inventor, is no other tlian the ancient one of the

Greeks a little enlarged, and what Guy may have

taken from a Greek manuſcript, written above
eight hundred years ago, which Kircher ſays he

faw at Meſſina, in the library of the Jeſuiis,where

in he found the hymns noted , just as in the man

ner of Aritin.

a

18. As to the effe & ts, which mufic produced,

and the manner of performing it , ſo far were the

ancients from falling ſhort of the moderns in theſe

reſpects, that as to the former, after reducing the

accounts we have of it to the moft rigid conformi

ty to truth, they fill appear therein to have gone

far beyond us: and as to the latter, though it be

alledged , that thicir inftruments were not ſo com

pleat as ours, and that they knew not, nor put in

prallice thoſe diviſions in harmony, which enter

into our concerts ; yet this ſeems to be a ground

leſs obje&lion. The lyre, for infance, was cer

tainly a very harmonious inftrument, and in Pla

to's time was ſo conſtructed, and ſo full of variety,

that he regarded it as dangerous, and too apt to

relax the mind. In Anacreon's time , it had al

ready obtained forty ftrings. Ptolomy and Por

phzry deſcribe inftruments reſembling the lutè

and i heorbo, having a handle with keys belonging

to it , and the ſtrings extended from the handle

ove a concave body ofwood . There is to be

feen at Ro'ne an ancient ſtatue of Orpheus, with a

mulical
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muſical bow in his right hand, and a kind of via

olin in his left. In the commentaries of Philo

liratus by Vigenere, is a medal of Nero with a vi

olin upon it. In the paſſages referred to below,

it plainly appears, that the flute was carried to fó

high a degree of perfection by the ancients, that

there were various kinds of thern , and ſo different

in found, as to be wonderfully adapted to expreſs

all manner of ſubjects. And in Tertullian we

meet with a very full deſcription of an bydraulic

organ, invented by Archimedes, which was fo far

from being inferior in any reſpect to ours, that it

plainly exceeded them in itsmechaniſm , as being

inade to play by water . “ Behold , " ſays Tertu !

lian ; “ that aſtoniſhing and adinirable hydraulic

“ organ of Archimedes , compoſed of ſuch a num

“ ber of pieces , conſiling each of fo many differ

* ent parts, connected together by ſuch a quanti

ty of joints, and containing ſuch a variety of

pipes for the imitation of voices, conveyed in

ſuch a multitude of ſounds, modulated into fuch

a diverſity of tones, breathed from fo immenſe

" a combination of flutes ; and yet all taken toge

ther conſtitute but'one ſingle inftrument. ”

66

19. Should we for the preſent confine our

views only to harmony, or the conſenting notes

in muſic, we fhall find that the ancients were by

no means ignorant of it. Many reſpectable au
thors have curſorily treated of it . Macrobius

ſpeaks of five notes, among which the baſe bears

ſuch a ſymphany with thoſe above it, that, how

eyer different they be among themſelves, they

come to the ear as if they altogether compofel

but one found. Ptolomy, ſpeaking of the inono .

chord, calls it a mig!!y ſimple inftrument, as huv.

G 6 ing
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ing neither uniſon , accompanyment; variety; ner

complication of ſounds . Seneca, in one of his

letters, ſays to his friend , “ Don't you obſerve“

“ how many different voices a band of muſic is

“ compofed of ? There you have the baſe , the

“ loigher notes, and the intermediate, the ſoft

accents of women , and the tones of men , in..

" . termingled with the found of flutes, which,

“ however ſeparately diſtinct, form altogether but

one harmony of found, in which each bears a .

“ ſhare." Plato fufficiently makes it appear, that.

he knew what harmony was, when he ſays, that

inuſic is a very proper Itudy for youth , and ſhould .

cmploy three years of their time, but that it was

i in proper to put them upon playing alternately

in concert, it being enough for them, if they

could accompany their voice with the lyre. And

the reaſon he gives for it is, that the accompany

ment of various inſtruments, the - baſe with thoſa

of a higher key, and the variety , and even oppo

fition of fymphonies, where muſic is played iir

diviſions, can only embarraſs the minds of youth .

True it is , the ancients did not much practiſe

compound muſic ;,but that proceeded only from

their not liking it. For Ariſtotle, after alking,

why one inftrument accompanied only by a ſingle

voice gave more delight, than that very voice

would do with a greater number, replies,ihat the

inultitude of inſtruments only obſtructed the found

of the ſong, and hindered it from being heard .

Yet the fame author in another place expreſsly

fays, that muſic, by the combination of the baſe

and higher tones , and of notes long and ſhort,

and of a variety of voices, ariſes in perfect hara:

mony. And in the following chapter, ſpeaking
of the revolutions of the ſeyeral planets, as per

featly

1
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fectly harmonizing with one another, they being

all of them conducted by the ſame principle, he

draws a compariſon from muſic to illuſtrate his

ſentiments ; Juſt as in a chorus , ſayshe, of men

and women, where all the variety ofvoices, thro?

all the different tones, from.the baſe to the high ,

er notes , being under the guidance and direction

of a muſician , perfectly correſpond with one ano ,

ther, and form a full harmony. Aurelius Caffio-

dorus defines fymphony to be the art of ſo adjuſt.

ing the baſe to the higher notes , and them to it,

ihrough all the voices and inſtruments, whether

they be wind or ſtringed inſtruments , that thence :

an agreeable harmony may reſult. And Horace

fpeaks expreſly of the bale and higher tones, and

the harmony reſulting from their concurrence.

All theſe teſtimonies therefore uniting in favour of

the harmony of the ancients, ought not to leave

us the leaſt doubt reſpecting this branch of their

knowledge. We have ſeen the reaſon why they

did not much uſe harmony in concert. One fine

voice alone, accompanied with one inſtrument,,

regulated intirely by it, pleaſed them better than

mere muſic without voices, and made a more,

lively impreſſion on their feeling minds. And .

this is what even we ourſelves every day expe ..

rience.

20. I.come now . to conſider the effects, which

the ancient muſic produced , and begin with ob

ſerving, that it is not at all probable they would

unanimouſly conſent to impoſe upon poſterity, in

matters delivered with ſuch an air of truth . There .

is ſcarcely any thing in hiſtory better ſupported..
To begin with ficred ſtory. We find there, that the

miniſters of Saul bid him ſend for a player upon ,

ani
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an inſtrument, to relieve him of his malady. The

conſequence of this was, that David came, and

adminiſtered the expected relief. And to be con.

vinced , that there was nothing ſupernatural in

this, but that muſic was at that time a known ſpe

cific in ſuch maladies as Saul complained of, it

need only be remarked , that thoſe, who gave
this

advice, were but haufhold ſervants . Profane hifa

tory ſupports us in this reflection, by a great num

ber of inftances of the fame kind. Aulus Gellius

and Athenæus make mention of many cures per

formed among the Thebans by mufic, and cite

Theophraſtus as to what happened in his time.

Galen, a very grave author, and whoſe authority

is of the greatest weight in fubje£ts of this kind,

fpeaks very ſeriouſly of this cuſtoin. And Ariſto

ite, Appollonius, Dipſcolus, Capella, and many

others, ſpeak of finging as a noſírum in many ma .

ladies. There is a paffage in Tzetzes, which

gives riſe to a conjecture, that may very naturally

accompany theſe facts . He ſays, that Orpheus

recalled Esadice from the gates of death , by the

charms of his lyre. Now to take this literally,

one might preſume from it, that Eurydice had

been bitby a tarantula inſtead of a ſerpent, as hiſ

torians give out, and that Orpheus having recover

ed her by means of muſic , as is practiſed in Italy

even at this day , in proceſs of time there was

founded on this the well known allegory of his

defcent into hell . But if, in oppoſition to this,

it be alledged , that there are no tarantulas ini

Thrace, (which is what I cannot take uron me to

affirm ) the objection is eaſily evaded by aclmitting

with hiſtorians, that ſhe was really bit by a fer

pent, obferving withal , that the might fill be cured

of thatbite by nieans of muſic . Theophraftu
s, ainung

other

1

1
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other writers, is quoted by Aulus Gellius, as an

ocular evidence of the medical effects of muſic,

in the caſe of perſons bit by ſerpents or vipers .

The work indeed referred to is now loft . Ano

ther purpoſe, to which the ancients applied their

muſic, was to alleviate the rigour of their puniſh

ments; and in this they diſplayed their humanity .

The Americans entertain the ſame idea of the

power of muſic, baving recoure to it to allay the

feverity of their toils . Plutarch reports of Anti

genidas, that he fo rouſed the fpirit of Alexander,

by playing on the flute, that in a tranſport of he

roiſm the prince immediately ſtarted up froin ta

ble , and flew to his arms . Every body hath heard

of the wonderful influenee, which the muſic of

the famous Timotheus had over the mind of that

prince, when , touching his lyre, he ſo inflamed

him with rage, that drawing his ſabre he ſudden .

ly flew one of his gueſts ; which Timotheus no

fooner perceived, than , altering the air from the

Phrygian to a ſofter meaſure, he ſtripped him of

his lury, becalmed his pallion, and infuſed into

him the tendereft feelings of grief and compunc

tion for what he had done . Jamblicus relates like

extraordinary effects of the lyres of Pythagoras

arkt Empedocles. The painter Theon dextrouſly
availed himſelf of this force of muſic, when going

to make a public exhibition of a piece he had fie

niſhed, wherein a ſoldier was repreſented as juſt

ready to aſſail the enemy, he firit of all warmed

the ſpirit of the company by a warlike air, and ,

when he found them ſufficiently aniniated , unco

vered the picture, which ſtruck the whole affem

bly with adiniration. Plutarch informs us of a

bedition quelled at Lacedemon by the lyre of Ter

pander ;
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Bander; and Boetius of rioters diſperſed by the
muſician Damon .

21. To conclude this inquiry reſpecting the

merit of the ancieurs in mir, I ſhall make but

two obſervations . The fuit is , that tijeir airs in

delicacy very much furpailed ous, and that it is

in this reſpećt principally , that we may be ſaid to
have loſt their muſic . Of their three kinds of

muſic , the diatonic, chromatic , and the cnhar

monic , there exiſts now only the fi : il * and

ſecond. The difficulty there was to find voices

and hands proper to execute the enharmonic kind,

brought first into neglect , and then into oblivion :

infomuch that all now remaining of the ancient
muſic is that coarſer fort, which knows no other

refinement, than that of the whole and the demi..

note , inſtead of theſe finer kinds, which carried

on the diviſion of a note into threes and fours.

Doubtleſsthe prevalency of that ſyſtem , which ree
ferred the determination of ſounds to the judy .

ment of the ear, occaſioned the rejection of the
enharmonic fpecies, which was fine for

the deciſion of the ear, and ſprung entirely

from the Pythagoric ſyſtem . But this by no

means ought to hinder us from acknowledging the

excellency of that muſic above the modern, in the

exiremę delica y of its tones. The ſecond obſer ..

vation is , that the variety of manner, in which

the ancient muſic was performed, placed it in a

rank of dignity fuperior to ours . Our modes are :

but

too

* Dutens is miſtaken in ſaying, firſt, that only the firſt, viz

the diatonic kind, now remains; and, fecondly, that this di

vides the tunes into femitones ; which certainly is done by the
chromatic, and not the dialonic (calc ..
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but oftwo kinds , the flat and the ſharp : whereas

the ancients modified theirs in : o five, the princi

pal of which were the lonic , the Lydian, the

Phrygian, the Doris, Æolic ; cach adapted to

expreſs and excite different pallions ; and by that

means; eſpecially, to produce ſuch effects as we

have juſt now taken notice of, not only from the

authentic manner, in which they have been re

corded, but from the very ſtate and condition, in

which muſic at that time was.

The Conclufion.

1. We have ſeen in how many truths of the

greateſt importance, the ancients preceded the

moderns, or at leaſt pointed out , or prepared the

way for their diſcoveries. It appears alſo, that

the latter have not always had the diſintereſtedneſs

to own, that the former guided them in attaining

their ends. And here it inay not be amiſs to re

mark, that thoſe very philoſophers, when their

opinions were attacked, or when they dreaded

they might be ſo, recurred to the authority of

thoſe great men, to put envy and caluinny to fi

lence . Deſcartes, Mallebranche, and ſome Newa

tonians, are inſtances of this.

2. The firſt of theſe , at the concluſion of his

principles of philoſophy , advertiſes the reader,

that he had advanced nothing but what had been

authorized by Ariſtotle, Democritus, and many

other philoſophers of antiquity, Mallebranche:

obſerving his ſyſtem accuſed not only of being

falſe , but of being impious, immediately had re

courſe to the authority of St. Auguftin. And

fome Newtonians, upon ſeeing that attraction w is
by
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by many regarded as a mere whim , fet about

proving, that the ancients owned and taught it ;

iruſting by this to open a reception for it . Some

to conciliate the favour of the public, have had

recourſe to the authority of the ancients ; others,

upon being attacked, have fled to them for fuc .

cour and protection. Others again, diflruſting

their own ability to ſupport what they advanced

have rather choſen to abdicate the glory of inven.

tion, than give up their favourite ideas a prey ta

their adverſaries ; and have therefore, to put them

out of reach , placed their origin at a vaſtdiſtances

Nor are there wanting thoſe, who, ſeeing them .
ſelves ſecure of ſucceis, in hazarding certain opi

nions, have ventured to paſs thern under their

own names, though they belonged to others ; and

obſerving, that they were not reclaimed to their

real authors by the public , have filently gloried in

their borrowed luſtre ; many conſcious that they

had no right, and fome, though few in number,

thinking that they had .

3. What little we have taken notice of, rela

pečting the conduct of Deſcartes, Locke, and

Mallebranche, is ſufficient to authorize what we

here advance . Deſcartes hath not ſpecified the

authors , from whom in particular he derived

his thoughts. He only ſays in general , that the

greateſt philoſophers of antiquity have thought as
he has done. Locke hath pafled for an original,

though his principles be the ſame with thoſe of

Ariſtotle, and his diflinctions juſt ſuch as were

employed by the ſtoics. Mallebranche did not at

furft avow, that his opinion was the fame with

that of the Chaldeans, Parmenides, Plato, and St.

Auguftin ; but when he ſaw himſelf warmly at

tacked
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tacked by his adverſaries, againſt the philofoplii.

cal part of them , he held up thebuckler of Plato,

whilft he fled to St. Auguſtin for ſhelter againſt the

divines . The glory of having been the firſt, who

clearly diſtinguiſhed the properties of the mind

from thoſe of the body, and demonſtrated, that

fepſible qualities had their exiſtence in the mind

of the percipient, and not in the object perceivedl,

hath beenwrongfully aſcribed to Deſcartes; ſince

we have ſeen , that he was preceded in all theſe

reſpects by Leucippus, Democritus , Plało, Strato ,

Ariſtippus, Plutarch, and Sextus Empiricus.

4. Leibnits hath not only revived the doctrine

of Pythagoras, but employed the very ſame ar

guments, which the Pythagoreans made uſe of to

demonſtrate the neceſſity of admitting the exiſ.

tence of ſimple and uncompounded things, ante.

rior to thoſe that were compounded , and as being

the foundation of the exiſtence of body itſelf.

Mr. de Buffon hath ſometimes quoted Ariſtotle and

Hippocrates, but never when there was any inqui..

ry aboutthe ground work of his ſyſtem , which

has always been thought to be new, though it ap

pears to be almoſt intirely the ſame with that of

Anaxagoras, Empedocles, and Plotinus. Accor

ding to the ſyſtemof Pythagoras, Plato, and Epi.

curus, the production of every thing in nature

was aſcribed to the concurrent force of ſimple and

active principles, long before Mr. Needham

thoughtof it . The philoſophy ofCaffendi and the

Newtonians, is no other than that of Moſchus,

Leucippus, Democritus, and Epicurus. The ac

celeration of motion was known to Ariſtotle , and

the beſt manner of accounting for it is that, which

he makes uſe of. Lucretius obſerved, long before

Galileo,

1

1

1
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Galileo, that bodies the moſt unequal in weight,

ſuch as gold and down, muſt deſcend with equal

velocity in a vacuum . Univerſal gravity attrac

tive, centripetal, and centrifugal force, were

clearly indicated by Anaxagoras ,Plato, Ariſtotle,

Plutarch, and Lucretius. We have alſo ſeen,

that , without the aid of teleſcopes, Demoeritus

and Phavorinus entertained very juft ideas of the

milky way, and predicated the diſcovery of the

fatellites ; that a plurality of worlds, and the doc

trine of vortices, were clearly and with preciſion

taught by the ancients ; and that Plato had a no

tion of the theory of colours. We have ſeen ,

that , two thouſand years before Copernicus, Py

thagoras had propoſed the ſame fyftem ; and that

Plato, Ariſtarchus, and many otliers, had adinit

ted it ; as they did alſo, without diificulty , the

doctrine of antipodes, which, though very rea

ſonable in itſelf, had ſo much difficulty in gaining

a reception among us. The revolution of the

planets about their own axis was known alſo in

the ſchools of Pythagoras and Plato. There was

nothing left to the moderns to ſay new, reſpecting

the return of comets, their nature, and their or.

bits . The Chaldeans, Egyptians, Pythagoras,

Democritus, Hippocrates of Chios, Artemidorus,

and Seneca, had already fully ſettled the theory
ofthem ; though the moderns, it is true, demon

ftrated more clearly ſome parts of it. The moun-

tains, valleys, and inhabitants of the moon had .

been ſuggeited and fuppofed by Orpheus, Pytha

goras , Anaxagoras,, and Democritus.

5. Ariſtotle knew the weight of the air ; Seneca

its ſpring and elaſticity. Leucippus, Chryfippus,

Arijlophanes, and the ftoics, had fully accounted .
for
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br thunder and earthquakes. Pytheas , and Se .

leucus of Erythrea , preceded Deſcartes in explain

ing the cauſe ofthe ebbing and flowing of the ſea ;

and Pliny, before Sir Laac Newton, had made

mention , in that caſe, of the combined forces of

fun and moon.

6. We have alſo ſeen, that Hippocrates and

Plato knew the circulation of the blood, and that

Rufus deſcribed , 1600 years ago , the varicous

paralla :æ , called by us the Fallopian tubes. And

by the ſentiment of an able furgeon of the preſent

age, we have thewn, that there were as great ad

vances made in that art a thouſand years ago , as

there are at preſent . The art of working metals,
ofrendering gold potable, glaſs ductile and mal.

leable ; that of diftillation, of painting upon glaſs ,

of making gun -powder, and a thouſand other

chymical preparations, with which we have prov..

ed the ancients to have been acquainted, leave not

the leaſt doubt of their ſkill in chymitry . We

Jiave feen , that the ſentiment of Harvey, Steno,

and Redli, relpecing generation by eggs, was only

a renewal of what had been tanghi by Hippocrates,

Empedocles, Arilotle , and Macrobius; and the

lyfiem of Hart/oiker and Leuwenhoek, with rel.

peat to ſpermatic animalcula, is found in Arifiotle.

Tippocrates, Plato, Lactantius, and Plutarch,

And the ſexual fyſtem of plants, the merit of dir.

covering which we chiefly afſign to Morland ,

Grew, Vaillant, and Linnacus, was accurately

expounded by Empedocles, Theophraflus, Pliny,
and Diodorus Siculus.

7. Though we did not employ much time in

our ſurvey of mathematics and geometry, yet we
mace

1
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made it appear, that the nobleſt diſcoveries in

thoſe ſciences were made by the ancients . All

the Engliſh geometricians agree with Leibnits and

Wolf in acknowledging, that, notwithſtanding all

the attempts made by the ableft geometricians in

theſe laſt ages, Euclid's method Itill remains the

moſt accurate and perfect. We obſerved, that

the moſt difficult problems in thoſe ſciences were

ſolved by Thales, Pythagoras, Plato, Archimedes,

and Apollonius. We have ſeen , that their me

chanical contrivanceswere carried to ſuch a pitch,

as to ſurpaſs even the conception of the moſt

learned among us. Archimedes's burning glaſſes

furniſhed us with an inſtance of this. Their ap

plication of the equal vibration of the pendulum ,

their knowledge of the refraction of light and its

cauſe , their attempts to ſquare the circle, their

diſcovery of the fundamental propoſitions of
ge

ometry , and above all that of algebra , and the

preceſſion of the equinoxes , afford convincing

proofs of the depth andacuteneſs of the ge

nius of the ancients . We have alſo made it

appear, that microſcopes were not unknown to

them ; and that in theartsof painting, ſculpture,

and the ſcience of muſic, they not only equalled ,

but even ſurpaſſed us. In laying before the eyes

of the reader a ſketch of the admirable works of

the ancients in architecture, and in the art of

war, we have likewiſe given proofs, that they

were no leſs able in the arts, than in the ſciences;

inſomuch that there is no part of knowledge, in

which they have not either preceeded us, di

rected, or ſurpaſſed us.

a

8. Now, if it hath been demonſtrated, that the

writings of thoſe great maſters coniain the great
cat
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eſt part ofwhat is to be known, and that the moſt

celebrated diſcoveries of the moderns have thence

derived their origin ; is it not very reaſonable,

that we ſhould rathergo to the fountain head of

ſcience, than to confine ourſelves intirely to the
little ſtreams, that iſſue from it !

But in recommending the ſtudy of the ancients,

I am far from thinking, that the moderns are to

be neglected. I apprehend, on the contrary, that

it is of great uſe attentively to conſider their la

bours , in order to remark what they have added

to the knowledge of the ancients by their experi

ments ; for without doubt there may be daily ad

ded ſomething to our knowledge. This makes it

neceſſary attentively to compare the ancients and

moderns together ; for in theſe laſt many things

may be found, which have either been omitted,

or but obſcurely treated of in the former. Nay,

farther, the labours of the moderns may ſerve to

replace, as it were, ſome of thoſe treatiſes of the

ancients , which have been loſt, and of which there

now remain only the titles, to give us an idea of

the greatneſs of our loſs. Another advantage,

which may ariſe from this compariſon, is , to aſ.

certain us in our reflections; for where the an.

cients and moderns agree , it is natural , that their

joint confent ſhould determine our judgment in

ſuch or ſuch a point . And even when they differ,

the diverſity oftheir reaſonings may tend to throw
light on the mind.

9. Free from partiality towards either, we
ought to think , that whatever efforts have been

made to bring our knowledge to perfection, there

will remain ſomething ſtill to be done in that reſ-.

pect, by us and our poſterity. There is no man

fufficient

-->
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To me

fufficient of himſelf to eſtabliſh or perfect any one

art or ſcience. Having received from our anceſ.

tors the product of all their meditations and re

ſearches, we ought daily to add what we can to

it , and by that nieans contribute all in our power

to the increale and perfection of knowledge. Let

us put on the diſpoſition of Seneca, who expreſſes

himſelf on this ſubject with his uſual eloquence.

“ I hold in great veneration ," ſays he, " the in

“ ventions of the wiſe, and the inventors them

ſelves. This is an inheritance, which every

one may and ought to lay claim to.

they have been tranſinitted ; for me they have

“ been found out. But let us in this ,” continues

he, “ act like good managers; let us improve,

“ . what we have received, and convey this heri

tage to our deſcendants, in better condition

" than it came to us. Much renyains for us to

do ; much will remain for thoſe, who come

* after us.
A thouſand years hence, there will

* ftill be occaſion , and ſtill opportunity, to add
ſomething to the common ftcck . But had

every thing been found out by the ancients.

o there would still this remain to be done a -new,

" to put their inventions into uſe, and make their

+ knowledge ours."

>

و

WHEN
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.

1
.

1

WHEN I firſt read over the preceding Trea

tiſe, I had little thought or deſign of making ſo

large an Extract from it. But I afterwards con

ſidered, 1. That this might be a means of making

that valuable work more extenſively known , (as

Men of Learning would naturally deſire to ſee and

examine the proofs at large) and, 2. That it

might ſerve for a kind of recapitulation of the

preceding ſchemes . Such a recapitulation as , on

the one hand, could not be unentertaining to the

ſenſible Reader ; and on the other, might repreſs

the vanity which is apt to ariſe in our minds,

when we imagine we have made new Diſcoveries.

Alas ! how little new has been diſcovered, even

by Gaſſendi, Mallebranche, Mr. Locke, or Sir

Iſaac Newton ? How plain is it , that in Philo .

ſophy, as well as the courſe of human affairs,

there is nothing new under the fun !

>

The more we conſider this , the more we ſhall

be convinced of the inconceivable littleneſs of

Human Knowledge. But although with our ut

moſt efforts, we can know ſo ſmall a part of the

VOL. V. H
things

1
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things that ſurround us, yet we can know , and

that with the greateſt certainty, our whole duty to

Him that made them . And what can we rea

fonably deſire more ? For this is the whole of

inan , ( which is the literal rendering of Solomon's

words) his whole Buſineſs, his whole Happi

neſs. In this our infant ſtate we cannot know

much : but we may love much. Let us ſecure

this point, and we ſhall ſoon be ſwallowed up in

an ocean both of Knowledge and Love !

LONDON , Nov. 16, 1777.
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APPEN D I X.Ν DI

**********************************

EFORE I conclude, it ſeems highly necel

ſary to inlarge a little on ſome particulars,

which were before but ſlightly mentioned .

One of theſe is the Human Underſtanding,

which was juſt mentioned in the 4th Chapter of

the Firſt l'art. On this important head I now

intend to ſpeak particularly ; chiefly on the plan

of the pious and learned Dr. Brown, late Bilhop

of Cork in Ireland.

It is needful , firft, to trace out the bounds and

extent of human underftanding. Theſe bounds

being fixt, we are next to confider, how the mind

dilatesH2
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dilates itſelf beyond them ; how it ſupplies the

want of direct ideas, by raiſing up fecondary

images in itfelf: inſomuch that things, otherwiſe

imperceptible, grow familiar and ealy ; and we

meditate and diſcourſe even on thoſe beings,

whereof we have not the leaſt direct perception.

ROLLY

16

CH A P.нА I.

SECT. I.

Ofthe Ideas ofSenſation.

O "
UR ſenſes are the only ſource of thoſe

ideas, upon which all our knowledge is

founded. Without ideas of ſome ſort or other

we could have no knowledge, and without our

fenfes we could have no ideas . But theſe being

once tranſmitted to the memory, the foul, which

till then was ſtill and unactive, being ſupplied with

materials to work upon, begins to exert her oper

ations.

Before we ſpeak of the properties of ideas of

tenſation, it is proper to obſerve three things : 1 .

That
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That it is not neceſſary to decide, whether ſen

filive perception be performed , by an impreſſion

of the object upon the ſenſe, or by an operation

of the ſenſe upon the object. It is certain, that

either way of fenfitive perception neceſſarily re

quires the preſence of the object, and an imme

diate action, either of the organ upon this , or of

this upon the organ : conſequent upon which is a

ſort of repreſentation of the object to the mind.

This is the caſe of all external obje &ts, which have

left any repreſentation of themſelves with us by

our ſenſes : which repreſentation being tranſmite

ted by the ſenſes to the memory, is properly term

ed an Idea.

If any one aſks, what an idea is , let him look

upon a tree, and then immediately ſhutting his

eyes, fry if he retains any reſemblance of what he

ſaw ; and that is an idea. Thus it is , that all the

variety of the viſible creation is let in upon our

minds through the ſenſes, as all the parts of a de

lightful and ſpacious landſkip are contracted , and

conveyed into a dark chamber, through an artific

cial eye in the wall , and ſo become conſpicuous

and diſtinguiſhed in miniature.

Nor, 2. Is it material , whether the ideas of

ſenſible objects are true images of their real na

tures ; or whether the objects be only the occa

fions of producing thoſe ideas, by virtue of an ar .

H 3 bitrary

a

a
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3

bitrary law of God, That ſuch a thought in the

foul ſhall follow ſuch a motion in the body . For

whatever impreſſion ſenſible objects occaſion in

us , this we call their idea ; it being the only per

ception of them we are capable of, and the only

way we now have of knowing them . And fuch

a way it is , as anſwers all the ends of knowledge

in this life, and lays a ground -work fufficient for

all that knowledge, which is neceſſary in order to

another .

The third thing proper to be mentioned is , that ,

to prevent confuſion , the word idea is, in all that

follows, confined to the images we have of ſen

fible objects, and the various alterations of them

by the underſtanding . And taking the word in

this ſenſe, the mind has no idea of her own oper- ,

ations. For theſe are originally within us them

felves , and fo are known by inward conſciouſneſs ;

not as outward things are , by any ſimilitude

of them , conveyed through the ſenſes to the

memory.

SECT. II .

W

Of the Idea of Spirits.

HEN we obſerve ſuch effects among mate

rial things, as we know cannot proceed

from any inherent power in them , we neceſſarily

;

infer,
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jufer, There are ſome other beings not material,

which have the power of producing thoſe effects :

though, as theſe beings are imperceptible to our

ſenſes, we have no idea of them .

It has been ſaid indeed , that we have as clear

an idea of ſpirit, as we have of body: and to

prove this, it is ſaid farther, that we conceive

thinking, as clearly as we do extenſion. But what

if we did ? A pure ſpirit , if we ſpeak ſtrictly,

does not think at all . Thinking is the property

ofan imbodied ſpirit, as requiring the concurrence ,

of material organs , and being accordingly ever

performed to more or leſs advantage, as theſe are .

better or worſe diſpoſed. They are ſoon relaxed

by the labour of thought and attention , and muſt

be conſtantly wound up anew by reſt or ſleep

A diſtemper puts the whole machine out of

frame , and turns our fober thinking into madneſs

And if the veſſels of the brain are intirely ob

ſtructed , as in an apoplexy, we think not at all .

How then can we imagine, that a pure ſpirit thinks ?

It knows indeed ; but we cannot tell how : to be

ſure, not by playing upon a ſet of material ſprings,

exquiſitely wrought up into a curious contexture

for that purpoſe.

It is becauſe we have no idea of a ſpirit, that

we are naturally led to expreſs it by a negative ;

to call it an immaterial ſubſtance, or ſomething

thatHA
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1

1

2

that is not matter ; ſomething that is not any

thing that we know ; which forces us to conceive

and expreſs it in this imperfect manner.

Yet it has been affirmed farther, that we have

as clear an idea of God himſelf, as we have of

man ; and that we are as ignorant of the eſſence

of a man , as we are of the eſſence of God ? Do

we not then know, that it is eſſential to man to be

finite ? And have we not a diftinct idea of Fi.

niteneſs ? But who has any idea of Infinity , the

eſſential attribute of God ? 'Tis plain , we have

not : and therefore we expreſs it by a negative,

• Without bound .”

Properly ſpeaking, we have no idea of God.

We come to our knowledge of his very exiſtence,

not from any idea of him, but from our reaſoning

upon the works of the viſible creation. And

hence, for want of a ſimple and direct idea, we

form an indirect and very complex notion of

him.

This we do in the beſt manner we can, by re

moving from him all the imperfections of the crea

tures, and attributing to him all their perfections,

eſpecially thoſe of our own minds. Yet in truth

even theſe cannot be ſuppoſed to be in God, as

they are in us. And therefore we are ſaid to af.

cribe them to him only in the abſtract : which is

ſaying in other words, that they are of a different

fpecies
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{pecies in the Creator, from what they are in the

creature.

Accordingly, that there are incomprehenſible

perfections in God, anſwerable to knowledge and

power in man, whereof theſe are only the faint,

though true, reſemblances, is natural and eaſy to

conceive. But the conceiving his power as an

ability to change things infinitely , his knowledge

as only infinite thinking ; the multiplying and in

larging our own perfections in number or degree

only, to the utmoſt ſtretch of our capacity, and

attributing them fo inlarged to God, is no more

than raiſing up an unwieldy idol of our own ima .

gination, without any foundation in nature .

The ſum is this. We have no idea of God , as

he is in himſelf. For want of one, we frame the

beft conception we can , by putting together the

perfections of the creatures, particularly thoſe we

obferve in ourſelves, to ſtand for his perfections:

not grofly inferring, That God is , in effect, ſuch

an one as ourſelves ; but concluding, that our

greateſt excellencies are the apteſt repreſentations

of his incomprehenſible perfections, though theſe

infinitely tranſcend the moſt exalted of what are

in any created beings, and are far above, out of

the reach of all human imagination . So true it is ,

that , though it may be juſtly affirmed , we can

have no knowledge without ideas, yet it is moſt

unjult
H5
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unjuft and abſurd to infer thence, that we can

have no knowledge beyond them .

SECT. III.

The Properties of Ideas of Senſation

INCE then the ideas of fenfation are the

foundation, and rough materials, of all even -

our moſt abſtracted knowledge , ( out of which

every man raiſes a ſuperſtructure, according to

the different turn of thoſe organs, that are more

immediately ſubfervient to the operations of the

underſtanding, and the different ways in which he

employs thoſe operations ;) it will be convenient

to ſay ſomething concerning the properties of

theſe ideas.

Their firſt property is, that they are original.

We receive them from our firſt coming into the

world, without any immediate concurrenee of the

underſtanding, antecedently to any of its opera

tions. The foul, till theſe are received , is whole

ly unactive, and cannot fo much as form one

thought. Theſe ideas are, in reſpect of our ſube

ſequent notions, like the firſt particles of matter

in reſpect of the things compounded of them.

They run through infinite changes, as the mind

work
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works upon them ; yet in themſelves remain un

changeable. And as our compound notions are

made out of theſe, fo are they all ultimately re

folvible into them .

Ideas of ſenſation are by this property diſa

tinguiſhed,

1. From ſuch ideas, as are ſuppoſed to be inc

nate, and antecedent to the impreffion of any

outward object.

That we have no ſuch ideas, ſufficiently ap

pears even from hence, That we have no occaſion

for them. We have no occaſion for innate ideas

of ſenſible objects, becauſe there is an obvious

way of obtaining them by the ſenſes. And as to

our knowledge of ſpiritual things, as it cannot be

accounted for by innate ideas , ſo it eaſily may be

accounted for without them. The riſe and whole

extent of this knowledge is eaſily accounted for,

from the ideas we have of ſenſible objects, the

neceſſary conſequence we draw from their exif

tence, to the exiſtence of things not ſenſible, and

from that manner of conceiving theſe, which we

naturally fall into, by the help and mediation of

ſuch things, as are within our preſent ſphere.

2. From ſuch ideas as are fuppoſed to be ac

quired by, and ſeated in the underſtanding, to be

the ground -work of our knowledge of fpiritual

things, as others are of our knowledge of things

H6 material,
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material . Now , if there were any ſuch ideas, we

muft acquire them one of theſe ways : either,

First, By the preſence of the object itſelf, and

its immediate impreſſion on ſome faculty diſpoſed

to receive and retain the impreſſion. But every

one may be conſcious, that immaterial objects

were never ſo preſent to any faculty of his mind,

as to imprint and leave upon it any juft and real

fimilitude or reſemblance of themſelves. Or,

Secondly, Theſe ideas muſt proceed from the

immediate power of God. That he can impreg

pate the mind with them, is certain. But how is it

proved, that he does ? If ever he does , it is by an

extraordinary, ſupernatural act.
Whereas we

are now ſpeaking what our perceptions are, in the

ordinary way of nature . Or,

Thirdly , The mind has a power of raiſing up

to itſelf ideas of things, whereof it can have no

actual view , of objects which have no communi

cation with any
of faculties. But if it cannot

form one idea of any material object, without the

a &tual preſence of it, much leſs can it frame ideas

of immaterial obje &ts, without their immediate

preſence.

Perhaps the power of raiſing up to itfelf ideas,

without the preſence or impreſſion of any object,

is the privilege of the Divine Mind, anſwerable to

that of creation. But the power of our mind in

the

Our
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the little world , is much the ſame with that ofthe

whole man in the greater. It is as impoflible for

it to raiſe up to itſelf any new idea , independent

of all ſenſation, as it is for a man to add one par

ticle to the common maſs of matter.

A ſecond property of an idea of ſenſation is,

that it is ſimple : by which I mean, that it is an

appearance, which cannot be reſolved into more

than one of the ſame kind.

Simple ideas are generally confined within too

narrow a compaſs. For not only thoſe of ſounds,

ſmells, taſtes, colours , and tangible qualities, are

ſimple, but the ideas of all ſingle bodies. All

that ſtrikes the ſenſe at once , is to be accounted

aſimple idea . For you cannot divide the idea you

have of any one body, into the idea of more bo

dies than one ; though it may be ſubdivided into

the ideas of the ſeveral parts of that body.

By this property, ideas of ſenſation are diſtina

guiſhed,

1. From the various alterations and combina

tions of them made by the inind. The mind

cannot indeed deſtroy any of thefe ideas, any

more than it could create them . But it alters,

inlarges or diminiſhes them : it ſeparates and

tranfpoſes them ; and thus is furniſhed with a new

fet of ideas from within , as well as with fimple

ones from without,

2. From

7

a
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2. From thoſe notions , which the underſtand

ing forms out of ſimple and complex ideas, con

fidered together with the various operations of the

underſtanding upon them . Such is the notion

we form of moſt virtues and vices: each of which

is apprehended by ideas of ſenſation, and the ac

tion of the mind upon them put together into one

complex conception.

A third property of ideas of ſenſation is , that

they are direct and immediate. Theſe original,

ſimple ideas neceſſarily preſuppoſe the preſence of

the object, and its actual impreflion on the ſenſe :

whence follows a direct and immediate repreſen

tation of it , without the intervention of any thing

elſe. Thus we could not have had the idea of a

tree, if the eye had not actually ſeen it ; nor of a

trumpet's found, if ſome of the undulating air had.

not actually ſtruck upon the ear.

By this property, ideas of ſenſation are diſtin

guiſhed ,

1. From the ideas we have of thoſe objeets of

the ſame kind , which we never actually perceive

ed. Thus the idea of a man we have ſeen, is put

for a man we never ſaw : having no.way of

ceiving a man that was never preſent, but by ſub

ftituting for him the idea of one that was .

2. From all conceptions of things, which are

purely

con.
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1

purely metaphorical. There are two ſorts of

metaphor, human and divine.

Divine metaphor is the ſubſtituting our ideas

of ſenſation, which are direct and immediate

with the words belonging to them , for the things

of heaven , of which we have no direct idea, or

immediate conception : as when God's know

ledge is expreſſed by his eyes being in every place,

his power, by a ſtrong hand.

Divine and human metaphor agree in this,

That the words , figuratively transferred from one

thing to another, do not agree with the things to

which they are transferred , in any part of their

literal ſenſe. So hands and eyes , when applied

to God, are not ſpoke in any part of their literal

fignification : as neither is the word ſmiling , when

applied to the verdure of a field .

They differ in this, That in human metaphor

the things, for which the figurative words are ſub

ſtituted, may be as immediately and dire &tly

known , as the ideas placed in their ſtead. But

in divine metaphor, only the ſubtituted ideas are

direct and immediate. We have no direct ar

immediate conception of the things they are ſub

Atituted for . "

3. From all conceptions of things, which are

purely analogical. Divine analogy is the ſub

ftituting

a
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.

Rituting words, that expreſs our ideas, for hea

venly things, whereof we have no ideas. Thus

far it agrees with metaphor : but here lies the effen

tial difference. Metaphorical words are ſpoke of

heavenly things, in no part of their proper ſenſe :

analogical , in ſome part of it , though not the

whole . So the word hand is ſpoken of God me

taphorically : for he has no hand of any ſort what,

ever. The word power is ſpoken of him analogi

cally : for he has ſome ſort of power, though of a

quite different ſort from ours.

The true nature of our preſent knowledge of

divine things , is by the apoſtle very aptly deſcrib

ed by our feeing in a glaſs darkly, or in a mirror,

in an obſcure repreſentation. To ſhew the apti

tude and ſignificancy of which expreſſions, I ſhall

obferve two things :

1. That a glaſs exhibits to us nothing of the

ſubſtance of the thing repreſented in it : the ſimi

litude therein having no more of the eſſence of

the thing itſelf, than a mere fhadow . Yet we

cannot ſay, but there is a real likeneſs of the ſub

ftance in the airy form . There is ſuch a propor

tion between them, that the idea of a face we

never ſaw , but in a glaſs, is a juſt one, and may

well be ſubſtituted for the face itſelf, of which it

gives ſome real knowledge.

Thus

1

1

-
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Thus as to thoſe conceptions, which ſtand in

our minds to repreſent ſpiritual things, thougla

the things they ſtand for are of quite another

fort, and though theſe ſubſtitutes are no more in

reſpect of them, than a fleeting appearance in the

glaſs is to the man repreſented by it ; yet there

may be ſuch a proportion between them, as to

make our conceptions of natural things juſt repre

ſentations of things ſupernatural. So that the

knowledge we have of them is true, and our rea

ſonings upon them ſubſtantial, as long as they are

kept within the due compaſs of thoſe repreſenta

tions. For then it is , that men run into abſurdity,

concerning ſpiritual things, when, not content

with this analogical knowledge, they argue from

things natural to the intrinſic nature of the ſuper

natural , and ſuppoſe, that what is affirmed of

theſe repreſentations only, is literally true of the

things they repreſent.

The ſecond thing I would obſerve concerning

this phraſe is, That in all inſtances we uſe the

fame expreſſions, by which we expreſs the things

themſelves, for their appearances in the glaſs.

And indeed juſtly : for though there is nothing of

the real nature of the objects, in thoſe appear

ances , yet, ſeeing there is ſuch a proportion be

tween them , the fame words aptly ſerve for both.

So we ſay, We ſee a man in the glaſs, or the ſun

+

1

or
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or moon in the water , when we ſee only an appear

ance, which has nothing of the real nature of a

man , or the ſun or moon. And there is ſuch a

proportion between the object and its appearance,

as would give us ſome idea of it , though we had

never ſeen it, but in a glaſs, or in the water.

By what has been already ſaid , analogy in ge

neral may be eaſily diſtinguiſhed from metaphor.

But becauſe the diſtinction between this and die

vine analogy is of ſo great importance, I ſhall ſet.

the difference between theſe two in a clearer and

oppoſite light .

Metaphor expreſſes an imaginary, analogy a

real correſpondence: metaphor is no more than

an alluſion ; analogy, a ſubſtitution of ideas and ,

conceptions. The intention of metaphor is only ,

to expreſs more emphatically ſomething known

more exactly before: the intention ofanalogy, to

inform us of ſomething, which we could not have

known without it. Metaphor uſes ideas of ſen

fation to expreſs things, whereto they have no real

reſemblance : analogy ſubſtitutes our notions and

complex conceptions for things , with which they

have a real correſpondence. To conclude . Words

applied metaphorically are not underſtood in any

part of their proper fenſe : analogical words are

underſtood in a part, though not the whole of

their literal meaning.

CHAP.
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.: с нА Р. II .

S È c T. 1 .

Ofthe pure Intellect and its Operations,

1

1

CAVING hitherto conſidered the ideas of

HA
ſenſation as the only materials the mind of

man has to work upon , I come to treat of the

mind itſelf, or the Pure Intelle &l. I do not mean

by this, the immaterial part of us, nor yet the

moſt refined and exquiſite parts of the body,

which are immediately ſubſervient to its nobler

operations : but both of theſe operating together

in eſſential union.

Our preſent knowledge is gradually performed,

by the concurrent motion of ſome bodily part

within us ; which is the cauſe of that wearineſs

we feel, after long- continued thinking. We

ſhould never be tired with this, if the pure ſpirit

could reaſon independently of all material organs.

But experience ſhews us, the caſe is otherwiſe :

we find it a labour to the brain , and feel ourſelves

as much wearied with intenſe thought, as with

hard bodily labour : having premiſed this of them

in general, I proceed to conſider the particular

operations

;
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1. In

operations of the intelleet, which preſuppoſe

ſenſation, and contain the whole proceſs and ut

moſt extent of human underſtanding.

The firſt of theſe is a ſimple view or ſurvey of

the ideas of ſenſation, juſt as they lie in the me

mory. This the Logicians have rightly termed

Simple apprehenſion ; but they generally confound

it with pure ſenſation, whereas it is eaſy to obſerve

theſe effential Differences between them.

ſimple apprehenſion the mind is often active, in

ſenſation always paſſive : 2. Simple apprehenſion

preſuppoſes ſenſation, and is always ſubſequent to

it : 3. By ſenſation the mind receives ideas ; by

ſimple apprehenſion ſhe ſurveys thoſe already

received .

The ſecond operation of the intellect on the

ideas of ſenſation is judgment. This may be di-.

vided into ſeveral ſpecies ; the moſt conſiderable

of which are theſe that follow .

1. The ſeparating our ideas from each other,

and ranging them under diſtinct heads.

2. The comparing them with each other,

and obſerving their agreements or diſagree

ments .

3. The enlarging or diminiſhing them . So we

can enlarge the idea we have of a tree, to any

lize, even to reach the clouds ; or diminiſh it in

our
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3

our thoughts , till we reduce it to what it was in

its firſt principle or feed .

4. The dividing or compounding them. So

we divide any ſimple idea into its ſeveral parts,

or compound the ideas of ſeveral houſes, to make

up that of a city. All theſe ſpecies ofjudging

are peculiar to men, and enjoyed by brutes in

any degree.

Another act of the intellect, generally reduced

to judgment, is abſtraction. This fome ſuppoſe

to be performed, by drawing the mind off from

all ideas of ſenſation , from all compoſitions of

them, and from all complex notions, in order to

form ideas of incorporeal beings. But it may be

doubted , whether this be practicable in our pre

ſent ſtate .

The true abſtra £ tion ſeems to conſiſt, not in

orming ideas independent on ſenſation , but in

fubftituting the only notions we have, which are

natural , eaſy, and familiar, to repreſent thoſe fu .

pernatural things, of which otherwiſe we can have

no notion ; in transferring our thoughts from the

literal propriety of the words, by which we ex

preſs them, to that analogical ſignification, where

by they are, as it were, fpiritualized. This ſeems

to be the only abſtraction we are capable of, with

regard to things ſpiritual. And this is ſo far from

being independent on ſenſation, and the opera

tions

.

!
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tions of the intellect, that we can no otherwiſe

think or fpeak of ſuch objects, than in theſe world

ly and human fymbols ; and that , if we abſtract

from theſe, we abſtract from all thought of hea

venly beings, and can have neither names nor

ideas for them .

What has been hitherto ſaid of the operations

of the intellect, relates only to ideas of ſenſation .

Therefore it is proper to obſerve here, that the

ſame operations are likewiſe exerciſed upon all

our alterations and compoſitions of them. When

the
memory is once furniſhed with thoſe volun.

tary alterations and combinations of ſimple ideas ,

the mind has the ſame full power over them , as

over the ground -work of them ; namely, that of

fimple apprehenſion, and of judgment in all its

branches . And the ſame arbitrary ſway it has

over all the complex notions and conceptions,

which are formed out of thoſe ſimple or complex

ideas, conſidered together with the operations of

the intellect upon them ..

Before we cloſe this head of judgment, it is

worth while to take particular notice of that fpe

cies of one of its branches, comparing, which is

diſtinct from all the reſt, and is commonly called

relation . This is that act of the mind, whereby

it conſiders the dependencies of things on each

other. I ſhall dwell on it no longer, than is ne

ceſſary
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.

ceſſary to Thew the procedure of the underſtand

ing, in attaining knowledge.

Firſt, When we conſider the relations of fen

ſible objects to each other, as they are in their

own nature, without any reſpect which they bear

to our underſtanding, hence opens a ſpacious

field of knowledge; that of natural cauſes and

effects, of the manner wherein natural things act

upon , or ſuffer from each other : in ſhort, of

their influencing one another numberleſs ways :

and this is Natural Philoſophy.

Secondly, From our ideas of ſenſation, we in,

fer the exiſtence of thoſe outward objects, that

occaſion them in us . And from the exiſtence of

theſe we infer a Firit Cauſe of all things, eternal,

and neceſſarily exiſting. Hence again we have

the knowledge of the relation he bears to us, as

our Creator and our Preferver. From theſe re

lations flow all the duties of piety ; ſuch as love,

reverence, praiſe, and prayer .

Again . When we conſider the relation we

bear to our fellow- creatures, of the fame nature

and degree in this world , hence we come to be

ſenſible of our obligations to juſtice and humani.

ty. And when we diſtinguiſh theſe by particular,

nearer relations, ſuch as parent or child, ſervant

or maſter, hence we deduce all the duties necef

fary

a
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ſary to the well-being of the whole kind, and of

every in lividual

Laſtly, When we conſider the relation we bear

to ourſelves, the regard every man ought to have

for his own happineſs; hence we may infer all

thoſe duties, that naturally tend to promote the

good either of our body or mind . And all com

prehended under this ſecond head, is properly

natural religion . For the ſanction of this , and to

ſhew the tendency of its precepts to our future

happineſs, the underſtanding proceeds thus.

From the unequal diſtribution of rewards to thoſe,

who obſerve them, and of puniſhments to thoſe,

who tranlgreſs them in this life, ſo evidently in

conſiſtent with the goodneſs and juſtice of an All

perfect Being, we infer the neceſſity of future re

wards and puniſhments, and conſequently the

immortality of hunian ſouls.

1

a

9

1

SE C T. II .

C

Ofthe different kinds ofKnowledge and Evidence.

1
ti

T being a matter of the utmoſt conſequence

to the right procedure of the intellect, to

ftate the ſeveral kinds of knowledge, as well as the

degrees of it in each kind, which can adınit of

any

el
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1

1

:

any, I ſhall obſerve, that there are three kinds of

knowledge, and as many kinds of evidence, on

which they are built .

The firſt is that we have from our ſenſes, which

conſiſts in an intellectual view of the ideas tranf.

mitted through them to the inemory . This is a

knowledge direct, immediate , and intuitive, and

carries in it the higheſt certaints . Conſequent

ly, it admits of no proof from reaſon : for all ſuch

proof has leſs of perſpicuity and certainty , than

that which it already contains in its own nature .

This is a knowledge, which admits of no degrees

of evidence : for all ſenſation is in itſelf equally

certain , and the evidence of all the ſenſes is equal.

ly clear, with reſpect to their proper objects.

When the ſenſation is regular and perfect, the

aſſent of the intellect neceſſarily follows all at

once ; though in a manner quite different from

demonſtration, which extorts it by intermediate

proof. Not that it yields to the cleareſt demon

ſtration, when the organ is rightly diſpoſed, and

exerciſed
upon

it's
proper object, at a juſt dila

tance, and in a due medium. Againſt ſenſitive

knowledge reaſon can never interpoſe, unleſs

there is a ſuſpicion of failure in the act of ſenſa

tion . Nor does it enquire then, whether the

evidence of ſenſe be true ; but whether it be

truly the evidence of ſenſe. So that to argue

VOL. V. I againſt

1
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L

againſt the evidence of ſenſe, is to oppoſe the

evidence of reaſon , to what in its nature admits

of no reaſoning at all .

And highly neceſſary it was , that this evidence

of ſenſe ſhould be ſo immediate, clear , and un

doubted , becauſe it is the foundation of all know

lelge, human and divine. If then the truth of

this admitted of any doubt, or were capable of

any proof, we ſhould wander about in endleſs

ſcepticiſm , without the leaſt certainty in any

thing. For no proof for it could be more evident,

than that which it was brought to prove , and

would therefore itſelf require another proof ; and

ſo on , with endleſs confuſion .

A ſecond kind of knowledge is that we have

from felf-conſciouſneſs. We come to the know

ledge of things without us, by the mediation of

their ideas; but we are immediately conſcious of

what paſſes in our own minds, without the inter

vention of any idea . Thus we have a knowledge

of all the faculties of our foul , very different from

ſenſitive knowledge; though we have no degree

of it antecedent to the exerciſe of thoſe faculties

upon the ideas of ſenſation : as we ſhould have

had no knowledge of our bodily motions , if the

parts had not been actually moved .

Though this kind of knowledge be more com

plex , it is equally certain with that we have from

fenfation .

.
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Tenſation. The aſſent as neceſſarily forlows upon

conſciouſneſs : indeed it falls in with it . The con

[ ciouſneſs itſelf is the very affent ; nor can they

be diſtinguiſhed even in thought. When this in

ternal ſenſation is truly natural , we are never de .

ceived in this article of knowledge. And this

alſo is ſo clear and diſtinct, that it admits of no

proof from reaſon . So that neither can this, any

more than the former, be called demonſtration :

ſince, like that, it is ſo immediate and intimate

to us, that nothing can increaſe its evidence.

And for a man to argue away any inſtances ofthis

knowledge, or to deny their certainty , is no leſs

abſurd , than to contradict the clear perceptions of

external ſenſe . Only it is to be obſerved, that all

here ſaid of this knowledge, is ſaid of the firſt,

immediate , internal perceptions; not of any far

ther obſervations, made upon them by the intel

lect, cr of any deductions afterwards drawn con

cerning them.

Theſe two kinds of knowledge are immediate,

and conſequently a fort of intuition : entirely difa

ferent from which is

The third kind of knowledge, reaſoning, which

is mediate , and wholly acquired by deduction, by

the exerciſe of that one operation of the mind,

illation or conſequence. This we may ſubdivide

into different ſpecies, according to the different

I 2 manner

다
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1

manner of the intelle & t's procedure, in making its

deductions.

The firſt ſpecies is ſcience or demonſtration,

which appears cleareſt in the ſyllogific form ; by

applying a common meaſure to two exiremes,

which have an infallible connexion with it . So

that the concluſion follows by an abſolute cer

tainty, and compels the aſſent. And the know

ledge is as infallible, as the direct, clear percep

tion of ſenſation, or conſciouſneſs,

The ſecond ſpecies of it is moral certainty, the

utmoſt degree of which is neareſt to demonftra .

tion . This knowledge is acquired by proofs, that

have only an undoubted connexion with the two

extremes. The force of this every plain under

ſtanding perceives ; and it rarely requires the fyl

logyſtic form , unleſs for the confusing perverſe

oppoſers. The arguments for it are deduced

from all kinds of knowledge : but ſtill the aſſent

is free ; and the will has a great ſhare in promot

ing or hindering it . And hence it comes, that

there is room for paſſion and prejudice of all ſorts,

to interpoſe and bias the intellect.

We ought not therefore to call the evidence of

moral truths, by the name of demonſtration. It

is true, both mathematical and moral truths are

founded on the ſtrongeſt proofs. Yet they admit

not
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not of the ſame ſort of proof, nor indeed are wey

capable of it .

Becauſe it is ſo great a diſadvantage both to

natural and revealed religion , to have moral cer

tainty confounded with mathematical, I ſhall dif

tinguiſh the different natures of them more fully ,

under two different propoſitions.

Cer Moral Certainty.Mathematical

tainty .

As in this propoſi As in this propoſi

tion, The three angles tion, There is a God .

of a right-lined triangle

are equal to two right

ones.

1. Here there is the 1. Here there is the

utmoſt degree of mathe- utmoſt degree of moral

matical certainty : the certainty : the evidence

evidence is infallible, is indubitable , and the

and the conſequence conſequence follows by

follows by a natural ne. a moral neceflity.a

ceſſity.

2. The demonſtra The moral evi

tive evidence of this , d'ence of this, when un

when underſtood, com . derſtood , demands and

pels and extorts aſſent. requires affent.

1 3

2 .

3. In
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3. In this point of 3. In this point of

knowledge, no concur- knowledge, the concur

rence of the will is re- rence of the will is re .

quiſite . The intellect quiſite . The intellect

allents without it, and cannot allent without

no prejudice or paſſion it . Any prejudice or

can ſo interpoſe, as to paſſion may ſo inter

influence its judgment. poſe , as entirely to al

ter its judgment.

4. This ſort ofknow 4. This ſort of know .

ing admits of no de . ledge admits of many

grees of certainty , and degrees of certainty ,

there can be no proof and draws its proofs

of it , but of one kind . from all kinds of know

ledge.

5. One demonſtra- 5. Many arguments

tive argument makes concur to make the ut.

the utmoſt mathemati- moſt moral certainty,

cal certainty , which which excludes all pro

excludes all poſibility bability, though not

of fallhood. poſſibility, of fallhood.

6. This takes place 6. This takes place

in things natural and in things ſupernatural

material, ſuch as quan- and ſpiritual, ſuch as

tity , figure , and exten- God and his attributes ;

fion ; ideas ofwhich we of which we have no

have from direct and idea from direct and

immediate
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immediate ſenſation . immediate ſenſation, but

only from analogy.

7. Our reaſonings on 7. Our reaſonings

this ſide are about fim- on this ſide are about

ple ideas, concerning complex notions and

which there is a general conceptions, concern

conſent . ing which men extremne

ly diſagree.

From the very different, and even oppoſite

nature of moral certainty , and that which is ſtrict

ly mathematical , it muſt appear,

1. That there is as little room for the latter in

natural religion , as in revealed. To fhew this

clearly, I have inſtanced in the fundamental truth

of both ; which, though founded upon the utmoſt

moral evidence, fo as to render a diſſent from is

inexcuſable , yet appears not to be ſtriatly demon

Arable . Indeed , were there one demonſtrative

argument for it , all others would be entirely neeil.

leſs.

2. That natural religion includes faith , founded

on moral evidence. When , upon full proof to

our underſtanding, we aflent to this, There is a

God , then the hearty concurrence of the will

compleats that aflent into faith . Faith thereforeaſſent

is altogether as neceſſary in natural religion , as in.

revealed. For though we have a inoral certainty,

I 4 for
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1

f

1

a

for the exiſtence of a Deity , which ſo far is

knowledge only; yet ftill becauſe the intrinſic

nature of God is utterly incomprehenfible, and

can be no immediate object of human underſtand

ing, men muſt give the aſſent of the intellect

here , together with the conſent of the will, to

the truth of things as myſterious, as any in all

revealed religion ; and which they are obliged to

conceive by the ſame analogy, by which we con.

ceive all the myſteries of chriſtianity.

3. ' I hat evangelical faith, is no precarious or

implicit aſſent, but founded on the utmoft evia

dence we are capable of receiving, for a truth of

that nature . To ſee this clearly, we muſt well

diſtinguiſh two things :

Firſt, The affent of the underſtanding to a pro

poſition upon moral evidence, which is thus far

merely knowledge. Here we are to fix our foot,

and join iſſue with all ranks of unbelievers ; the

ground of whoſe condemnation will be, that they

wilfully with-held their aſſent from the truths of

revelation , when they had the ſame evidence,

which would have fully convinced them in mat

ters merely human .

Secondly, A conſent of the will, following the

aſſent of the intellect. The whole proceſs of the

mind, in obtaining ſuch a faith, is performed in

this mannera
1. A propoſition being offered

a

to
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to us , the will conſents to weigh the evidence for

it . 2. The intellect weighs it , and if the moral

evidence be full, aſlents to it. Thus it com

mences a point of knowledge, and on a ſecond

conſent of the will , a point of faith .

But it is worth obſerving, that there can be no

immediate aſſent, to any thing inconceivable or

incomprehenſible. To explain this by a few in

ftances. There is a God.” When, upon full

evidence, we aſſent to this, what is intelligible in

that propoſition , is the immediate object of our

knowledge. The incomprehenfible nature and

attributes of God are only the remote and mediate

objects of it.

Again. “ This is my beloved Son.” We af..

ſent to this, as a perfectly intelligible propoſition ,

on full evidence that it was ſpoke from heaven ;

being aſſured, that Chriſt, not in any unintelli

gible manner, but according to the plain ſenſe of

the words, is as really and truly the Son of God,

as one man is the fon of another.

He who believes thus far, without any reſpect

to what is incomprehenſible in that propofition ,

namely, the ſupernatural generation, and the in

effable manner of it, has an evangelical faith .

But what then , you will ſay, becomes of the

myſteries of the goſpel ? They are all laid up

fafe, out of our reach , to be the immediate ob

15 jects

>
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1 .

jcêts of our knowledge, when we come to ſee

face to face.

From hence it appears, that chriſtian faith is

not an implicit aſſent to things unintelligible and

unconceivable : ſince nothing , that is incompre

henſible, can come into any queſtion between us

and unbelievers. We can bave no controverſy,

but about what is perfe&tly underſtood, as far as

it is ſo ; and concerning the moral evidence,

upon which propoſitions, as clear as any in hu

man language, are founded . Our controverſies

turn wholly upon what is clear. As to what is

incomprehenſible in any propoſition, it can be

no inmediate, dire &t object, either of knowledge
or of faith .

The third ſpecies of knowledge, which we

have from reaſon , is opinion . This Plato well

defines a medium between knowledge and igno

It is a ſort of knowledge, looſely ſpeak .

ing, inferior to any of the foregoing, but ap

proaching neareſt to that founded on moral evic

dence. Only whereas moral certainty, in its

higheſt degree, leaves but a bare poffibility of the

thing's being otherwiſe ; all opinion leaves room ,

more or leſs, for doubt, yea , for ſome fear of its

being otherwiſe. But as for all the degrees be

tween the higheſt moral certainty on one hand,

and the loweſt probability on the other, theſe two

a

forts.

rance .
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forts of knowledge run into each other, and are

not eaſily to be diſtinguiſhed.

This may be illuſtrated by a parallel , drawn

from common mechaniſm . While you are of.

fering the reaſons, for and againſt any morally

certain or probable propoſition, imagine yourſeif

throwing them into the ſcales, and weighing

them in a balance. If the balance inclines notit

all to either ſide, there is no ſort of knowledge,

but downright ignorance : the reaſons on each

ſide deſtroy each other, ſo that the intellect cannot

aſſent to either . And if there be any deciſion , it

is the arbitrary iinpoſition and precarious act of

the will . If, either from its natural weakneſs, or.

for want of improvement, the intellect cannot

find out reaſons, ſo that each ſcale preponderates:

in its turn, then it is a ſtate of doubt. If one

ſcale preponderates but a little , and continues at

a ſtay, ſo that the difference is barely diſcernible,

it is then only a conjecture. But if this prepon

derancy is very plain, though there is weight

enough on the other ſide , to keep the ſcale ftill

pendent, then it is properly probcbility or opia

nion. When, laſtly, the arguments are ſo ſtrong

that one of the ſcales weighs to the ground, then

it is moral certainty , and there is no reaſonable

cauſe for any farther crutiny. The propoſition

then concludes as ſure's, though not lo neceſarely,

16

1

-
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as demonſtration ; which admits of no weight

whatever to be thrown into the oppoſite ſcale .

Of probability in general it may be obſerved

1. That, while we are weighing a probable

propoſition, there are two latent cauſes of deceit ;

the one in the intellect itſelf, which holds the

balance ; for if a man is ignorant or weak, ſo as

not to diſcern the proper reaſons, he may be im

poſed upon by falſe weights : the other in the

will , when , inſtead of plain reaſon, a man throws

his pride , or paſſion, or prejudice, into the ſcales.

And theſe will , by the inviſible turn of a falſe

balance , outweigh the ſtrongeſt arguments.

2. That the higher degrees of probability, in

matters of religion , demand our aſſent. So they

do in all other things. Where the difference is

not great, between the oppoſite ſides of a queſin

tion , men ever cloſe with the greateſt appearance

of truth, and that in things of the greateſt mo

ment. Nay, the main conduct of human life

is governed by the higheſt probability: ſo that,

in many inſtances, it would be downright made

nefs, not to be determined by it . Yet,

3. Mere probability is not a ſufficient ground

for religious faith . This muſt be built on certain

knowledge , which opinion, properly ſpeaking, is

Indeed the word is vulgarly taken ſor any

ailent, whether formed on probability, or moral

certainty .

not .
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certainty. And ſo , it is commonly ſaid, “ A mam

is of fuch an opinion ," with regard to the very

fundamentals of Chriſtianity . But this looſe way

of ſpeaking ought never to be uſed , feeing it

has a tendency to betray unwary men , into a

favourable judgment of ſuch principles, as are

deſtructive of all religion .

The fourth ſpecies of knowledge, which we

have from reaſoning, ( if it be not rather a parti

cular ſpecies ofmoral certainty ) is an aſſent upon

teſtimony : to make which truly knowledge, there

muſt be a concurrence of our own reaſon in the

following particulars :

1. Our own reaſon muſt judge of the ſubject

matter of the information, whether it be made in.

intelligible words. For no man can be informed ,

of what he cannot underſtand : there can be no

revelation to us , concerning the intrinſic nature

of things , that are incomprehenſible to us. And

accordingly, no part of the Chriſtian revelation ,

concerning God and things ſupernatural, reaches

farther than their exiſtence, and that lively analo

gy, under which they are repreſented ; which is

as plain, and obvious, and intelligible, as any

thing in common liſe .

2. Our reaſon muſt convince us, that the mat

ter of the information is poſſible, that it implies

no contradiction . And if the information relates

my

0

>

1

to
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to things ſupernatural, this is a fundamental rule,

to deduce no contradi&tion , but from what is

plain and intelligible in every propofition.

Whence it follows, that ſuch abſurdities and con

tradictions, as ariſe from a compariſon of what is

plain and intelligible, with what is incomprehen

fible, in refpe &t of their intrinſic natures , are all

groundleſs and imaginary .

3. Our reaſon muſt judge concerning the abili

ty and integrity of the informer. Information or

telimony may be divided into human and divine.

To human teſtimony we aflent only ſo far, as it

appears agreeable to truth .. Yet this aſſent is

very extenſive, and makes up the greateſt part of.

human knowledge. It takes in all we have of

the hiſtory of mankind, all the accounts of what

ever we have not ſeen ourſelves . And we acqui.

eſce in all this , not as probable only, but as ſo

much real knowledge; being an aſſent, which is

founded on ſuch evidence, as often amounts to a

moral certainty.

As to Divine information or revelation, reaſon ,

knowing it to be divine, is already convinced,

that it exceeds all human certainty. The only

thing, therefore, which it is to be convinced of

here, is

4. That the revelation is Divine, or that the

Scripture
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Scripture is of Divine authority. In order to

this, we may obſerve,

Firſt, That, as God has made men the imme.

diate inſtruments of all thoſe revelations , ſo evan .

gelical faith muſt be partly founded on human

teſtimony. By men were both the Old and New

Teſtament wrote : and, ifwe conſider them ab

ftracted from their Divine authority, they muit

be allowed to te of equal credibility, at leaſt,

with all other ancient writings. Though we

fhould ſuppoſe them to be apon the foot of mere

human teſtimony, yet would our knowledge of

them be , at leaſt , of equal certainty, with that

founded on any profane hiſtory . Now , if to this

human, we add ſuch Divine teſtimony , as cannot :

be pretended for any other writings in the

world , as the miracles of Chriſt and his apoſtles;

the concurrent completion of all the prophecies,

from the beginning of the world , in him alone ;

the ſcriptures being the only book in the world ,

that gives us any account of the whole ſeries of

God's diſpenſations toward man, from the cream

tion for four thouſand years ; the great exaltation

of natural religion , viſible in every part of it ;

and, laſtly, the providential care , ſo manifeſt in

every age , for tranſınitting down ſeveral books,

written at ſuch great diſtances of time one from

another , and all of them from us ; their being at

this

?
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this day fo void of any material error, that in the

infinite various readings, which have been care.

fully collected , there cannot be found one contra

riety in any fundamental point of faith or prac

tice : if theſe things, I ſay , are throughly con

fidered, they give the Scriptures ſuch a certain

ty , as no writing merely human can have, and

are the greateſt evidence for the truth of them,

which they are capable of receiving, without a

continued, daily repetition of miracles. We

may obſerve,

Secondly, That, as God has made men the

immediate inſtruments of all his revelations, ſo

he hath condefcended to make uſe of human lan

guage, as well as of our natural ideas and concep

tions, for the clear and eaſy repreſentation of

things ſupernatural , and otherwiſe incomprehen

fible. Indeed the intrinſic nature of heavenly

things could no otherwiſe have been revealed to

us ; ſeeing wehad neither capacity to apprehend,

nor language to expreſs it . Or had it been mie

raculouſly revealed to a particular man , yet it

would not have . been poſſible for him to utter it.

This made it neceſſary to adapt all the Divine

revelations to our natural way of thinking and

ſpeaking. And accordingly we are not obliged

to believe any doctrine, which is not plain and

intelligible. All in Scripture, beyond this, is no

1

imme.
3
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immediate object of our faith , but belongs to ano

ther world ; and we are at prefent to believe no

more of it, than that it is incomprehenſible.

Nothing therefore is more abſurd, than the ob

jections of unbelievers againſt the Chriſtian myſ

teries , as unintelligible ; ſince Chriſtianity re

quires our aſſent to nothing, but what is plain and

intelligible in every propofition. Let every man

firſt have a full conviction of the truth of each

propoſition in the goſpel, as far only as it is plain

and intelligible, and let him believe as far as he

underſtands . Let him firmly believe, there is

but one God, the object of any divine worſhip

whatever ; and think and ſpeak of him under

that plain , Scriptural diſtinction, of Father, Son,

and Holy Ghoſt ; leaving the incomprehenſible

nature of that union and diſtinction , to the great

Author of our faith himſelf. Let him believe

Chriſt to be the only-begotten Son of God, in

the obvious import of thoſe words, and leave the

manner of that inconceivable generation, to the

veracity of God. Let him believe, that Chrift

did as truly make an atonement to God for us,

as one man atones for another to a third perſon ;

and leave the unintelligible part of that divine

operation , for the ſubject of future praiſe and

contemplation. Let men, I ſay, believe as far

as they thus clearly underſtand, without perplex,

ing
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ing themſelves or others with what is incompre

henſible ; and then they fulfil the whole purpoſe

of God in all his revelations.

By thus carefully diſtinguiſhing the ſeveral

kinds of knowledge and evidence, what endleſs

confuſion may be prevented , in religious contro

verſies ? Moſt of theſe have ariſen , from fup .

poſing theſe heads of knowledge to differ in de

gree only, not in kind ; and from confounding

the different kinds of evidence, peculiar to each

of them ; from men's inſiſting upon the evidence

proper to one kind of knowledge, for ' that of

another, which will not admit of it ; from oppo

ſing to each other the different kinds of know

ledge, which can never interfere or claſh with

each other ; and, laſtly , from not diſtinguiſhing

between a blind, implicit aſſent to the teſtimony

of another, and that faith, which implies a full,

rational conviction of the truth of what is be

lieved.

U

!

SECT. III.
1

Of the Improvement of Knowledge by Revelation .

We have now brought themind of mans
E

by ſeveral ſteps, to the utmoſt know.

ledge, it can reach by its own faculties. What

ever

1
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ever is beyond that contained under the foregoing

heads , is communicated to it from heaven .

When we obſerve, 1. The more particular

and full diſcoveries of thoſe relations we had

fome knowledge of, by the light of nature,* and ,

2. Thoſe relations we bear to God, and God to

us , which are intirely new , and undiſcoverable

by the light of nature ; this knowledge includes

the foundation and ſubſtance of all revealed re

ligion .

As to the firſt. When to that general know

ledge we have by the light of nature, of God, as

the Creator of all things, it is revealed , That he

Spoke them into being, and created them by his

Word ; that he made man in partiaular out of the

earth , and breathed into him a principle of an

higher kind ; that he was created in innocence,

and in the image of God; and that from him all

mankind deſcended .

Again. When to the general relation of his

Providence over us, it is more particularly reveal

ed, That he upholdeth all things by the Word of

his power ; that in Him we live, move, and have

our being ; that not a ſparrow falls to the ground

without Him ; nay, that the hairs of our head are

all

* I believe all " the light of nature," ſo called, to flow from

preventing Grace
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all numbered ; and , laſtly, when his relation to

us, as a Judge, is rendered more full and expreſs

by theſe particulars , that the eyes of the Lord are

in every place, beholding the evil and the good ;

that Heſhall bring every work intojudgment, with

every ſecret thing, whether it be good or evil; that

He hath appointed a day, in which He will judge

the world ; and that, in order to this univerſal

judgment, there ſhall be a reſurrection of the dead,

both of the juſt and of the unjuſt.

Again . When it is revealed, That there is but

one God; in oppoſition to the 'multitude of hea.

then deities ; that this God is a Spirit, that there

is none good but He ; that He only is wife, and

his wiſdom is infinite ; that He is Almighty,

hath all power, is above all, the only Potentate,

King of kings, and Lord of lords; that He is the

Moſt High, the Lord of hoſts, who only hath im

mortality : theſe and ſuch like equally exprefs

declarations, concerning the One God, are evi

dent improvements of that knowledge, which we

have by the light of nature .

Theſe expreſſions are all plain and intelligible,

fo that, when we uſe them , we know what we

fay. But as to the following expreſſions, con.

cerning the One God, That he is “ God of him

ſell, Root, Principle, and Original ;" that he is

a " Pure Act, ſimple, undivided, Self-exiſtent,

ablo
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1

abſolutely ſupreme;" together with the words,

Subordinate, co -ordinate," and, above all , his

metaphyſical “ Subſtance and eſſence : " theſe are

not the language of revelation , eſpecially when

uſed to explain the Unity ofGod ; but affected

terms, invented by men, to expreſs their ſeveral

ſentiments of that Unity .

Can we ſufficiently lament the miſchief, which

has been done by the rumbling of theſe, and ſuch

like ſounding words, through whole volumes ;

to the confounding both the writer and the read

er, and perplexing that great article of our faith ,

the Trinity ; which, as it lies in the Scripture,

is, ſo far as we are to believe it , the plaineſt

thing in the world ? All this pompous affec

tation of being more knowing in the Chriſtian

myſteries, than the Scriptures can make men,

tends only to propagate abſurd and inconſiſtent

notions, which a plain rational man would be

aſhamed of. Such as theſe,

That the Son of God was produced by an ex

ternal act of the Father's power, but was not

made or created :

That there are Three Perſons truly Divine ;

One of them the true God, the Second , truly

God , the Third, no God at all .

That we may and muſt pay divine worſhip to

Two
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Two Gods, and divine honour to a Third Perſon,

who is no God :

That by the term Trinity we muſt mean, a Tri

nity of Two Gods, and a Divine Perſon, but no

God .

Theſe and many ſuch poſitions are either ex.

preſly, or by plain conſequence, contained in

ſome of our modern ſyſtems of religion , and are

ſet down here, not as they are a total ſubverſion

of the Chriftian faith , but as they are a bold and

arbitrary impoſition on the common ſenſe and

reaſon of mankind.

The relation we bear to God as our Creator,

which was partly diſcovered by the light of na

ture, is made nearer yet, and more dear and en.

gaging, by that entirely new diſtinction in the

One God , revealed to us under the different cha

racters of Father, Son, and Holy Ghoſt, and by

the unſpeakable bleſſings we derive, from their

ſeveral offices and operations,

This diſtinction, utterly incomprehenſible in

itſelf, could never have been known to men, but

by revelation . Nor could we have conceived it

in any degree, had it not been diſcovered to us,

under the ſemblance of ſuch relations , as are fa

miliar among men : as that of a Father and a Son,

and the Spirit of a man , which is in him . And,

if we admit this diſtinction at all , we muſt hold it

to
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to be ſo really founded in the Divine Nature, that

we cannot think or ſpeak of it any otherwiſe, than

as a perſonal diſtinction . For the Father, Son,

and Holy Ghoſt, are, in reſpect of one another,

thus diſtinguiſhed through the whole language of

revelation : and , in reſpect of mankind, they are

ever diſtinguiſhed by ſuch different operations, as

we diſtinguiſh human perſons by. So that what-.

ever is denoted by Father, Son , and Spirit, we

muſt either flatly rejeet the Scriptures , or elſe al

ways ſpeak and think of thoſe Three, as we do of

three human perſons.

That Chriſt, the Second Perſon, had a being,

before he was born of a virgin, is ſo evident from

Revelation , that we can make no ſenſe or co

herence of Scripture, without allowing it : and

there can be no other purpoſe, in revealing all

things concerning him , under the character of a

Son, and only-begotten Son, but to convince

us, that he has all the natural , eſſential attributes

of his Father ; that, as an human ſon poſſeſſes the

entire human nature, ſo the Son of God poſſeſſes

the entire Divine Nature,

That the Holy Spirit , who is in Scripture dif

tinguiſhed from the Father and the Son , is a dif

tinct Perſon from both, is plain from the com

miſſion given the apoſtles to baptize , in the Name

of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghot.

i
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Ghoſt. This form , if each of theſe be not a dif

tinct Perſon , ſufficiently tends to confoundman

kind. If the Holy Ghoſt be not a diſtinct Per

ſon, but only a Power of the Father, then the

ſenſe of it runs thus, " Go and baptize in the

Name of the Father, and of the Son , and of the

Father again .” . Therefore to ſay, the Third Per

fon , here mentioned , is a mere Name, and im

ports only the Power of the Father, is not only

charging God with laying a ſnare to deceive us,

but denying his commiſſion to be common ſenſe.

That the Holy Spirit is God, is evident from

Revelation, which every where diſtinguiſhes,

him by this peculiar character of Holy. For

abſolute holineſs is the peculiar attribute of the

abſolutely ſupreme God : and He being every

where called “ The Holy Spirit,” by way of ex

cellency, and diſtinction from all created ſpirits,

that epithet muſt imply an original, intrinſic,

and effential holineſs in Him. Eſpecially if we

obſerve, that this is his conſtant, diſtinguiſhing ,

character, not only where he is mentioned with

relation to us, but alſo where he is named, to

gether with the Father and the Son. Infomuch

that He alone is exprefly ftiled Holy, wherever

the Three Perſons are expreſly named together

in Scripture.

The

.

09
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Tiie word Holy in thoſe places cannot be ad

ded, in oppoſition to the Father and the Son ;

nor as excluſive of them ; becauſe they are both

abſolutely holy, as well as the Spirit : ſo that they

naturally lead us into a belief, that his is the ſame

holineſs with that of the Father and the Scn,

namely, the intrinſic holineſs of Jehovah, the

Moſt High, the Supreme God . To this if we

add , that He is called , “ The Spirit of holineſs,

the Spirit of glory, the Eternal Spirit ,” and very

often, The Spirit of God ; as particularly at the

baptiſm of Chriſt, where he was perſonally diſ

tinguiſhed from the Father, even in a viſible ap

pearance. We muſt have our reaſon ftrangely

amuſed by ſubtlety and criticiſm , and be turned

quite out of the plain way of thinking, before we

can underſtand theſe revelations to mean any

thing elſe, than that he is God, equal with the

Father.

The fum is this . Since both reaſon and Re

velation ſhew , there is but one God, we can

own and worſhip but one . And ſince that one

God is ſet forth to us in Scripture, under three

diſtinct relations, and accordingly repreſented by

diſtinct perſonal names, and characters, and ope

rations, and offices : therefore we worſhip but

one God, with this diſtinction of his own mak

ing, not of ours.

Vol. V. K It
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B

It is ſaid , Thou ſhalt worſhip the Lord thy God,

and lim only ſhalt thou ferve : by which all Di

vine worſhip is utterly cut off from the Son and

Holy Ghoſt, unleſs they are one with the Lord

our God. Again, it is written , The Lord thy

' God is one Lord , whom we are to love with all

our heart, mind, foul, and ſtrength. But if ſo,

all Divine love is cut off from the Son and Holy

Ghoſt, unleſs they are that one Lord our God,

who is a jealous God, and will by no means ſuffer

any part of his worſhip to be paid to any other.

According to this plain and natural way of

thinking, as we are baptized by one and the ſame

folemn act of worſhip, In the name of the Father,

and of the Son , and of theHoly Ghoſt: ſo we

ever after adore them, without any degrees or

inequality of worſhip ; which, indeed, as it is

truly Divine, can admit of no degrees or inequa

lity. Whereas they, who argue for an inequality

in the Divine Perfons, and for an inferiority of

nature in the Son and Holy Ghoſt to the Father,

neceſſarily involve themſelves and all their ad

herents in endleſs uncertainty and confuſion .

For they can never ſettle the different kinds and

degrees of that lower Divine worſhip, (a contra

diction in the very terms) which is to be paid to

the Son and the Holy Ghoſt. They can never

diftinguiſh it with ſuch exactneſs, that it hall nei

ther
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ther be the worſhip due to the Supreme God, nor

that honour, which is to be paid to mere crea

tures , and varied according to their ſeveral dig.

nities.

But to make it yet more clear, that the mind of

man cannot, without abſurdity, have any other

conception of the Son and Holy Ghoſt, than as

being incomprehenſible, one abſolutely Supreme

God with the Father, and one joint Object of

all Chriſtian worſhip ; let us collect the two feem

ingly.inconſiſtent doctrines, into oppoſite propo

ſitions.

*

There is no other Let all the Angels

God, but one . of God worſhip Him.

Thou ſhalt worſhip Baptize all nations

the Lord thy God , and in the name of the Fa

Him only ſhalt thou ther, and of the Son ,

ſerve. and of the Holy Ghoſt.

On this ſide the pre On this ſide , the pre

cepts are expreſs and cepts are equally ex .

poſitive, for our believ. preſs and poſitive , for

ing in one God alone, our believing the Son

and for paying Divine and the Holy Ghoſt to

worſhip to Him only be God, and for the

They are full and per- whole intelligent crea

emptory, againſt ad- tion to pay Divine

dreſſing ourſelves reli- worſhip to the Son in

giouſly par

*

K 2
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giouſly to any other, particular. They are

than that one Supreme likewiſe full and pere

God , who is a jealons emptory for our addref

God, and will not fuf- fing ourſelves in one of

fer any degree of Di- the moſt folemn acts of

vine worſhip to be di- Divine worſhip, jointly

rected to any other. to the Father, Son, and

Mor can we frame any Holy Ghoft.
And as

other notion of idola . we are initiated into

try , than the addreſſing Chriſtianity by this act,

ourſelves either in body ſo we are ever after

or mind, by way of re- bleſſed in the name of

ligious worſhip, to any the Three jointly : and

other being, than to the all this, without the

leaſt direct or indirect

mention , or intimation,

of any inequality in

their natures , or of any

diftin&tion in their wor.

ſhip,

Supreme God.

Now both theſe precepts are expreſs Scripture,

and therefore equally objects of our faith ; it being

evident, that here is no contradiction in terms,

and that the ſeeming contradiction is with regard

to a Unity and diftinétion , for the direct appre

henfion of which, there is no capacity in the

mind of man . The wiſdom of God has left it for

us

r
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us to believe them both , and to reconcile thern

according to the beſt of our underſtanding: not

by taking upon us to ſhow, how the Divine Na

ture is One, and how it is Three ; but by foly

ing the ſeeming oppoſition, in a way moft obvious

to a plain capacity ; that is , by concluding, ſince

there is but one God, who alone is to be wor

ſhipped , and ſince the Son and Holy Ghoſt are

both called God in Scripture, and exprefly com

manded to be worſhipped ; therefore they are

One with the Moſt High God, though how they

are One, we cannot comprehend.

Thus has the Goſpel-revelation improved the

knowledge of mankind , in theſe in portant points,

And it has no leſs improved our knowledge, in

the grand article of future rewards and puniſh

ments .

As to rewards , 1. Whereas all , that was before

expected in the other world , was ſenſual plea

fures for the body, and pleaſing contemplation

for the ſoul. Now we learn the joys of heaven

to be of a ſort , whereof nature can give us no

conception : we ſhall be as the angels of God in

heaven .

2. The reſurrection of the ſame body, is a

point entirely new, of which Chriſt's riſing with

the ſame body aſſures us . That this body will be

changed, is likewiſe intirely new ; that this

changeК 3
>
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change ſhall be effe &ted in a moment ; that the

dead in Chriſt ſhall riſe first; that their change

fhall be into the likeneſs of Chriſt's glorious body :

all which particulars are beyond whatever could

have been ſuggeſted, by the mere underſtanding

of man.

Another inſtance of Revelation, intirely new

with reſpect to theſe rewards, is, that of living

for ever in the immediate preſence of God, the

Fountain of all happineſs. We are now inform

ed , that we ſhall ſee God, as He is, face to face,

in whoſe preſence is fulneſs of joy ; that we ſhall

be where he is , ſhall behold his glory , and fhall

ſhine forth as the fun in the kingdom of our Fa

ther. This is a ſtrain, no imagination, merely

human , could ever reach or aſpire to . We may

add, that whatever the wiſelt heathens ſpoke of

future rewards, was only from faint conje &ture :

whereas now we have the plain , and expreſs, and

repeated promiſe of God for them.

As to future puniſhments, we learn from Rie.

velation alone,

1. That they are both for ſoul and body, which

are diſtinguiſhed by the worm that dieth not, and

the fire that is not quenched. And accordingly we

are bid to fear Him , who is able to deſtroy both

body and ſoul in hell.

2. That
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2. That the ſoul will be puniſhed with ever .

laſting deſtruction, from the preſence of the Lord.

That the chief of all miſery, in another liſe ,

would be, excluſion from the fight of God ,

was never thought of by tire wiſeft heathens, who

placed all happineſs in themſelves.

3. That the body will be puniſhed by fire , than

which we have not any Revelation more expreſs

and poſitive. And as it is an inſtance of the great

goodneſs of God, that the joys of heaven are re

preſented, figuratively, as exceeding the utmoſt

of our conceptions ; ſo it is an argument of his

ſtriet juſtice, that the pains of hell are more litera

ally foretold .

4. The eternity of thefe puniſhments is reveal

ed , as plainly as words can expreſs it . Not thať

the puniſhments denounced are mere arbitrary

fanctions, like thoſe annexed to human laws.

But thoſe denunciations are withal ſo many pre

vious warnings of the inevitable con'cquence, the

natural tendency of fin to iniſery. So that an

anrepenting finner cannot be otherwiſe than mi

ferable, in another life, by a neceſſity of nature :

fince there never can beany alteration of his con

dition , without ſuch a change of the whole man ,

as would put the natural and ſettled order of the:

creation out of courſe.

K 4
With
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The glo

With reſpect to theſe rewards and puniſh

menis, we have theſe farther revelations: that

the very Day is appointed by God , in which He

will judge the world in righteoufneſs, by the Man,

whom He hath ordained ; that He hath committed

all judgment to the Son ; and that all mankind ,

inuſt come upon their tryal at once.

rious pomp and majeſty of his appearance, the

awful folemnity of the whole procedure, nay ,

the very words of the ſentence, both on the juſt,

and on the unjuſt, are diſcovered to us . It is

farther revealed , that in this day of God, while .

He deſcendeth with ten thouſands of his Angels ,

the heavens, being on fire, frall be diſſolved, and .

the elements Mall - melt with fervent heat . Theſe

are the terrors of the Lord, which are ſufficient,

to make the ſtout-hearted tremble, and are fucb .

motives to all holineſs of heart, and holineſs of

converſation, as nothing but infidelity, or wilful

want of conſideration, can render ineffe & ual.

H
AVING now, as my leiſure and abilities

permitted, taken a Survey of the Wiſdom

of God in the Creation ; before I conclude, it

may
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may not be improper to add ſomething, in ana

ſwer to thoſe on the one hand , who imagine all'

enquiries of this kind to be vain , fruitleſs labour ;

and thoſe on the other, who ſpend more ne

therein , than is conſiſtent either with religion or

rcafon .

I do this chiefly in the words of that great or

nament of his profeſſion , the Lord Chief Juſtice ,

Hale. He ſuppoſes the good ſteward giving in

his account, at the laſt day, thus to ſpeak . (Hap

py is he , who can adopt his words, in ſpeaking

to the Judge of all ! )

1. I have not looked upon thy works inconſi

derately, and paſſed them over as ordinary things.

But I have ſtudiouſly and diligently ſearched

into them , as things of great eminence and won

der ; and have eſteemed it part of the duty , which

the wiſe God of nature requires of the children

of men, who, for that very end, expoſed theſe

his works to the view of his intelligent creatures,

and gave us not only eyes to behold , but reaſon,

in ſome meaſure, to underſtand them . There

fore I have ftri &tly obſerved the frame of the

world, and its ſeveral parts, the motion, order,

and Divine æconomy of them . I have ſearched

into their quality, cauſes, and operations ; and

have diſcovered as great, if not greater matter of

admirationK 5
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admiration therein, than in the beauty , which

at firſt view they preſented to my ſenſe.

2. And this obſervation did not reſt in the bare ·

perufal of the works themſelves, or in the ſearch

ing out , ſo far as that could be done, their im

mediate natural cauſes. But I traced their being,

dependence, and government , unto Thee, the

Firſt Cauſe of all . And by this tracing of things.

10 their Original , I was led to a demonſtrative

conviction , that there is a God, who is the Great

Cauſe, both of their being and motions : yea,

that there is but one God ; that He is Moſt Powe

erful, Moft Wiſe, knowing all things, governa

ing all things, ſupporting all things . Upon theſe

convictions, I was ſtrengthened in the belief of

thy holy Word , which had ſo great a congruity

with theſe truths ..

3. And, upon theſe convictions, I did learn

the more to honour, reverence, and admire

Thee ; and to worſhip , ſerve, and obey Thee ;

to walk humbly, and ſincerely, and lawfully,

before Thee, as being preſent with me, and be.

holding me ; to love and adore Thee, as the

Fountain of all being and good . When I looked .

upon the glory and uſeſulneſs of the ſun, I ad

mired the God that made it, chalked out its mo

tions
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tions, placed it in that due diſtance from the

earth, for its uſe and conveniency . When I

looked upon the ſtars, thoſe huge and wonder

ful balls of light, placed at that immenſe diſtance

from the inferior bodies, and one from another,

their multitude and motion ; I admired the wil..

đom and power of that God, whoſe hand ſpans:

the heavens , and has fixed every thing in its :

place . Nay, when I looked upon the poor little

herbs, that ariſe out of the earth , and confider

ed the ſecret ſpark of life ; which is in every one

of them, that attracts, increaſeth, groweth , pro

duces. ſeed; preſerves them and tlieir kinds ; :

the various virtues, that are in them, for the

food , medicine , and delight, of the more per

feet creatures ; my mind was ſweetly carried up,

to the adoration and praiſe of that God, wirofo

wiſdom , and power, and influence , and govern

ment, are ſeen in thefe footſleps of his goodneſs.

So that take all the wifeſt and ablelt men, the

moſt powerful, and the moſt knowing, under

heaven, they cannot all equal'the wiſdom and

power, that are ſeen in a blade of graſs. Nay ,,

they cannot ſo much as trace out , or clearly and'

diftin &tly decypher, the great varieties in the

production, growth, and proceſs, of its ſhort,

yet wonderful, continuance. Inſomuch that

there is ſcarce any thing upon earth , be it ever

K. 6 fo ;

a
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fo inconſiderable, but yields me inſcriptions of

the power and wiſdom of its Maker written up

on it.

>

4. In the contemplation of thy great works

of the heavens, theſe goodly, beautiful , and nu

merous bodies, ſo full of glory and light, I could

not but make that natural reflection , Lord, what

is man , that thou art mindful ofhim, or the fon

of man , that thou regardeft him ? It is true,

inan , conſidered in himſelf, is a creature full of

wonder; but compared with theſe goodly crea

tures, he fèems but an inconſiderable thing . I

learned hereby, to be humbled to the duſt, and

to adore thy condeſcenſion, that thou art pleaſed

from heaven , the dwelling-place of thy Majeſty ,

to take care of ſuch a worm as man , ſinful man !

5. In the contemplating thy power and wife

dom, in creating and governing the world, I

have learned fubmiflion to thy will , as being the

will of that moſt wife God, that by his wiſdom

not only created at firſt, but ſtill governs, all

things. I have learned to depend upon thy

Providence, who, though I am but a worm in

compariſon of thy heavenly works , yet am an

excellent creature in compariſon of the ravens,

and the herbs of the field . Yet thoſe he feeds,

and
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and theſe he'cloaths ; and ſhall he not much

more cloathe and feed me ? Thus I have, in ſome

meaſure, improved the talent of thy works, to

trace out thy Majeſty, and my own duty .

Now is it a vain or fruitleſs labour, thus to

furvey the wonderful works of God ? And yet

it is certain, we may run to exceſs, even in en

quiries of this nature. We may ſpend far more

time and pains therein, than is conſiſtent either.

with religion or reaſon . Have we not a curious

inſtance of this in the writings of a late eminent

philoſopher ; at the ſame time, a divine by pro

feſſion , and rector of a conſiderable pariſhe

“ During the whole time," ſays he, " that I

have reſided here, I have not been able , by all

my induſtry, to diſcover any more than fifty-

three ſpecies (of butterflies !] in this neighbour

hood . But I verily believe , if God ſpares my

life a few years longer, I ſhall be able to find ſe .

veral more!" Was it not pity, but his life

fhould have been ſpared fifty years , for fo.excel

lent a purpoſe ?

To thoſe , who lean on this extreme, I would

recommend a few more reflections, extracted

from the ſame maſterly writer.

1. My learning of natural cauſes and effects,

and of arts and ſciences , I have not eſtemed to

be
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be the chief, or the beſt furniture of my mind ; but

kave accounted them droſs in compariſon of the

knowledge of Thee, and thy Chriſt, and him

crucified. In acquiring them ; I have always .

taken care , 1. That I might not too prodigally

beſtow my time upon them, to the prejudice of

that time and pains, which were most profitably

beſtowed, on the acquiring of more excellent

knowledge, and the greater concerninents of my

everlaſting happineſs.

2. I carried along with me, in all my ſtudies

of this kind , the great deſign of improving

ther , and the knowledge acquired by them, to

the honour of thy name, and thegreater diſcovery

of thy wiſdom , power, and truth ; and ſo tranſ

lated my ſecular learning, into an improvement

of Divine knowledge . And had I not ever pre

ferved that deſign, in my acquirement of natural

knowledge, I ſhould have accounted all the time

miſ-ſpent, which had been employed therein.

For I ever thought it unworthy of a man , who

had an everlaſting ſoul, to furniſh it with ſuch

learning, as either would die with the body,

and ſo become unuſeful for his everlaſting ſtate;

or that, in the next moment after death, would

be attained without labour ..

3 .. My
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3. My knowledge did not heighten my opi

nion of myſelf: for the more I knew, the more

I knew my own ignorance. I was more and

more convinced , that I was very ignorant , even

in what I thought I knew. And I found an in

finite latitude of things, which I did not know

at all . Yea, the farther I waded into knowledge,

the deeper ſtill I found it. And it was with me,

juſt as it is with a child , that thinks, if he could

but come to , ſuch a field, or climb to the top of

ſuch an hill; he ſhould be able to touch the ſky..

But no ſooner is he come thither, than he finds.

it as far off, as it was before. Juſt ſo , while my

mind was purſuing knowledge, I found the object

ſtill as far before me as it was, if not much far-

ther ; and could no more attain the full and exact

knowledge of any one ſubject; than the hinder

wheel of a chariot can overtake the formar..

Though I knew much, that others were ignoranti

of, yet ftill. I found there was much more ; where..

of I was ignorant , than what I knew, even in

the compaſs.of the most inconſiderable fubje £t.

And as my very knowledge taught me humility ,

in the ſenſe of my own ignorance, ſo it taught

me the narrowneſs of my underſtanding, which

could take in things only by little and little . It

taught me, that thy wiſdom was unſearchable,

and part finding out: yea , and that thy works,

thougha

9
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though they are but finite in themſelves, and

neceſſarily thort of the infinite Wiſdom that con

trived them , are yet ſo wonderful, as fully to

confirm the obſervation of the wife man , No

man can find out the work , that Thou makeft, from

the beginning to the end . If a man were to ſpend

his whole life, in the ſtudy of a poor fly, he

would ſtill leave much more undiſcovered , than

the moſt fingular wit ever attained.

4. It taught me alſo , with the wiſe man ;

(when I looked back on what I had attained) to

write Vanity and Vexation , upon all my ſecular

knowledge and learning. That little I knew ,

was not attained without much labour, nor yet

free from much uncertainty . And the great re

mainder, which I knew not , rendered that I

knew , poor and inconſiderable.

5. Hence I did moſt evidently conclude, that

the perfection of my underſtanding was not tu

be found ; as neither my happineſs, in this kind

of knowledge ; in a knowledge thus ſenſibly mixed

with ignorance, in the things I ſeemed to know ,

mingled with pain and diſſatisfaction, in reſpect

of the things I knew not . And the more I knew ,

the more impatient my mind was, to know what

it knew not. My knowledge did rather inlarge

my
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my deſire of knowing than ſatisfy it . The moſt

intemperate ſenſual appetite , was more capable of

being ſatisfied by what it enjoyed, than my intel

lectual appetite was, of being ſatisfied with the

things I knew. The inlarging my underſtanding

with knowledge, did but enlarge the deſire I had

to know. So that the anſwer which was returned

to Jub, upon his inquiſition after wiſdom , The

depth faith , it is not in me; and the ſea faith , it is

not in me. The ſame account , all my ſeveral kinds

of knowledge gave, when I enquired for ſatisfac

faction in them. My metaphyſics, when I had

purſued great volumes of it , it was ſo mercurial,

I could hardly hold it : and yet ſo endleſs, that the

more I read, or thought of it, the more I might.
I

Natural Philoſophy , almoſt in every branch was

full of uncertainty . Much of it was grounded on

ſuppoſitions impoſſible to be experimented. The

latter philoſophers cenſured the former, and de

parted from them . The lateſt deſpiſed and re

jected both , as equally ignorant. The ſubject to

be treated of, was as vaſt, as the viſible or tangible

univerſe. And yet every individual thing was ſo

complicated , that if all the reſt were omitted , this

alone had more lines concentered in it , than any

one age could liſt to the bottom , Yet any one

loft, or not exactly ſcanned , leſt all the reſt preca .

rious and uncertain . And what could we expect

1

1

to

1
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to know, while we know not ourſelves, not even

our own bodies ? Yetnone could ever do this : the

diſquiſition concerning any one part of the human

body, the brain . the eye, the blood , the nerves,,

utterly perplexed the moſt exact ſcrutators. But

fuppoſe it were otherwiſe : ſuppoſe we could at

tain a full knowledge of Philoſophy, that we

could maſter every branch thereof, yet three un

happineſſes attend it :

Firt, That moſt parts of it are of little uſe ; they

are only known, that they may be known. That

which is of ordinary uſe, is ſoon attained , and

by ordinary capacities : the reft were little better

than laborious trifles, curious impertinencies .

Secondly, That they ſerve only for this life :

a ſeparated ſoul, or a ſpiritualized body will notbe

concerned in them .

But adınit they ſhould , yet Thirdly, a greater

meaſure of fuch knowledge will be attained , in one

hour after our diffolution , than the toilſome ex

pence of an age in this life would produce . What

a deal of pains is taken here, concerning the mo

tion of the ſun or earth : concerning the habitable

neſs of the moon , and other primary or ſecondary

planets : concerning the nature, the magnitude,

and the diſtance of the fixed ſtars : concerning the

various influences of the heavenly bodies , in their

oppoſitions, conjunctions, Aſpects ? When once

the
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the immortal has taken its flight through the ſtories

of the heavens, in one moment all theſe will be

known diftin &tly and evidently . All our doubts

will be reſolved, and our ſouls filled with light,

without any mixture of darkneſs .

Upon all theſe conſiderations I concluded , triat

my intellectual power, and the exerciſe of it in this

life, was given for a certain , uſeful and becom

ing object, even to know thee, the only true God,

and Jesus Christ whom thou haſt ſent:

a

În many parts of the preceding tract , I have

occaſionally touched on the littleneſs of human

knowledge. Perhaps a few more obſervations

on this important head , may not be unacceptable

to the ſerious reader. I propoſe them barely as

hints, which may be purſued at large, by men of

reflection and leifure .

To begin (where we ended before) with the

things which are at the greateſt diſtance from us.

How far does the univerfe extend, and where are

the limits of it ? Where did the Creator “ ſtay

“ his rapid wheels ? ” Where “ fix the golden com

“ paſſes ? Certainly himſelf alone is without

bounds, but all his works are finite. Therefore

he muſt have faid at ſome point of ſpace,

“ Be
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“ Be theſe thy hounds ;

This be thy juſt circumference, O world ! "

But where, who can tell ? Only the morning - ſtare

who then ſang together, the ſons of God, who

then frouted for joy. All beyond the region of

the fixed ſtars is utterly hid from the children

of men .

And what do we know of the fixed pars ? A

great deal one would imagine : ſince , like the Moſt

High, we too tell their number, yea, and call them

all by their names ! Thoſe at leaſt which appear to

the naked eye , both in the northern and ſouthern

hemiſphere. But what are theſe, in compariſon

of thoſe which our glaſſes diſcover , even in an in

conſiderable partof the firmament ? What are one

or two and twenty hundred , to thoſe which we

diſcover in the Milky way alone ? How many are

there then in the whole expanſe, in the boundlels

field of ether ? But to what end do they ſerve ?

To illuminate worlds ? To impart light and heat

to their ſeveral choirs of planets ? Or (as the in

genious Mr. Hutchinſon ſuppoſes), to gild the

extremities of the folar ſphere, which , according

to him is the only inhabited part of the univerſe :

and to miniſter in fome unknown way, to the per

petual circulation of light and ſpirit ?

For

.
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1

For our fakes only that great man apprehends

the Comets alſo to run their amazing circuits ! But

what are Comets ? Planets not fully formed ? Or

planets deſtroyed by a conflagration ? Or bodies

of an wholly different nature , of which therefore

we can form no - idea ? How eaſy is it to form a

thouſand conjectures : how hard to determine any

thing concerning them ? Can their huge revo

lutions be even tolerably accounted for, by the

principles of gravitation and projection ? Has

not Dr. Rogers overturned the very foundation

of this faſhionable hypotheſis ? What then brings

them back , when they have travelled ſo immenſely

far beyond the ſphere of the ſolar attraction ?

And what whirls them on , when by the laws of

gravitation , they would inmediately drop into the

Solar fire ?

What is the Sun itſelf ? It is undoubtedly the

moſt glorious of all the inanimate creatures.

And its uſe we know. God made it to rule the

day. It is

ar Of this great world both eye and ſoul.”

But who knows of whatſubſtance it is compoľed ?

Or even , whether it be fluid or ſolid ? What are

thoſe Ipots on his furface, that are continually

changing

i
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changing ? What are thoſe that always appear in

the ſame place ? What is its real magnitude ?

Which ſhall we embrace, amidſt the immenſe va

riety of opinions ? Mr. Wbiſton indeed ſays, that

eminent aſtronomers are nearly agreed upon this

head. But they cannot agree concerning his mag

nitude, till they agree concerning his diſtance.

And how far are they from this ? The generality

of them believe, that he is near an hundred mil

Jions of miles from the earth . Others ſuppoſe it

to be twenty, ſome twelve millions : and laſt

comes Dr. Rogers, and brings a clear and full

demonſtration, ſo he terms it, that they are not

three millions from each other. What an un

bounded field for conjecture is here ? But what

foundation for real knowledge?

Juſt as much do we know of the feebly ſhining

bodies that move regularly round the fun : of

Jupiter, Saturn, and other Planets. Their revo

lutions we are acquainted with. But who is able

to this day, regularly to demonſtrate, either their

magnitude or their diſtance ? Unleſs he will prove

as is the uſual way, the magnitude from the diſ

tance, and the diſtance from the magnitude ; And

what are Jupiter's Belts ? Can any man tell ?

What is Saturn's Ring ? The honeſt ploughman

knows as well as the deepeſt philoſopher. How

many
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many fatellits , fecondary planets, move round Jure

piter or Saturn ? Are we ſure even of their num

ber ? How'much leſs of their nature , ſize, mo

tions, or diſtances from the primary ? But what

wonder we are ſo ignorant concerning Saturn's

Moons, when we know ſo little of our own ? For

although ſome men of genius have not only diſa

covered

• Rivers and mountains on her ſpotty globe."

i

but have travelled over the whole hemiſphere

which is obverted to us, (and why is the ſame

hemiſphere always obverted ? What reaſon can

be alligned, why we do not ſee the other hemiſ

phere in his turn ? ) have marked out all her ſeas

and continents , with the utmoſt exactneſs : yea,

and carried ſelenography to ſo great perfection,

as to give us a compleat map of the moon : yet do

others (and not without reaſon) doubt, Whether

ſhe has any atmoſphere. And if ſhe has not any ſhe

can have no rain or dews, nor conſequently either

ſeas or rivers. So that after all , we have nothing

more than mere conjectures, concerning the

neareſt of all the heavenly bodies.

What is it that contains them all in their ora

bits ? And what is the principle of their motions ?

By
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a

By what created Power, what outward or inward

force, are they thrown forward to ſuch a point,

and then brought back again to a determinate diſ

tance from the central fire ? Dr. Rogers has evi

dently demonſtrated, that no conjunction of the

centrifugal and centripetal force, can poſſibly ac

count for this , or ever cauſe any body to move

in an ellipſes . Will light moving outward, and

returning inward in the form of Spirit, account

for them ? Nay, if they take away fome, they

plunge us into other difficulties , no leſs conſidera

ble . So that there is reaſon to fear, that even the

Newtonian , yea , and Hutchinſonian fyftem , how,

ever plauſible and ingenious , and whatever advan

tage they may have in ſeveral particulars, are yet

no more capable of folid convincing proof, than

the Ptolemaic or Carteſian.

But let us come to things that are nearer liome,

and ſee what knowledge we have of them . And

how much do we know of that wonderful body,

that enables us to ſee and know all things around

us ? I mean Light . How is it communicated to

us ? Does it flow in a lucid river, in a continued

ſtream from the orb of the ſun to the earth ? Or

does the ſun impel thoſe particles only, which are

contiguous to his orb , which impel others, fo on

and on , to the extremity of his ſyſtem ? Again,

Are

a
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Yet again,

Are the particles of light, naturally and eſſentially

lucid ? Or only by accident , wlien they are col

lected ? Or when put into motion ?

does light gravitate or not ? Does it attract other

bodies, or repel them ? Is it the ſtrongeſt, or the

only repellent in nature, and what communicates

that power to all repellents in nature ? Is this

power the ſame with elaſticity , or wherein does

it differ therefrom ? Is light ſubject to the general

laws, which obtain in all other matter ? Or is it

a body ſui generis, altogether different from all

other bodies ? Is it the fame, or how does it dif

fer from Ether ? Sir Iſaac Newton's fubtle matter ?

What is Ether ? Wherein does it differ from the

electric fluid ? Who can explain ( and demonſtrate

the truth of his explanation ) the phænomena of

electricity ? Why do ſome ſubſtances conduct the

electric matter, and others arreſt its courſe ? Why

do a globe of glaſs and another of ſulphur juſt

counter -act cach other ? Why is the coated phial

capable of being charged juſt to ſuch a point, and

no farther ? O Crux Philoſophoruin ! Superabun

dant proof of the ſhortneſs of human knowledge !

But let us conſider what is not of ſo ſubtle a

nature, nor therefore ſo liable to elude our én

quiries. . Surely we underſtand the Air we'

breathe, and which encompaſſes us on every ſide .

VOL. V. L
Ву
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By its elaſticity it ſeems to be the grand mover

and general ſpring of all ſublunary nature, But

is elalicity eſſential to air, and conſequently in

ſeparable from it ? Not ſo. It has been lately

proved, by numberleſs experiments, that it may

be fixed, divelled of its elaſticity, and generated or

reflored to it anew. Therefore elaſticity is not

ellential to air, any more than fluidity is to water.

Is it then elaſtic any otherwiſe than as it joined

to another body ? As every particle of air, is in

its ordinary ſtate, attached to a particle of ether or

electric fire ? Does it not derive its whole elaſtia

city from this, (perhaps the only true, eſſential

elaſtic in nature ? ) And conſequently, when ſepa

rated from this, loſe all its elaſtic force ? For want

of which it is then effete, and will neither fuſtain

flame , nor the life of animals.

By what powers do the dew , the rain , the other

vapours riſe and fall in the air ? Can we account

for all the phenomena of them , upon the common

principles ? And can we demonſtrate that this is

the true , the moſt rational way of accounting for

them ? Or ſhall we ſay, with a late ingenious

writer, that thoſe principles are utterly inſuffi

cient ? And that they cannot be accounted for at

all, but upon the principles of electricity ?

Do
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a

Do we throughly underſtand the nature and

properties of the Atmoſphere that ſurrounds us ?

That immenſe congeries, not only of air and va .

pours, whether of a watry or inflammable nature,

but likewiſe of effluvia of every kind, which are

continually fleaming o'lt from ſolid as well as fluid

bodies, in all parts of the terraqueous globe ? Do

all our inftruments, with all the improveinents of

them , ſuffice to give us a thorough knowledge of

its conſtituent parts ? Do they inform us of their

innumerable combinations and changes, with the

remote and immediate cauſes of them ? Very far

from it ; and yet it is not a barely curious know

ledge , but uſeful in the higheſt degree : ſeeing

for want of it , not only various diſeaſes, but often

death itſelf enſues.

a

a

Let us deſcend to what is of a ſtill more firm

and a ſtable nature, and ſubjeĉt to the ſcrutiny of

all our ſenſes : namely the Earth we tread upon ,

and which God hath peculiarly given to the

children of men . Do the children of men under

ſtand this ? Of what parts then is it compoſed ?

I ſpeak now of its internal parts , in compariſon

of which the ſurface is next to nothing. Many

arguments induce us to believe that the earth is

between ſeven and eight thouſand miles in diame.

How much of this do we know ? Perhaps

foine

1

ter.

L2
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a

fome cavities, natural or artificial , which have

been examined by men , deſcend one, or even two

miles beneath its furface . But what lies beneath

theſe ? Beneath the region of foſils, of ſtones,

mctals and minerals ? Theſe being only a thin

exterior cruit. Whereof conſiſt the inner parts

of the globe ? Of a Nucleus, (as an eminent nian

fuppofcs, in order to account for the variation of

the needle) and a luminous medium interpoſed ,

between that and the outer ſhell ? Or is there a

central Fire, a grand reſervoir, which ſupplies

all the burning mountains : as well as miniſters to

the ripening of gems and metals, if not of vegeta

bles alſo ? Or is the great deep ſtill contained in

the bowels of the earth , a central abyſs of waters ?

Who hath ſeen ? Who can tell ? Who can give

any ſolid fatisfaction to a rational enquirer ?

But what wonder if we are ignorant of its in

ternal nature ? For how many parts are there on

the firface of the globe, which after all the diſco,

veries of later ages, are ſtill utterly unknown to

us ? How very little do we know of the polar re

gions, either in Europe or Aſia ? In Afia particu.

larly, where all but the ſea-coaſt, is mere terra in

cognita ? How lit : le do we know of the inland

parts either of Africa or Ameri a ? Either of the

foil, the climate , the fruits, the animals , or the

human
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human inhabitants. So far are we from having

any proper knowledge of theſe, that we can

ſcarce form any rational conjecture about them.

And who knows what is contained in the broad

Sea , in the abyſs that covers fo large a part of the

globe ? Many indeed go down to the ſea in fhips,

and occupy their buſineſs in the great waters. But

what know they , of what is contained therein :

either of its animal- inhabitants, its productions of

the vegetable kind, or thoſe of a mineral or me

tallic nature ? Moſt of its chambers are inacceſſi

ble to man, fo that how they are furniſhed, we

know not. Leviathan
may take his paſtiine there

in : but they are not deſigned for the children of

a

.

men.

But let us come nearer hoine. How little do

we know even of the furniture of the dry land ?

Survey thoſe things which fall directly under our

notice , even the moſt fimple Stones, Metals , Mi

nerals. How exceeding imperfectly are we ac

quainted, with their nature and properties ? What

is there in the inward conſtitution of Metals,

which diſtinguiſhes them from all other foſlils ?

From ſtones in particular ? “ Why they are

heavier. ” True ; but what makes them heavier ?

I doubt whether Solomon himſelf was able to

L 3 alliga

.
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aflign the reaſon . What is the original,

internal difference between Gold and Silver, or

between Tin and Lead ? 'Tis all myſtery to the

fons of men . And yet vain man would be wiſe !

“ If all the men in the world, ſays the great Mr.

Boyle, were to ſpend their whole life in the

ſearch, they would not be able to find out all the

properties of that ſingle mineral , Antimony." And

if all men could know ſo little of one thing, how

little can one man know of all ?

>

Let us proceed to the higher parts of the crea

tion . Obſerve the vegetable kingdom . And here

alſo whatever diſplays the wiſdom of the Creator,

diſcovers the ignorance of his creature. Who

can clearly determine even that fundamental queſo

tion , concerning the general nature of vegetables.

Does the fap performa regular circulation through

their veſſels or not ? How plauſible, arguments

have been brought, both on the one ſide and the

other ? Who knows the ſeveral ſpecies of

vegetables , from the cedar of Lebanon to the hyſ

fop on the wall ? Or rather, (ifwe would defcend

from the higheſt to the loweſt) to the innumerable

grove of plants which appear in the form ofmoul

dineſs ; or thoſe more innumerable (if the expreſ.

ſion may be allowed) which do not appear to the

naked
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naked eye at all ?
Who is able to diſco

ver the proper ſpecific difference, between any

one kind of plant and another ? Or the peculiar

internal conformation and diſpoſition of their

component particles ? Yea, what man upon earth

thoroughly underſtands the nature and properties.

of any one plant under heaven ?

Aſcend we higher ſtill from plants to Animalso

But here we are ſtopped in the mid -way. Under

which of theſe ſhall we place the innumerable

tribes ofmicroſcopic Animals, ſo called ? Are they

real Animals in the common ſenſe of the word ?

Orare they Animals, in quite another ſenſe ? El.

fentially different from all other ſpecies of Ani

mals in the univerſe : as neither requiring any

food to ſuſtain thern, nor generating or being gear

nerated ? Are they no animals at all, ( according,

to the ſuppoſition of a late ingenious writer,) but

merely inanimate particles of matter, in a ſtate of

fermentation ? So much may be ſaid for each of

theſe opinions , that it is not eaſy to fix upon any.

of them .

If they are Animals of a peculiar kind ; which

neither generate, nor are generated, they fpread

a veil over one conſiderable branch of human ig

For how totally ignorant are the moſt

fagacious of men,, touching the whole affair of

L 4 Generation ?

norance.
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Generation ? I do not ſay of the generation of in

feels and fiſhes : The countleſs fry,

“ That by unnumber'd millions multiply .”

But let us come to that of the moft perfect ani.

mals, yea , of man himſelf. In the book of the

Creator indeed, were all our members written ;

uhich day by day were faſhioned , when as yet there

were none of them . But by what rule were they

faſhioned ? In what manner ? By what degrees

from the moment of impregnation ? Who can

explain

“ How the dim ſpeck of entity began,

To extend its recent form , and ſwell to man ?*

By what means was the firſt motion communicated

to the punctum faliens? When and how was the

immortal ſpirit added to the maſsof ſenſeleſs clay ?

There is no need of deſcending to particulars : for

'tis myſtery all ! And after all our reſearches, we

can only ſay, I am fearfully and wonderfully

made !

But is there any ſuch thing as equivocal genera

tion , whether of plants or animals ? It is impoſſi

ble any thing can appear more abſurd to the eye

of
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of reaſon ? Was there ever an inſtance , ſince the

world began , that an houſe grew of itſelf ? Nay,

fo much as a bed , a table , a chair, or the ſmalleſ:

piece of houſhold furniture ? And yet how

trifling and inartificial is the conſtruction of theſe

to that of the meaneſt plant or animal ? What is

the workmanſhip of Whitehall or Weſtminſter

Abbey, to that of a tree or a fly ? And

yet on the other hand, iſ we deny ſpontancous

generation, what difficulties ſurround us ? If we

can give a plauſible account of the propagation of

miffelto on trees , and a few of the plants growing

tops of houſes, or on the walls of churches

and towers, yet how many more confound all our

ſagacity ? And how many animals are diſcovered

in ſuch places as no animal of that kind ever fre

quented ?

a

on the

3

With regard to the loweſt claſs of animals, Tire

feets, almoſt innumerable are the diſcoveries

which have been made within few years , particu

Jarly by the ingenious and indefatigable Mr.

Reaumur : but how inconſiderable is all this , iir

compariſon of ' hat which ftill remains undiſco

vered ? How many ſpecies, how many entire ge

nera of theſe, are we totally unacquainted with ?

How many millions by their extreme minuteneſs

elude our moſt careful enquiries ? And the minuter

partsL 5
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parts of larger animals, eſcape our utmoſt dilis

gence ? So that all we can attain to is an imper

fect knowledge of what is obvious in their com

poſition.

Have we a more perfect knowledge of fiſhes

than of Inſects ? How many of the inhabitants

of the waters , are intirely concealed from human

view ,by the element wherein they live ? It is not

permitted to the fons of men , to walk through the

paths of the ſea , nor confequently to trace out

their ſeveral kinds or ſpecies with any exactneſs .

But it is highly probable theſe are far more nume

rous , than the ſpecies of land-animals : as the difa .

tance between the ſmalleſt and the largeſt of ſeas.

animals, is ſo immenſely greater; from the Minow ,,

for inſtance, (though this is far from being the

leaſt) to the Norwegian Whale : to ſay nothing of

Biſhop Pontoppidan’s Craken and Sea-ferpent,

which I doubt never exiſted but in his own imagi

nation . And with regard to the ſpecies we are

acquainted with , how . little is, it that we know ?

Only a few of their general properties : enough .

to ſatisfy our need, but not our curioſity.

a

We
e are ſomething better acquainted with the

inhabitants of the air ; Birds being more acceſſi ...

ble to us : yet upon the whole, we are very far

from
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from being perfe &tly acquainted with them . Of

many we know little more than the outward ſhape.

We know a few of the obvious properties of

others, bui the inward , ſpecific difference of very

few . And we have a thorough adequate knowo

ledge of none.

66

However, we have a more extenſive knowo

ledge of Beaſts, many ofwhich are our domeſtic :

companions.” Certainly we have. And yet a :

thouſand queſtions may be aſked even concerning :

theſe, which we are in no wiſe able to anſwer..

To touch only on two or three general heads.

Do they reaſon, or do they. not ? Whence ariſe :

the different qualities and tempers, not only in :

different kinds and ſpecies ; but even in the india .

viduals of one ſpecies, as in dogs,cats, and horſes ?

Are they mere machines ? If we aſſert they are , it :

inevitably follows, that they neither ſee, nor hear,.

nor ſmell, nor feel. For of this mere machines :

are utterly incapable. Much leſs can they knozu .»

or remember any thing, or move any otherwiſe :

than they are impelled. But all this, as number..

leſs experiments ſhew, is quite contrary to matter:

of fact. On the other hand if they are not?

mere machines , if they have either ſenſation , or :

knowledge, or memory, or a principle of ſelf..

motion , then they are not mere matter ; they have :

1.6 in .
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in them an immateral principle. But of what

kind ? Will it die with the body, or not ? Is it

mortal or immortal ? Here again we are got into

an unknown path. We cannot order our ſpeech

by reaſon of darkneſs.

But although we know ſo little either of the

things that are above us , of thoſe that are be

neath us, or of thoſe that ſurround us on every

fide, yet it is to be hoped, we know ourſelves :

and of all , this is the moſt uſeful, the moſt necef

fary knowledge. But do we truly know our

felves ? Do we know the moſt excellent part of

ourſelves, our own ſoul? That it is a ſpirit, we

know . But what is a ſpirit ? Here again we are

at a full ſtop. And where is the foul lodged ? In

the pineal gland ? Thewhole brain ? In the heart ?

The blood ? In any ſingle part of the body ? Or,

is it ( if any one can underſtand thoſe terms) All

in all , and all in every part . How is it united to

the body ? What is the ſecret chain , what the

bands that couple them together ? Can the wiſeft

of men give a ſatisfactory anſwer, even to theſe

few plain queſtions ?

As to the body, we glory in having attained

abundantly more knowledge than the ancients.

By our glaſſes we have diſcovered very many

things,
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things, which we ſuppoſe they were wholly un

acquainted with . But have we diſcovered, why

we perſpire three parts in four luis , when we

fweat, than when we do not ? What a total miſ

• take is it then to ſuppoſe ſweat is only an increaſe

of inſenſible perſpiration ! Have we dil

covered , why one part of mankind have black

fkins, and the other white ? It is not owing to

the climate : for both black men and white are

born in the fame latitude. And have not negroes

the fame fleſh and blood with us ? Bus

what is fleſh ? 'That of the muſcles in particular ?

Are the fibres out of which it is woven , of a detero

minate fize ? So that when you have divided them

into ſmaller and ſmaller, to a certain point , you

come to thoſe of the ſmalleſt kind ? Or are they

reſolvible (at leaſt in their own nature) into ſmaller

and ſmaller in infinišum ?
How does a

muſcle act ? If you ſay, by being inflated , and

conſequently ſhortened : I aſk again , But what is

it inflated with ? If with blood, how and whence

comes that blood ? And what becomes of that

blood , whither does it the moment the muſcle

is relaxed ? What is blood ? Of how many

forts of particles does it eſſentially confilt ? Of red

globules and ſerum ? But in the famous inſtance,

the man bled at the noſe, till what was diſcharged

had no redneſs left. By what force is the circui

lation

go,
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lation of the blood performed ? Can any one ſups

poſe the force of the heart, is ſuflicient to over

come the reſiſtance of all the arteries ? Are the.

nerves pervious or ſolid ? How do they act ? By

vibration or tranſmiſſion of the animal ſpirits ?

What are the animal ſpirits ? If they have any.

being, are they of the nature of blood or ether ?

What is ſleep ? Wherein does it conſiſt ? We do

not enquire , What are the effects of it.(Ceſſation .

of voluntary motion and ſo on) but what is the

thing itſelf, the cauſe of theſe effects ? What .

is Dreaming ? By what criterion can we diftinguiſh .

dreams from waking thoughts ? I mean, by what

means may a dreaming perfon then know that he

is in a dream ? What is ( the Confanguineus;

Somni ) Death ? When do we die ? You ſay,,

" When the ſoul leaves the body. ”
This cannoti

be denied .. But my queſtion is , When does the

foul leave the body ? When we ceaſe to breathe,,

according to the maxim , Nullus Spiritus, nulla .

wita ? This will not hold ; for many have revived :

after reſpiration was utterly ceaſed. When the.

circulation of the blood ſtops? Nay, neither will :

this hold ; for many have recovered after the :

pulſe was quite gone. When the vital warmth

ceaſes, and the juices loſe their fluidity ? . Even :

this is not a certain mark. For ſome have revived .

after the body was quite cold and ſtiff: a caſe not

uncommon .

܀
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uncommon in Sweden . By what token then can

we ſurely know ? It ſeems, none ſuch can be

found . God knows when the Spirit returns to .

him . And the ſpirit itſelf : but none that dwells .

in a body.

What cauſe have we then to adore the wiſdom

of God , who has ſo exactly proportioned our

knowledge to our ſtate ? We may know whatever :

is needful for life or godlineſs, whatever is neceſ..

fary either for our preſentior eternal happineſs..

But how little befide can the moſt penetrating ge

nius know with any certainty ? Such pains , ſo to .

ſpeak , hath God taken to hide pride from man !

And to bound his thoughts within that channel of

knowledge, wherein he already finds eternal life.

4

FINI S.
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Bud

Burning Glaſſes 19

Mountains
3 107

Iſlands 3 126

Wells
3 152

Vapours.in Wales 3 158

Butterflies 88

Cacao

1

1 202

2

4 266

4 2.26

1

2
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C.

2

1 210

Vol. Page

Cacao - Tree
213

Calabria, Dreadful Earthquake at 3 137

Callao, Deſtruction of 3 144

Camel

Cartilage
1 34

Caterpillars 4 269

proceſſionary 4
ib,

that live in Society 4 271

with Girdles 4 279

that form Cones 4
ib.

Spinning

with Cones like a grain of

4 280

corn 3 ,
21

2
89farther account of

of the Willow 2
92

5 15Cauſtic, real , &c .

Cellular Meinbrane t ' 27

Cerebrum
1

49

ib.1
Cerebellum

Cereus, or, Prickly Pear
2 225

Cement
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2

2

42

Vol . Page

Cement of the Ancients
5 143

Chameleons

41

the Arabian, Egyptian, Mexi

can and European

the Structure and Motion of

their Eyes
ib.

Peculiarities of, in Smyrna 43

Chick, its generation
4 158

Continuation of the Subject 4 159

Chimpanaze
234

Chronology, Aſtronomical Obſervations

2

2

1

on

3 328

1 18

1

4 7

N
O

1

4 8

Chymiſtry

the principles of

objections to

its origin

its proceſs

its power

Experiments on

Knowledge of Painting by

Pharmacy depends on

5. 32

5 ib .

5 33

5 34

5 36

5 37

Chye

1
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1

2

2 212

2

2

Chymiſtry By aid of, Cleopatra diſſolved a

pearl of great Value 5 41

Chylification
140

Circulation , the Organs of
4 149

farther Account of
4 170

continued

4 242

the neceſſity of
4 249

Cicadula
84

Coco Tree

Cochineal
84

Cod, coming of 5

Cold
4 34

Colours
4

26

ſecondary 4 28

their conſequences 4 ' 121

reſult from the different modifica .

tions of reflected light
5 82

Diverſity of, how formed 5 83

Comets 3 273

farther Account of 3 296

the extreme heat of
3 297

are a peculiar kind of planets 3 298

Comets
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Vol. Page

5 118

Comets the great uſe of 3 298

the Aſtronomy of 3 299

that have no tails 3 302

with tails, feldom viſible
3 303

thoughts on 4 35

conſidered with reſpect to the

Univerſe 4 64

the Newtonian account of 5 107

looked upon by the Chaldeans as

Planetary Bodies

Ariſtotle and Stobæus aſſert, they

are wandering ſtars 5 ib.

the ſubject of, diſcuſſed by Seneca 5 19

Contur of Peru 286

Copper 2 280

next to ſilver in ductility 285

found in malles with other metals 2 291

Springs of 303

Coral 227

Corallines, a ſpecies of Polypi 123

the Nature of 129

Cotton Tree
217

Couching

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
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1 63Couching, an Account of

Coya

Crabs

2 68

1

333

1Land, on the Caribbee Illands

Soldier

337

1

340

1
341

2

Eyes

change their ſhells

Crane

Creatures produce their own kind

Creation

333

296
1

2

253

614

Crocodile 2
40

Cutler
4 296

.

D.

1

Dails, or Pholas
4 297

Damps 3 201

Death
162

Watch

74

remarkable circumſtances of

its beating
75

Death

2

2
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2

22

122

Death-Watch fingular properties of 76

Democritus's opinion on Generation 5

the parent of Experimental

Philoſophy 5 44

ſhews how external things

exift 5 52

Dew 3 189

Dials , invented by the Ancients 5

Diſcoveries made by the operations of me

dicines
17

microſcopes ib.

many, with regard to brutes,

fiſhes and inſects 18

many, with regard to plants,

ſtones, metals, and minerals ib.

concerning the loadſtone 19

concerning Burning -Glaſſes 1 ib.

relating to Water

ſhewing the nature of fire,

gunpowder, phoſphorus, aurum fulmi

1

1

1 20

ib .nans

Diſ.
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5 161

Vol. Page

Diſcoveries, the true ſtate of, both of the

Ancients and Moderns

-Diſeaſes, variety of 1 155

thoſe of the ſolids 1 156

thoſe of the fluids 1 157

thoſe of the animal ſpirits 1 158

remote cauſes of 1
159

4 227

4 251

of Plants and Animals

Diftinction of Plants and Animals

Diviſibility

Doronicum

Down-Bird of Iceland

4 5

2
223

1 305

1 211

2 85

Dromedary

Drone.Fly

Dryneſs

Dumbneſs removed

4 34

73

E.

1
305

651

Eagles, a remarkable couple of

Ear, external parts of

- internal parts of, particularly the drum 1

VOL, V. N

66

Ear
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Ear-bones , paſſages, windows and laby

rinths of

farther account of the

1 67

1
199

Earth
1 20

formation of the 3 3

movement of the 3 5

2

3 281

3 288

fiffures of the 294

advantages of its rotation , & c.

farther account of

its rotundity 5 104

its ſphericity 5
ib .

revolves round its own axis 55 107

Reflections on the 4 50

Earthquakes 3 131

the cauſes of 3
ib ,

artificial 3 132

a dreadful one in 1699 3 140

cauſed by Ele &tricity 3 151

the Modern's account of the

72cauſe of 5

Ariſtotle's and Seneca's fentie

ments on 5 73

Earth
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2
48

200

Egg

Earth -Worm , re- production of its parts

thoughts on the re-genera

tion of
4

Eclipſes, firſt predi&ted by Thales 5 130

4 215

Egypt, pyramids of 5 104

Electricity 3
ib .

new diſcoveries in
3 219

many appearances in nature ac

counted for by it 3 229

quickens all ſorts of motion 3 240

- of hair, experiments on 3 241

Electric Fire, the ſame as lightning 3 234

Matter, Moderns divided in their

opinions of 5

Elements
4 75

ofthe body

act reciprocally on each other 4 69

Elementary light 4

Elephant
203

Ephemeron, that lives but part of a day 2 86

another fort of

N2 Eſſay

76

1 102

20

1

2

2 87
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2

Eſay on the production, nouriſhment, and

operations of Plants and animals 253

Ether 5 78

nature of,underſtood by the Ancients 5 8

of Plants 3 246

Experiments 2 287

ſhewing that vapours from

the ſea ſupply fountains and rivers 33

Extenſion
4 3

2

of light 4 23

1
Eyes

guard of the

muſcles of the

54

ib.1

1 ib.

ſtructure of the 1
55

coats of the ib,

1 56

1

humours of the

peculiarities relative to the

queries concerning the

farther account of

1

63

65

1 196

F.

Fat

I 1 1

1.48

Falling
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1
97

1

1

222

1

Vol . Page

Falling ſtars 3 215

Fallopian Tubes 5
10 .

Feet

Feeling 145

farther account of 4 252

Fevers 159

Fecundation of Plants 4

of Ani:nals 4 223

Fecundity 4 232

Filtre 25

Fire-Fly
86

Fire, nature and effects of 3 99

generation and nouriſhment of 3

the inſtrument of all motion 3 10.1

elementary and culinary 3

fubterraneous 3 106

ofan uncommon kind 3 155

common and electric in all bodies 3 234

farther account of 4 125

general motion of 5 81

Firft Cauſe 4 61

Fiſhes, the number of 321

Fiſhes

2

102

ib .

1

1

N3
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1Fiſhes covering of

brain of

321

ib .1

1 ib .organs of fenfe

-- gills of 1 324

heart of

air -bladder of

1 325

1 326

1 ib.ftomach of

fins of 1 328

1

1

2

2 10

2 22

2

210

experiments on 330

of the ſnail -kind
342

generation of 3

particular forts of

Frog

Flying 23

various ſorts of that are luminous 3

their paſſage to birds 4 100

proceedings of 4 3157

Herodotus's account of their being

found on land 5 20

Fixed Stars
3 273

farther account of 3 306

Ferguſon's obſervations on 3 332

Flea
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71
2

Flea

1

Fleth

2

40

78

1852

4 32

2 216 .

1

Flies , eggs of

Flowers

fatal inſtance of their effluvia

Flowering-Ah

Fluids, ſecretion of

Cheyne’s Remarks on

farther account of

Fætus, Hippocrates's deſcription of

how produced

98

3 77

4 77

5
21

5
ib.

formation of a 5 64

Form of Plants and Animals 4 236

2

Foiſils
277

2

inflammable
318

Fountains 3 32

2

220

Tree

4 330

2 52

Fox, his ſkilfulneſs and ſubtlety

Frogs change their ſkins

Froſt, ſurpriſing effects of

Fruit

3 27

2 196

N

N4
Gall
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G.

Vol . Page

Gall . Bladder

1
1

9

Generation of Plants 4 168

organs and dependencies of 4 177

varieties of
4 174

irregularities of

Harvey's and Redi's ſentiments

4 226

on

5 19

its nature deſcribed 5 25

the ſentiments of the Ancients

on

5 69

5 132

4. 152

Geometric Analyſis

Germs

Giants cauſeway in Ireland

Ginger

Gland

3 150

2 218

1
41

Pineal
1

52

Glaſs
3 162

Diſcovery of

Drop of

3 163

3 165

Glaſs
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90

Vol . Page

Glaſs Electrified with difficulty 3 224

its ductility known by the Ancients 5 41

made uſe of by Archimedes in ſetting

fire to the Roman fleet 5
88

his manner of uſing it 5

A fleet deſtroyed at Conſtantinople

by means of 5
ib .

power of 5 91

nature and uſe of, known by the

Ancients 5 144

Globes, their diurnal motion 3 309

Glow -worm 3 214

Glutton 241

Gooſe and wild -gooſe 303

Solan 1 304

Gnats
2 82

their propagation
2

Gold
2 280

chief properties of
ib.

Grain planted in various ſubſtances 207

Gravity 4 35

M5 Gravitation,

1

1

83

2

2
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Gravitation, the laws of, demonſtrated by

the Moderns
55 93

theſe laws not unknown to the

Ancients

5 ib.

Growth of Animals
4 151

Gunpowder, invention of
3

166

known to the Ancients
5 45

H.

1
Hair

77

turned white through fear and grief 1 78

triangular
79

Hare, fubtleties of
4 329

Halo frequently ſeen round the fun and

moon

3 197

Hands
1 96

Head, of man
49

danger of dreſſing with metal pins

or wire
3 245

Health, the way to preſerve it
151

Heart
80

Heart

1
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10

1

figure of

98

Vol . Page

Heart and lungs
1 195

the valves of, diſcovered by Father

Paul 5

Hearing
145

Heavenly Bodies, their ſituation 3 308

their annual motion
3 310

3 314

Reflections on 4

What retains them in

their orbits 5 95

Heat, its different degrees in the ſame la

titude 3

-intolerable in the Welt-Indies, but

for the fea -breezes 3 247

Hedge-hog
228

Hernia Inteſtinalis, the ancient method of

curing
5 15

Herrings 5

Hierarchies, celeſtial 4 110

Hippopotamos 15

Hippocrates, his aſſertion, that nɔ.bing is

N 6 born

101

1

2

2
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ence

born , but what had a prior exilt

5 23

Hippocratess, his ſyſtem objected to , and

anſwered
5 24

Honey
115

Horns falling off
245

Humming-Bird
287

Hunger and thirſt 1 146

Hurricanes, motion of
3 249

2

1

1

I.

1

Jackal 1 238

Ice
3 24

liuge bodies of near Hudſon's Bay 3 30

Ichneumon
237

Ideas
5. 172

of ſpirits
5 174

properties of 5. 178.

Induſtry of animals 4 278

Ines fatui

Imagination

177

Inks

3 206.

1

+
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2

-eyes of 2

2

2

Vol . Page

Ink - fiſh , its properties
2 ° 23

Inſects , their ſhape and make 57

58

-heart and reſpiration of 59

-generation of ib,

-transformation of
95

general account of 4 92

-external parts of 4 93

-internal parts of 4 95.

-their paſſage to ſhell- fith 4

-their diſtinction into viviparous

and oviparous
4 172

-varieties in the generation of 4 174

their metamorphoſes 4. 203

diviſion of

96

4 206

-diſeaſes of
4 207

4 208

4 210

-theory of their metamorphoſes

-reflections on

-living in fruits

-rolling up the leaves

-miners of leaves

-properties of theſe miners

4 281

4 282

4 285

4 286

Inſects
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4 29%

2 140

4 258

91

Infeets, reflections on

Inſtinct, natural to all creatures

-farther account of

Inteſtines

Internal fire, perſons conſumed by

Intellect, the operations of

Irritability of plants and animal's

Iron

-farther account of

Iſlands, formation of

-of Scilly

--farther account of

Juice, nutritive, motion of

Jupiter

-ſatellites of

3 158

5 187

4 256

2 280

1

2 286

3

45

803

4 66

2 169

3 272

3 295

K

>Kennedy, his obſervations on aſtronomical

chronology 33 328

Kidneys
95

King-fiſher
307

Kercher's
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Kercher's account of a dreadful earth

quake
3 137

Knowledge, different kinds of 5 192

-its improvement by Revela

tion 5 210

L.
3

3 43Lakes, fiſhes, falts

Mocris
5

122

Lama of Peru 211

Lambent fire 3 208

Leaves 2 163

1

97

2
74

10

4 11

Legs

Lice, often found on ſalmon

Light

-attracted by other bodies

its
rays differ in many reſpects

its effects

its denſity

elementary

4 13

4 16

1 4 19

20
4

Light,
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2

Vol. Page

Light , its inconceivable extenſion 4 23

-nature of 5 84

-experiments on
5 85

--diſcovery of its refraction , as ancient

as the time of Ptolomy
5 122

Lightning, curing paralytic diſorders 3 235

Lima, deſtruction of 3 144

Lime 308

Limput
25

Linnæus reduced trees and plants to claſa

ſes 5
28

Linum albeſtum 319

Lizard , of Italy 44

-water, often change their ſkin 46

Loadſtone 19

-account of 312

-farther account of 5 75

Locomotive faculty 4 250

Lobſters change their ſhells 333

Louſe 72

peculiarities of 73

Luminous bodies 3

2

2

2

1

2

2

1
1

211

Mackrel

1
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M

Vol. Page

2

2

1

1

age of

1

4 106

Mackrel, ſhoals of
6

Machineel -apple .
221

Madeira , Iſland, thrown up by an explo

fion of fubterraneous fire 3 123

Magpy
1 291

Man, ftature of 151

153

-his origin not diſcovered by reaſon 1 179

the ſcriptural account of
ib .

endowed with reaſon

in ſociety

in commerce with God 4 ib .

-gradation of 4 109

-reflections on 4 54

Maple -ſugar
229

Marmont
1

227

Mars 3 272

farther account of 3 295

Medulla 49

Mechanicalpowers of the ancients 5 139

Medicine

4 108

2

1
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Vol. Page

Medicine, ſcarce any new aphoriſms in,

ſince the time of Hippocrates 5
6

Membrane 1
36

177Memory

-farther account of 4 118

1

2

1

1

Meninges 50

Mercury 3 272

-farther account of 3 287

farther account of 66

Metals , properties of 278

nutrition and generation of 2 279

Mice, fable 239

Meſentery 91

Microſcopes, the nature and uſe of, not

unknown to the ancients
5 145

Microſcopic animals 76

Milky-way 5 113

Mines in general 292

Miniature, the ancients' ſkill in 5 144

Mock funs and moons
3 197

-bird, American, 1 295

Moloſſes 229

Moiſture

2

2

1

2
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Moiſture 4 34

Monkey
1 232

Monkies, aſſembly of 235

-farther account of 4 320

Monſters, formation of 4 164

-their birth 4 166

Mount Secco and Nuovo 3 124

-Hecla 3 127

Moon 3 289

-motion of 3 ib.

various opinions concerning 3 290

-ſuppoſed to be inhabited 3 291

farther account of 4
66

-acts reciprocally with the ſun, in

cauſing the ebbing and flowing of the

ſea 5 73

-Pliny's account of 5 74

has no light of its own 5 107

Mofaic-work 5 151

Moths, falſe

in general 4 289

domeftic 4
ib.

Moths,

4 287
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Vol. Page

4 291

4
ib.

1

Moths, field

acquatic

Motion, local

voluntary and involuntary

bodily

farther account of

Mountains

151

ib .1

1
177

6
4

3 9 .

benefit of 3
10

height of

12

1

1

3 11

of ſeveral in France
3

of mount Atlas
3

ib.

the formation of 3 15

of one in Sweden
3

Mount Ætna
3 107

Rupert's account of 3 109

Kircher's account of 3 111

eruptions of 3 - 113

Mount Veſuvius
3 114

eruption of 3 ib.

uncommon fertility round

it
3. 117

Keyfter's account of

Mount

3. 118
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122

1 222

Vol . Page

Mount Veſuvius, cities deſtroyed thereby 3 119

view of
3

Mules

generation of

Multiplication of plants and animals 4 224

Mundic
293

Murex, purple

Muſcles
42

4 163

2

1
349

-intercoftal 87

1

1

2 226

-pearl 350

-farther account of 4 147

and pinnæ marina 4 309

Muſhrooms

Muſic 4 17

-experiments in

- Pythagoras the firſt that gave funda.

5 98

mental precepts concerning 5 131

-of the ancients 5 151

the effects of 5 154

-inſtances of its utility 5 157

the merit of the ancients therein 5 160

Natural
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N.

Vol . Page

1 21Natural Bodies

Nature, its laws 2 258

its gifts 4 202

1
40

1
51

4 1464

4 298

4 301

4 302

3
-

40

Nerves

their origin

farther account of

Nettles, divers ſea inſects and animals

feed on ſhell- fiſh

reſemble polypuſes

Niagara, cataract of

Nile, its deſcription

Noſtrils

Nutrition

organs
of

of plants and animals

of animals and vegetables

farther account of

3 39

1 70

140

4 148

4 217

625

4 254

2 218Nutmegs

Occult
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0.

Vol . Page

4 46

1

94

44

1 235

Occult qualities

Omentura

Qocarel , of Egypt

Oppoflum

Organs of circulation

reſpiration

farther account of

Organical-economy

Ostrich

Oyster

4 149

4 ib,

5 27

4 132

1
7

4 101

1 345

P
.

Palate
1

75

Palm-tree
2 215

1

48

1

1
229

Panniculus carnofus

Pangolin

Paragua, herb of

Paſſage from inſects to ſhell- fiſh

ſhell-fiſh to reptiles

2 211

4 96

4 99

Paſſage
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100
1

2

Vol. Page

Paſſage from reptiles to fiſhes 4 · 99

fiſhes to birds 4

birds to quadrupeds 4 101

Pallions 4 117

Palmyra, ruins of 5 140

Pericardium
1 81

Peritoneum pancreas 1 94

Perception continued and recalled 1 176

Perfection, corporeal
4 71

Peruvian bark - tree
2 217

Pepper-Shrub
ib .

ofJamaica
218

Petrifying ſprings 2 : 304

Pendulum, invented by the Ancients 5

Perſpectives underſtood by the Ancients 5 .125

Philoſophy, natural 13

as practiſed by the Hebrews

and Egyptians 14

of Pythagoras, Plato, and Arif

totle 1 ib .

differently purſued by the Greek

feats
ib .

Philoſophy

2

122

1
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313

1

Vol. Page

Philoſophy of the ſchoolmen
1 15

revived by Lord Bacon ib.

'promoted by Societies 1 ib.

improved 16

obfervations on the whole ſyſ

tem of 3 338

Pholades, bollani 1 353

Phaenomena of the ſun and moon 3 271

Phoſphorus, properties of 4 23

Pilchards, ſhoals of 1 8

Pipe-worms 4 96

Plants, what meant by them 159

their liquid and ſolid parts

162

nutrition of 2 164

water notthe element of 165

-- male and female 173

their ſleep 174

ģeneration of 185

perſpiration of 2 198

propagation of 202

VOL. V. 0 Plants

2

2 160

their pith 2

2

2

2

2

Pa

1

2

1

2
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Vol. Page

2 210

2

. 4 ib .

$ 218

Plants, particular ones

corruption of 231

their nouriſhment and growth 2 260

-- their operations 2 264

-- ſome ſpecies of 4
81

farther account of

exterior parts of 4
82

interior
parts

of 4 85

nutrition of, by roots and leaves 4 132

nutrition of 4 217

growth of

fecundation of 222

multiplication of 4 224

irregularities in the generation of 4
226

liable to diſeaſes 4 227

their diſtinction from animals
4 25

their organs of propagation 5 27

more accurate accounts of, given

by the Moderns than the Ancients 5 - 28

Theophraſtus's opinion of the diſ

tinction of
5 29

Plants,

.
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315
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